Proposed Extension to Linhay Hill Quarry
Environmental Statement – Regulation 22 Response #4

Appendix 7.1
Demarcation Plan showing eastern
and western sections of Balland
Lane
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Proposed Extension to Linhay Hill Quarry
Environmental Statement – Regulation 22 Response #4

Appendix 13.1
Replacement Summary Table of
effects of the proposed extension of
Linhay Hill Quarry

Revised Table 21.4 – Overall Assessment of the effects of the Linhay Hill Quarry proposals
Effects which are moderate and above are shaded grey where adverse, and yellow where beneficial.
Receptor/Type of Effect

Receptor
Sensitivity/
Importance1

Magnitude of
Impact1

Mitigation/Enhancement/Control measures2

Significance of effect1
(adverse unless stated otherwise)

Landscape effects- Construction
Landscape Elements
Stage 0 Construction

Moderate

Minor

Landscape Character
Stage 0 Construction

Moderate

Minor








Landscape Elements
Stage 1 Construction

High

Moderate

Landscape Character
Stage 1 Construction

Moderate

Moderate

Landscape Elements
Stage 2 Construction

High

Moderate

Landscape Character
Stage 2 Construction

Moderate

Moderate










Landscape Elements
Stage 3 Construction

High

Moderate



Working hours
Works close to Place House to be
undertaken during school holidays
New hedgerow planting
New native woodland planting in many
locations
Selective relaxation of hedgerow cutting
Management of existing tree and
woodland planting

Slight

Working hours
Following designated haul routes
Translocation of hedgerows and new
hedgerow planting with intermittent tree
planting
Constructing outer edges of bunds first
Gradient of bund profiles
Planting scheme with larger species
omitted from upper parts of bunds
Progressive restoration and landscaping
of bunds

Large

Working hours

1

Slight

Moderate
Large
Moderate

Moderate

In summarising, some receptor/types of effects have been grouped together. This sometimes results in more than one level of sensitivity/importance and or magnitude of
effect and correspondingly more than one level of significance of effect. Where there are grouped receptors/types of effect with significance levels of moderate or above, the
significance of effect entry has been subdivided accordingly. Elsewhere, for the grouped receptors/types of effect with significance of effect levels below moderate, namely
slight or neutral, the resulting levels are reported together.
2 Note: Mitigation by avoidance applies to many of the effects

1

Receptor/Type of Effect

Landscape Character
Stage 3 Construction

Receptor
Sensitivity/
Importance1

Magnitude of
Impact1

Moderate

Moderate

Mitigation/Enhancement/Control measures2

(adverse unless stated otherwise)




Landscape Elements
Stage 4 Construction

High

Moderate

Landscape Character
Stage 4 Construction

Moderate

Moderate

Significance of effect1







Following designated haul routes
Translocation of hedgerows and new
hedgerow planting with intermittent tree
planting
Overburden backfilled into base of
existing quarry

Moderate

Working hours
Following designated haul routes
Translocation of hedgerows and new
hedgerow planting with intermittent tree
planting
Overburden backfilled into base of
existing quarry

Moderate
Moderate

Landscape effects- operation
Landscape Elements
Stage 0 Operation

Moderate

Negligible

Landscape Character
Stage 0 Operation

Moderate

Negligible





Design of new and altered roads
Ongoing management of new
hedgerows, tree and woodland planting
Progressive restoration of higher
benches within existing quarry

Neutral

Ongoing management of translocated
and new hedgerows, tree and woodland
planting
Progressive restoration of higher
benches within stage 1 extension area
Ongoing restoration of existing tip

Moderate

Neutral


Landscape Elements
Stage 1 Operation

High

Moderate

Landscape Character
Stage 1 Operation

Moderate

Moderate







Landscape Elements
Stage 2 Operation

High

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

2

Receptor/Type of Effect

Landscape Character
Stage 2 Operation

Receptor
Sensitivity/
Importance1

Magnitude of
Impact1

Moderate

Moderate

Mitigation/Enhancement/Control measures2

(adverse unless stated otherwise)





Landscape Elements
Stage 3 Operation

High

Moderate



Landscape Character
Stage 3 Operation

Moderate

Moderate





Landscape Elements
Stage 4 Operation

High

Moderate



Landscape Character
Stage 4 Operation

Moderate

Moderate




Landscape Elements
Stage 5 Operation

High

Landscape Character
Stage 5 Operation

Moderate

Moderate
Moderate






Landscape Elements
Restoration

High

Minor beneficial

Significance of effect1



Ongoing management of translocated
and new hedgerows, tree and woodland
planting
Design of surface water drainage
channels around bunds
Progressive restoration of higher
benches within stage 2 extension area
Ongoing restoration of existing tip

Moderate

Ongoing management of translocated
hedgerows, tree and woodland planting
Thinning/clearance to form glades and
rides in woodland planting on bunds
Progressive restoration of higher
benches within stage 3 extension area
Completion of restoration on existing tip

Moderate

Ongoing management of translocated
hedgerows, tree and woodland planting
Progressive restoration of higher
benches within stage 4 extension area
Balland Pond area capped

Moderate

Ongoing management of translocated
hedgerows, tree and woodland planting
Progressive restoration of higher
benches within stage 4 extension area
Removal of existing quarry plant
Earth bunding to screen mobile plant
area

Moderate

Ongoing management of translocated
hedgerows, tree and woodland planting

Slight beneficial

3

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Receptor/Type of Effect

Mitigation/Enhancement/Control measures2

Receptor
Sensitivity/
Importance1

Magnitude of
Impact1

Landscape Character
Restoration

Moderate

Minor beneficial



Baseline Landscape
Character
Restoration

Moderate

Minor



Significance of effect1
(adverse unless stated otherwise)





Restoration of benches around lake
edge
Creation of amenity area on lake side of
Balland pond capped area, with
woodland copse planting
Provision of circular walk around lake
Separate access for recreation and
employment uses
Waterfall features formed through
drainage route for rainfall discharge

Slight beneficial
Slight

Visual effects (34 receptors) – Construction
Stage 0
Construction
Stage 1
(Worst of 1a and 1b)

Stage 2
Construction
(Worst of 2a and 2b)

High (19
receptors)
Medium (12
receptors)
Low (3
receptors)

Minor (12)
Negligible or no
change (22)

As above for Stage 0 landscape construction
mitigation

Moderate (5 receptors)
All others Slight or Neutral (29)

Moderate (5)
Minor (13)
Negligible or no
change (16)

As above for Stage 1 and 2 landscape
construction mitigation

Moderate (7 receptors)
All others Slight or Neutral (27)

High (19
receptors)
Medium (12
receptors)
Low (3
receptors)

Major (1)
Moderate (8)
Minor (9)
Negligible or no
change (16)

As above for Stage 1 and 2 landscape
construction mitigation

Large (2)
Moderate (8)
All others Slight or Neutral (24)

Major (1)
Moderate (2)
Minor (9)
Negligible or no
change (22)

As above for Stage 3 landscape construction
mitigation

Large (1)
Moderate (5)
All others Slight or Neutral (28)

Stage 3
Construction
High (19
receptors)

4

Receptor/Type of Effect

Stage 4
Construction

Receptor
Sensitivity/
Importance1

Magnitude of
Impact1

Medium (12
receptors)
Low (3
receptors)

Major (1)
Moderate (3)
Minor (7)
Negligible or no
change (23)

Mitigation/Enhancement/Control measures2

Significance of effect1
(adverse unless stated otherwise)

As above for Stage 4 landscape construction
mitigation

Large (1)
Moderate (5)
All others Slight or Neutral (28)

Visual effects (34 receptors) - operation
Stage 0
Operation
Stage 1
Operation
(Worst of 1a and 1b)
Stage 2
Operation
(Worst of 2a and 2b)

Stage 3
Operation

Stage 4
Operation

Stage 5
Operation

High (19
receptors)
Medium (12
receptors)
Low (3
receptors)

High (19
receptors)
Medium (12
receptors)
Low (3
receptors)

High (19
receptors)
Medium (12
receptors)
Low (3
receptors)

All negligible or
No change (34)

As above for Stage 0 landscape operation
mitigation

All receptors Slight or Neutral (34)

Moderate (3)
Minor (9)
Negligible or no
change (22)

As above for Stage 1 landscape operation
mitigation

Moderate (5)
All others Slight or Neutral (29)

Major (1)
Moderate (6)
Minor (8)
Negligible or no
change (19)

As above for Stage 2 landscape operation
mitigation

Large (2)
Moderate (7)
All others Slight or Neutral (25)

Major (1)
Moderate (2)
Minor (9)
Negligible or no
change (22)

As above for Stage 3 landscape operation
mitigation

Large (1)
Moderate (5)
All others Slight or Neutral (28)

Moderate (5)
Minor (6)
Negligible or no
change (23)

As above for Stage 4 landscape operation
mitigation

Large (1)
Moderate (5)
All others Slight or Neutral (28)

Moderate (4)
Minor (2)
Negligible or no
change (26)

As above for Stage 5 landscape operation
mitigation

Large (1)
Moderate (5)
Slight or Neutral (23)
Slight beneficial (5)
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Receptor/Type of Effect

Restoration

Receptor
Sensitivity/
Importance1

Magnitude of
Impact1

High (19 +1
receptors)
Medium (12
receptors)
Low (3
receptors)

Minor (5)
Moderate (new
users of
restored site)

Mitigation/Enhancement/Control measures2

Significance of effect1
(adverse unless stated otherwise)

As above for Restoration landscape operation
mitigation

Moderate beneficial

Socio-Economic effects
Employment Construction Phase

High

Employment - Operation
Phase

High

Local Economic –
Resilience

High

Tourism

n/a
Moderate

No change

High

Moderate at
national level
High at County
level

High

n/a

Moderate

High

Competition

Use of Resources

Minor

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Moderate

6

Moderate Beneficial

Moderate Beneficial

Moderate Beneficial

Neutral - Not Significant

Large beneficial

Large beneficial

Receptor/Type of Effect

Receptor
Sensitivity/
Importance1

Magnitude of
Impact1

Mitigation/Enhancement/Control measures2

Significance of effect1
(adverse unless stated otherwise)

Ecological effects - construction

Internationally
Designated Statutory
Sites (SAC) Construction

Nationally Designated
Statutory Sites (National
Park) Construction

Locally Designated Sites
(CWS / UWS)
Construction

BAP habitats: Hedgerows
Construction

BAP habitat: Broadleaved Woodland
Construction

International

National

County

County

Local (District)

Below Local
(Negligible)

 Control of pollution within CEMP.
 Fencing of Brownswell Stream
 Avoidance of impacts on key areas used by
greater horseshoe bat.
 Creation of strong woodland edge and
hedgerow / green-lane links around the
quarry & surrounding area.
 Strengthening of Strategic Flyway.

Neutral - Not significant

Below Local
(Negligible)

 Creation of a range of ecologically important
habitats within the Dartmoor National Park, in
line with its Management Plan Priorities.

Neutral - Not significant

Below Local
(Negligible)

 Sensitive working methods used during
drainage works, to be detailed in CEMP.
 Control of construction dust through CEMP.
 Woodland planting on species-poor
grassland within Little Barton Fields UWS
during Stage 1b to connect existing woodland
areas (0.35ha).
 Long term management.

Neutral - Not significant

Translocation of affected hedgerows.
2.2km of hedge creation.
CEMP control of dust.
Protection fencing and exclusion zones for
retained hedgerows
 Long term management.

Neutral - Not significant

Below Local
(Negligible)

Local (District)
Scale






 Creation of 14.4ha of new broadleaved
woodland.
 Enhancement of c. 9.3ha of existing mixed
plantation.
 CEMP control of dust.
 Long-term management.
7

Moderate Beneficial.

Receptor/Type of Effect

Other Habitats:
Species-rich Grassland
Construction

Significance of effect1

Magnitude of
Impact1

Local

Local Scale

 Creation of 0.67ha of species-rich grassland.
 CEMP control of dust.

Slight Beneficial

 De-silting water bodies and livestock fencing
to reduce impact from cattle poaching.
 Pollution prevention guidelines to be adhered
to in accordance with the CEMP.

Slight Beneficial

Other Habitats:
Open Water
Construction

Local

Local Scale

Other Habitats:
Running Water
Construction

Between Local
and County

Local Scale

Protected and notable
fauna – dormice
Construction

Mitigation/Enhancement/Control measures2

Receptor
Sensitivity/
Importance1

County

County Scale

(adverse unless stated otherwise)

 Control of pollution within CEMP.
 Fencing of Brownswell Stream.
 CEMP control of construction
 Phased displacement of dormice under
license prior to impacts at the start of each
Stage.
 Translocation of hedgerows designed to
increase habitat connectivity in surrounding
landscape.
 Winter clearance for all areas of woodland
and dense scrub lost under footprint.
 Temporary netting or ‘dead-hedge’ gates
used to maintain connectivity over haul-roads
at night.
 2.2km of new hedgerow creation.
 14.4ha of broadleaved woodland creation.
 Enhancement of 9.3ha of mixed plantation.
 Installation of 80 Dormouse boxes within
retained / enhanced woodlands.
 Long term management.

8

Slight Beneficial

Large Beneficial

Receptor/Type of Effect

Protected and notable
fauna – Roosting bats
Construction

Protected and notable
fauna – Foraging /
commuting bats
Construction

Receptor
Sensitivity/
Importance1

County

County

Magnitude of
Impact1

Mitigation/Enhancement/Control measures2

Significance of effect1
(adverse unless stated otherwise)

Below Local
(Negligible)

 CEMP control of construction
 Design altered to avoid known tree roosts
where possible.
 Provision of alternative roost sites through the
provision of 30 bat boxes.
 Update surveys carried out to determine
licensing / specific mitigation requirements re:
disturbance on nearest tree roost & Alston
Cottage.
 Key hedgerow connections linking to known
building roosts retained / re-created & width
of new breaks minimised.
 Long term management.

Not significant

Below Local
(Negligible)

 CEMP control of construction
 Redesign of quarry tips to avoid areas of
highest bat activity.
 Large scale habitat creation and woodland
enhancement designed to increase
alternative habitat in advance of impacts.
 Stages designed to minimise fragmentation of
hedgerows.
 Hedgerows translocated / planted to improve
connectivity of wider landscape.
 Construction haul routes designed to re-use
existing gateways and hedge-breaks, with
netting or ‘dead-hedge’ gates to close gaps
overnight (April – Oct).
 No lighting required for construction.

Not significant

9

Receptor/Type of Effect

Protected and notable
fauna – Badger
Construction

Protected and notable
fauna – Breeding Birds
Construction

Protected and notable
fauna – Reptiles
Construction

Protected and notable
fauna – Invertebrates
Construction

Receptor
Sensitivity/
Importance1

Local

Local (District)

Local

Local (District)

Magnitude of
Impact1

Mitigation/Enhancement/Control measures2

Significance of effect1
(adverse unless stated otherwise)

Local Scale

 CEMP control of construction
 Update surveys.
 Habitat creation of woodland and species-rich
grasslands.
 Strong green corridors will allow badgers to
commute around the site.
 Works resulting in sett closure or disturbance
to be subject to licencing requirements
(including sensitive timings).

Slight Beneficial

Local (District)
Scale

 CEMP control of construction
 Timing of works to woody vegetation
(removal and reduction as part of
translocation) to be undertaken outside of
bird breeding season.
 Translocation of impacted hedgerows.
 Creation of 2.2km of new hedgerow
 Creation of 14.4ha of broadleaved woodland.
 Enhancement of 9.3ha of mixed plantation.

Moderate Beneficial

Local Scale

Local (District)
Scale

 CEMP control of construction
 Timing of works to suitable habitat.
 Ecological supervision of works to suitable
habitat following displacement through
habitat manipulation.
 Creation of suitable habitats with woodland
glades, rides / edges and new hedgebanks.
 CEMP control of construction
 Hedgerow translocation.
 Habitat creation – in particular woodland
edge habitats and glades.
 Habitat enhancement – woodland glades and
rides
Ecological effects - Restoration
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Slight Beneficial

Moderate Beneficial

Receptor/Type of Effect

Internationally
Designated Statutory
Sites (SAC) Operation +
Progressive Restoration
Nationally Designated
Statutory Sites (National
Park) Operation +
Progressive Restoration

Receptor
Sensitivity/
Importance1

International

National

Locally Designated Sites
(CWS / UWS) Operation
+ Progressive
Restoration

County

Below Local
(Negligible)

BAP habitats Hedgerows Operation +
Progressive Restoration

County

Below Local
(Negligible)

Other Habitats:
Species-rich Grassland
Operation + Progressive
Restoration

 Routine operational water quality control
measures.
 Creation of artificial bat caves within restored
quarry faces.
 Strengthening of flyways through greening of
quarry faces.
 Creation of a range of ecologically important
habitats within the Dartmoor National Park, in
line with its Management Plan Priorities.

Neutral - Not significant

Neutral - Not significant

 Operational dust suppression.

Local (District)

Neutral - Not significant
 Operational dust suppression.
Neutral - Not significant

Local (District)
Scale

 Operational dust suppression.
 Creation of additional broadleaved woodland
as part of the restoration mosaic totalling c.
1.45ha.

Moderate Beneficial

Creation of 0.67ha of species-rich
grassland.
CEMP control of dust.

Slight Beneficial


Local

Local Scale




Other Habitats:
Open Water
Operation + Progressive
Restoration

Significance of effect1
(adverse unless stated otherwise)

Below Local
(Negligible)

Below Local
(Negligible)

Other BAP habitats
(Broad-leaved Woodland)
Operation + Progressive
Restoration

Mitigation/Enhancement/Control measures2

Magnitude of
Impact1

Local

None

New detention basins created for attenuation
storage in the Balland Stream upper
catchment along Waye Lane route,
Refurbishment of Waye Pond and two
existing ponds at Alston Farm to provide
attenuation capacity.
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Neutral - Not significant

Receptor/Type of Effect

Receptor
Sensitivity/
Importance1

Mitigation/Enhancement/Control measures2

Magnitude of
Impact1

(adverse unless stated otherwise)


Other Habitats:
Running Water
Operation + Progressive
Restoration
Notable Flora
Operation + Progressive
Restoration
Protected and notable
fauna – dormice
Operation + Progressive
Restoration
Protected and notable
fauna – Roosting bats
Operation + Progressive
Restoration
Protected and notable
fauna – Foraging /
commuting bats
Operation + Progressive
Restoration
Protected and notable
fauna – Badger Operation
+ Progressive
Restoration

Between Local
and County

County

County

County

County

Local

None

County Scale

Local Scale

County Scale

County Scale

Local Scale

Significance of effect1



Diversion of flow route of Alston stream
across Alston Farm
Ongoing flow monitoring within offsite
watercourses with reactive augmentation of
flow via pumped discharge from Balland Pit
as required
 Establishment of new Deptford Pink colonies.
 Opportunities for other rare/notable flora
within low-nutrient calcareous grassland /
rocky habitats.
 Creation of additional broadleaved woodland
and scrub as part of the progressive
restoration mosaic totalling c. 1.45ha.
 Creation of artificial ‘bat caves’ within
restored quarry faces.

 Creation of c. 7.2ha mosaic of habitat types
including calcareous grasslands, bare rock
and scree, scrub, woodland,

 Habitat creation within progressive restoration
area includes new suitable foraging habitat
(woodlands, woodland edge and grassland)
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Neutral - Not significant

Large Beneficial

Slight Beneficial

Large Beneficial

Large Beneficial

Slight Beneficial

Receptor/Type of Effect

Protected and notable
fauna – Breeding Birds
Operation + Progressive
Restoration

Protected and notable
fauna – Reptiles
Operation + Progressive
Restoration
Protected and notable
fauna – Invertebrates
Operation + Progressive
Restoration
Subterranean Fauna
Construction, Operation +
Progressive Restoration

Receptor
Sensitivity/
Importance1

Local (District)

Local

Local (District)

Magnitude of
Impact1

Local (District)
Scale

Mitigation/Enhancement/Control measures2

Significance of effect1
(adverse unless stated otherwise)

 Noise levels tightly controlled by quarrying
permits.
 Provision of new peregrine nest sites on
restored quarry benches & sensitive timings
(as informed by update surveys)
 Creation of 7.2ha mosaic of habitat types
through progressive restoration, including
calcareous grasslands, bare rock and scree,
scrub & woodland.
 Sensitive timing of progressive restoration reprofiling where update surveys dictate.

Moderate Beneficial

Local Scale

 Creation of 7.2ha mosaic of habitat types
including calcareous grasslands, bare rock
and scree, scrub and woodland.
 Re-grading of quarry benches will create
suitable refugia/hibernation sites.

Slight Beneficial

Local (District)
Scale

 Creation of 7.2ha mosaic of habitat types
including calcareous grasslands, bare rock
and scree, scrub and woodland.
 Overall substantial increase in quality and
diversity of habitat types for invertebrates.

Moderate Beneficial

Local

 Funding of studies to target information gaps
on the species’ regional distribution;
 Ongoing monitoring of subterranean fauna
throughout the quarry extension process

Slight

Local (District)

Traffic and Access effects
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Receptor/Type of Effect

Receptor
Sensitivity/
Importance1

Traffic and Access –
construction
Construction of Waye
Lane,
Widening of Balland Lane
- to allow passage of
coaches + improvements
to coach turning circle
(enhancement)
Improvements to Caton
Cross (enhancement)

Medium

Traffic and Access –
Balland Lane - operation

Medium

Mitigation/Enhancement/Control measures2




Low

Improvements to Caton
Cross
Traffic safety and driver
stress

High

Moderate
beneficial

Minor

Location of construction compounds
Temporary Traffic Regulation Orders re
short term closures
Slight



Widened Balland Lane - to allow
passage of coaches (enhancement)





Signage Strategy
TRO on Caton Lane
Improvements to Caton Cross
(enhancement)



Design of improvements subject to Road
Safety Audit

Moderate
beneficial

Medium

Minor beneficial

Significance of effect1
(adverse unless stated otherwise)

Minor
temporary

Traffic and Access –
Caton Lane - operation

Traffic and Access –
Community Severance
and Public transport operation

Magnitude of
Impact1





Waye Lane
Accesses to SDCC car park
improved coach turning circle
(enhancement)
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Moderate beneficial

Slight

Moderate beneficial

Slight beneficial

Receptor/Type of Effect

Receptor
Sensitivity/
Importance1

Magnitude of
Impact1

Mitigation/Enhancement/Control measures2

Significance of effect1
(adverse unless stated otherwise)

Effects on water resources, drainage and flood risk
Changes in surface water
runoff conveyance and
flows in Balland Stream
catchment.

Low to Medium
(local scale)






Minor beneficial






Design of new surface water conveyance
for Waye Lane.
Design of attenuation of surface water
runoff along Waye Lane. Includes
extreme event overflow to quarry.
Drainage improvements when widening
Balland Lane.
Works in ordinary watercourses
regulated by Land Drainage Consent.
Works in Balland Stream main river
regulated by a flood risk activity permit.
Abstraction and use of water from within
the quarry regulated under a water
abstraction licence.
Controlled discharge from the quarry by
pumping to Balland Stream, regulated
under a water discharge permit.
Monitoring of flow and quality of Balland
Stream and discharge from the quarry.
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Slight beneficial

Changes in surface water
runoff conveyance and
flows in Kestor Brook
catchment.

Minimal to Low
(local scale)








Minor







Alston stream will continue to have a
conveyance route to its existing culvert
under the A38. Flow can be allowed to
infiltrate to the limestone or be conveyed
without infiltration to its existing culvert
under the A38, or overflow to quarry in
extreme events to mitigate downstream
flooding.
Design of new surface water
conveyance, including around the
perimeter of the extended quarry and
overburden bunds.
Design of attenuation and settlement of
surface water runoff from overburden
bunds, with the water discharge
regulated under a water activity permit.
Outside the overburden bunds the
positive drainage and attenuation
storage will be lined to prevent surface
water infiltration and thereby mitigate the
increase in the risk of localised
subsidence due to concentrated
infiltration.
Construction of overburden bunds
regulated by a mining waste permit with
controlled surface water discharge to the
Kestor Brook regulated under a water
discharge permit with monitoring of flow
and quality.
Monitoring of groundwater levels and
stream flows in the Kestor Brook
catchment.
Option of augmenting flow in Kestor
Brook by controlled pumped discharge to
that watercourse, would be regulated
under a water discharge permit.
Dependent on findings of monitoring.
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Slight

Receptor/Type of Effect

Change in flows in
Lemonford stream and
River Lemon.

Receptor
Sensitivity/
Importance1

Magnitude of
Impact1

Medium (local
scale)

Medium (local
scale)





Minor beneficial




Change to water
resources and water
quality within River
Lemon catchment.

Medium (local
scale)





Minor

Significance of effect1
(adverse unless stated otherwise)



Negligible

Change to water
resources and water
quality within River
Ashburn catchment.

Mitigation/Enhancement/Control measures2





Monitoring of groundwater levels and
stream flows in the Kestor Brook
catchment.
Option of augmenting flow in Kestor
Brook by controlled pumped discharge to
that watercourse, would be regulated
under a water discharge permit.
Dependent on findings of monitoring.

Slight

Abstraction and use of water from within
the quarry regulated under a water
abstraction licence.
Controlled discharge from the quarry by
pumping to Balland Stream, regulated
under a water discharge permit.
Monitoring of flow and quality of Balland
Stream and discharge from the quarry.

Slight beneficial

Abstraction and use of water from within
the quarry regulated under a water
abstraction licence.
Controlled discharge from the quarry by
pumping to Balland Stream, regulated
under a water discharge permit.
Monitoring of groundwater levels and
stream flows in the Kestor Brook
catchment.
Option of augmenting flow in Kestor
Brook by controlled pumped discharge to
that watercourse, would be regulated
under a water discharge permit.
Dependent on findings of monitoring.

Slight
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Receptor/Type of Effect

Change to availability of
water at private water
supplies, (which are from
all Secondary A aquifers).

Receptor
Sensitivity/
Importance1

Magnitude of
Impact1

Low
(local scale)

Mitigation/Enhancement/Control measures2

(adverse unless stated otherwise)


No change




Change in surface water
flows and or groundwater
levels at Little Barton
Unconfirmed Wildlife Site.

Minimal to Low
(local scale)

Change in surface water
flows and or groundwater
levels at Mead Cross
Unconfirmed Wildlife Site.

Minimal to Low
(local scale)

Change in flood risk from
surface water within
Balland Stream
catchment.

Low to High
(local scale)

Significance of effect1


No change


No change





Moderate
beneficial




Abstraction and use of water from within
the quarry regulated under a water
abstraction licence.
Monitoring of flow and quality of Balland
Stream and discharge from the quarry.
Monitoring of groundwater levels and
stream flows in the Balland Stream and
Kestor Brook catchments.

Neutral

Monitoring of groundwater levels and
stream flows in the Kestor Brook
catchment. Includes monitoring of flow in
Alston stream.

Neutral

Monitoring of groundwater levels and
stream flows in the Kestor Brook
catchment. Includes monitoring of flow in
Alston stream.

Neutral

Design of new surface water conveyance
for Waye Lane.
Design of attenuation of surface water
runoff along Waye Lane. Includes
extreme event overflow to quarry.
Drainage improvements when widening
Balland Lane to flooding of Balland Lane
downstream.
Controlled discharge from the quarry by
pumping to Balland Stream regulated
under a water discharge permit and by
controlled overflow on restoration.
Monitoring of flow in Balland Stream and
discharge from the quarry.

Moderate beneficial
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Receptor/Type of Effect

Change in flood risk from
surface water in Kestor
Brook catchment.

Receptor
Sensitivity/
Importance1

Magnitude of
Impact1

Low (local
scale)

Low to Medium
(local scale)

Change in flood risk from
groundwater along the
Kestor Brook north of
Gale Road from Mead
Cross to south of
Goodstone.

Low (local
scale)




Minor

Significance of effect1
(adverse unless stated otherwise)



Minor beneficial

Change in flood risk from
groundwater within the
quarry and proposed
extension.

Mitigation/Enhancement/Control measures2




Minor beneficial

Design of attenuation and settlement of
surface water runoff from overburden
bunds, with the water discharge
regulated under a water activity permit.
Construction of overburden bunds
regulated by a mining waste permit with
controlled surface water discharge to the
Kestor Brook regulated under a water
discharge permit with monitoring of flow
and quality.

Slight beneficial

Monitoring of groundwater levels and in
quarry and the Kestor Brook catchment.
Extended quarry will provide greater
opportunity for attenuation storage within
its lowest excavated level.

Slight beneficial

Monitoring of groundwater levels and
stream flows in the Kestor Brook
catchment.

Slight beneficial

Noise and vibration effects
Noise – Construction of
roads

Medium

Low temporary





Noise – Quarry
construction periods

Medium

Low temporary






General noise mitigation as NIA section
10
Construction of new hedgebanks prior to
alterations to local road network
Works close to Place House to be
undertaken during school holidays

Slight

General noise mitigation as NIA section
10
Temporary topsoil bunds
Constructing outer edges of bunds first
Monitoring of noise levels

Slight
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Receptor/Type of Effect

Noise – operation

Receptor
Sensitivity/
Importance1

Magnitude of
Impact1

Medium

Low

Mitigation/Enhancement/Control measures2

(adverse unless stated otherwise)



General noise mitigation as NIA section
10
Temporary bunds / acoustic barriers for
drilling of shallow benches
Monitoring of noise levels




Limits to ppv and air overpressure
Monitoring




Vibration - operation

Medium

Significance of effect1

Low

Slight

Neutral

Dust effects
Dust - Construction

Low

Moderate
temporary



Site specific measures as set out in ES
para 14.76 and 14.78

Slight

Dust - operation

Low

Low



Continuation of existing quarry dust
control and mitigation measures
Site specific measures as set out in ES
para 14.76 and 14.78

Slight



Heritage effects
Heritage – Listed
Buildings
Heritage – other assets

Medium

Minor

Medium or low

Minor beneficial

n/a

Slight



Archaeological field evaluation (already
undertaken)
Watching brief during construction

Slight beneficial

Effects on agriculture and soils
Agricultural Land operation

Low

Minor



Sub-division of steeper fields to be
perpendicular to the slope

Slight

Agricultural and turfing
businesses

Low

Minor



Provide signposting to turf business
premises along Waye Lane
Continue close consultation

Slight


Topsoil

Low

Negligible



Best practice as set out in ES paras
16.46 and 16.47, including adherence to
DEFRA’s Construction Code for the
Sustainable Use of Solis on Construction
Sites (2009).
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Neutral

Receptor/Type of Effect

Receptor
Sensitivity/
Importance1

Magnitude of
Impact1

Mitigation/Enhancement/Control measures2

Significance of effect1
(adverse unless stated otherwise)

Land stability effects
Land stability at existing
quarry

Minimal to Low

No change



Mitigation is by operational H&S
Management

Land stability at new
access route to Alston
Farm and within quarry
extension area including
the overburden bunds.

Low

Negligible to
Minor



Impermeable road surface will prevent
surface water infiltration and thereby
mitigate the increase in the risk of
localised subsidence due to
concentrated infiltration.
Positive drainage to existing drainage
routes to reduce the potential for
concentrated infiltration forming new
subsurface pathways. Outside the
overburden bunds the positive drainage
and attenuation storage will be lined to
prevent surface water infiltration and
thereby mitigate the increase in the risk
of localised subsidence due to
concentrated infiltration.
Construction of overburden bunds
regulated by a mining waste permit.
Sinkhole repair for the Alston stream
swallow hole. The final form of the repair
will be dependent on the findings of
monitoring carried out until the repair is
necessary in Stage 2b for the
overburden bund formation (year 16).






Land stability at Balland
Lane, new Waye Lane
public road and footpath,
within east and west of
Ashburton.

Medium

No change





Mitigation mainly by controlling the
drainage along Balland Lane widening
and new Waye Lane public road.
Impermeable road surface will prevent
surface water infiltration and thereby
mitigate the increase in the risk of
localised subsidence due to
concentrated infiltration.
Karst Management Plan.
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Neutral
Neutral to slight

Neutral

Receptor/Type of Effect

Land stability at Caton
(Hill) Lane, Stormsdown
Lane, Goodstone Quarry

Receptor
Sensitivity/
Importance1

Magnitude of
Impact1

Medium

No change –
Negligible

Mitigation/Enhancement/Control measures2

(adverse unless stated otherwise)



Land stability at dwellings
at Lower Waye, Alston
Farm, Alston Cottage,
Caton, Goodstone and
Bickington.

High

No change –
Minor




Land stability at A38

High

Significance of effect1

Negligible





Mitigation mainly by drainage control
with design of new drainage to prevent
surface water infiltration and thereby
mitigate the increase in the risk of
localised subsidence due to
concentrated infiltration.
Karst Management Plan, particularly
monitoring feedback from local liaison.

Neutral to slight

Mitigation mainly by drainage control
with design of new drainage to prevent
surface water infiltration and thereby
mitigate the increase in the risk of
localised subsidence due to
concentrated infiltration.
Karst Management Plan, particularly
monitoring feedback from local liaison.

Neutral to slight

North west face slope in extended quarry
will be same angle as existing quarry
which has proven to be stable, and will
be at greater distance north west of the
A38 than existing quarry.
Mitigation also by drainage control
around the quarry and the overburden
bunds, the monitoring and Karst
Management Plan.

Slight

Climatic effects
Climatic factors

High

No discernible
change

n/a

Neutral
Effects on recreation

Recreation –
Footpath Ash 16

Medium

No change




Diversion before construction of Waye
Lane
Additional footpath alongside northern
end of Waye Lane
22

Neutral

Receptor/Type of Effect

Mitigation/Enhancement/Control measures2

Significance of effect1

Receptor
Sensitivity/
Importance1

Magnitude of
Impact1

Recreation 0 operation

Medium

Moderate




Opening of walled garden in stage 0
New Footpath routes in stages 1 and 3

Moderate beneficial

Recreation - restoration

Medium

Moderate



Public access to restored quarry

Moderate beneficial

(adverse unless stated otherwise)
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Appendix 15.1
Minerals Planning Statement 1
(MPS1. 2006)

Minerals are essential for development and through that for our
quality of life and creation of sustainable communities. Minerals
planning ensures that the need for minerals by society and the
economy and the impacts of extraction and processing on
people and the environment are managed in an integrated way.
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Minerals Policy Statement 1: Planning and Minerals
Introduction
1

Minerals are essential to the nation’s prosperity and quality of life, not least in helping
to create and develop sustainable communities. It is essential that there is an
adequate and steady supply of material to provide the infrastructure, buildings and
goods that society, industry and the economy needs, but that this provision is made
in accordance with the principles of sustainable development. In order to secure the
long-term conservation of minerals it is necessary to make the best use of them.
This can be achieved by adopting a hierarchical approach to minerals supply, which
aims firstly to reduce as far as practicable the quantity of material used and waste
generated, then to use as much recycled and secondary material as possible, before
finally securing the remainder of material needed through new primary extraction.
Minerals development is different from other forms of development because minerals
can only be worked where they naturally occur. Potential conflict can therefore arise
between the benefits to society that minerals bring and impacts arising from their
extraction and supply. Minerals planning aims to provide a framework for meeting
the nation’s need for minerals sustainably, by adopting an integrated policy approach
to considering the social, environmental and economic factors of doing so and
securing avoidance or appropriate mitigation of environmental impacts where
extraction takes place.

2

Minerals Policy Statements (MPSs) set out the Government’s national planning policies
for minerals planning in England. These complement, but do not replace or overrule,
other national planning policies, and should be read in conjunction with other
relevant statements of national planning policy. MPS1 sets out the Government’s key
overarching policies and principles which apply to all minerals.

3

The MPS has four annexes which focus on matters specific to four sectors of the
minerals industry, namely, aggregates; brick clay; natural building and roofing stone;
and onshore oil and gas. The annexes have equal status to, and should be read in
the context of, core policy in MPS1. For matters which relate to recycling, mineral
planning authorities (MPAs) should read MPS1 within the context of the national
Waste Strategy and Planning Policy Statement (PPS) 10: Planning for Sustainable
Waste Management. A range of minerals other than those dealt with in the annexes
are worked in England. Many of these are economically important. Appropriate
provision for the supply of these is important even though specific guidance is not
provided.

3
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4

MPS1 replaces Minerals Planning Guidance (MPG) Note 1: General Considerations
and the Development Plan System, published in 1996, which is hereby cancelled. The
annex on aggregates completes the replacement of MPG6: Guidelines for Aggregates
Provision in England. The annex on onshore oil and gas replaces DOE Circular 2/85
Planning Control over Oil and Gas Operations. MPG6 and DOE Circular 2/85 are
therefore also hereby cancelled. MPS2: Controlling and Mitigating the Environmental
Effects of Minerals Extraction in England and its two annexes on dust and noise,
published in March 2005, replace MPG11: Control of Noise at Surface Mineral
Workings and part replace MPG2: Applications, Permissions and Conditions and
MPG3: Coal Mining and Colliery Spoil Disposal. The table at the end of this statement,
sets out the current status of individual MPGs. Until replaced, all extant MPGs, which
have equivalent status to MPSs, should be read in the context of MPS1 and MPS2.

5

The policies in this statement should be taken into account by regional planning
bodies (RPBs) in the preparation of Regional Spatial Strategies (RSS), by the Mayor of
London in relation to the Spatial Development Strategy for London, and by MPAs and
local planning authorities (LPAs) in the preparation of local development documents
(LDDs) and any development plans which are being taken forward to adoption under
transitional arrangements. The policies in this statement will also be important to the
minerals industry and all other interested parties. They are material to decisions on
individual planning applications and if reflected in a LDD and RSS, will form part of
the statutory Development Plan. Where these policies are not reflected adequately in
forward planning, or taken sufficiently into account in relevant development control
decisions, the Secretary of State may use her powers of direction to seek changes to
the documents or may intervene in the consideration of planning applications.

6

An accompanying Guide1 offers advice and examples of good practice to stakeholders
on the implementation of policies in MPS1.

7

The sequence in which objectives and policies appear in the following sections does
not necessarily reflect their degree of importance.

8

The Government’s UK strategy for sustainable development, Securing the Future2,
published in March 2005, set out how the goal of sustainable development should be
pursued by Government, businesses and individuals in an integrated way to provide:
l

an economy that delivers high levels of employment;

l

a society that promotes sustainable communities;

l

the protection and enhancement of the physical and natural environment; and

l

the efficient use of resources and energy.

The policies in this statement endeavour to ensure that minerals planning contributes
to the achievement of these four aims of sustainable development.

1

DCLG 2006 – Practice Guide to Accompany Minerals Policy Statement 1: Planning and Minerals available at
www.communities.gov.uk/index.asp?id=1144132

2

Available at http://www.sustainable-development.gov.uk/publications/uk-strategy/index.htm
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National objectives for minerals planning
9

The Government’s objectives for minerals planning reflect the requirement to
contribute to the achievement of sustainable development, as required by Section 39
of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004. These are:
l

l

to ensure, so far as practicable, the prudent, efficient and sustainable use of
minerals and recycling of suitable materials, thereby minimising the requirement for
new primary extraction;
to conserve mineral resources through appropriate domestic provision and timing
of supply;

l

to safeguard mineral resources as far as possible;

l

to prevent or minimise production of mineral waste;

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

to secure working practices which prevent or reduce as far as possible, impacts on
the environment and human health arising from the extraction, processing,
management or transportation of minerals;
to protect internationally and nationally designated areas of landscape value and
nature conservation importance from minerals development, other than in the
exceptional circumstances detailed in paragraph 14 of this statement;
to secure adequate and steady supplies of minerals needed by society and the
economy within the limits set by the environment, assessed through sustainability
appraisal, without irreversible damage;
to maximise the benefits and minimise the impacts of minerals operations over
their full life cycle;
to promote the sustainable transport of minerals by rail, sea or inland waterways;
to protect and seek to enhance the overall quality of the environment once
extraction has ceased, through high standards of restoration, and to safeguard the
long-term potential of land for a wide range of after-uses;
to secure closer integration of minerals planning policy with national policy on
sustainable construction and waste management and other applicable
environmental protection legislation; and
to encourage the use of high quality materials for the purposes for which they are
most suitable.

National policies for minerals planning
10

To achieve the objectives and measures set out above, RPBs, MPAs and LPAs should
carry out their functions in relation to the preparation of plans and in relation to
development control, in accordance with the national policies for minerals planning
set out below:
5
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11

Exploration:
l

12

Survey:
l

l

l

13

use the best available information on mineral resources within their areas and
consider the social, environmental and economic benefits and constraints of
working them;
undertake regular assessments of the reserves for which planning permission has
been granted for all mineral workings in their areas, taking into account the need
for, distribution, production and uses of, each type of mineral, while maintaining
mineral operators’ reasonable needs for commercial confidentiality;
assess the range, volumes and availability of waste material which may exist within
reasonable proximity and which could provide suitable alternatives to primary
minerals.

Safeguarding:
l

l

l

l

l

l

6

consider carefully applications for mineral exploration in order to avoid or
minimise any resultant adverse impacts on the environment.

define Mineral Safeguarding Areas (MSAs) in LDDs, in order that proven resources
are not needlessly sterilised by non-mineral development, although there is no
presumption that resources defined in MSAs will be worked;
encourage the prior extraction of minerals, where practicable, if it is necessary for
non-mineral development to take place in MSAs;
in unitary planning areas, define MSAs in LDDs to alert prospective applicants for
non-minerals development to the existence of valuable mineral resources;
in two-tier planning areas, include policies and proposals to safeguard mineral
resources within MSAs in county LDDs and show MSAs in district LDDs. Counties
should define Mineral Consultation Areas (MCAs) based on their MSAs. MCAs
should also be reflected in district LDDs. Where a planning application is made for
non-mineral development within a MCA, the district should consult the county on
the application;
district councils responsible for spatial planning of land defined in MSAs should not
normally include policies and proposals in their LDDs for non-minerals
development in those areas, or sensitive development around safeguarded mineral
areas, where such policies would affect the potential for future extraction of
minerals;
safeguard existing, planned and potential rail heads, wharfage and associated
storage, handling and processing facilities for the bulk transport by rail, sea or
inland waterways of minerals, particularly coal and aggregates, including recycled,
secondary and marine-dredged materials;
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l

l

14

identify future sites to accommodate the above facilities and reflect any such
allocations in the LDDs of district councils in two-tier planning areas. District councils
in these areas should not normally permit other development proposals near such
safeguarded sites where they might constrain future use for these purposes;
safeguard existing, planned and potential sites including rail and water-served, for
concrete batching, the manufacture of coated materials, other concrete products and
the handling, processing and distribution of substitute, recycled and secondary
aggregate material. Where appropriate, identify future sites for these uses and reflect
any such allocations in the LDDs of district councils in two-tier planning areas.

Protection of heritage and countryside:
l

l

where minerals development is proposed within, adjacent to, or where it is likely
to significantly affect a European site (potential and classified Special Protection
Areas, candidate and classified Special Areas of Conservation and listed Ramsar
Convention Sites), take account of the advice contained in PPS93 and the
accompanying joint ODPM/Defra Circular4;
do not permit major mineral developments in National Parks, the Broads, Areas of
Outstanding Natural Beauty and World Heritage Sites except in exceptional
circumstances. Because of the serious impact that major mineral developments may
have on these areas of natural beauty, and taking account of the recreational
opportunities that they provide, applications for these developments should be
subject to the most rigorous examination. Major mineral development proposals
should be demonstrated to be in the public interest before being allowed to proceed.
Consideration of such applications should therefore include an assessment of:
i the need for the development, including in terms of national considerations of
mineral supply and the impact of permitting it, or refusing it, upon the local economy;
ii the cost of, and scope for making available an alternative supply from outside
the designated area, or meeting the need for it in some other way;
iii any detrimental effect on the environment, the landscape and recreational
opportunities and the extent to which that could be moderated.
Planning authorities should ensure that for any planning permission granted for
major mineral development in these designated areas, the development and all
restoration should be carried out to high environmental standards, through the
application of appropriate conditions, where necessary, and be in character with
the local landscape and its natural features.
Proposals in these areas which are not considered to be major mineral
developments should be carefully assessed, with great weight being given
in decisions to the conservation of the natural beauty of the landscape and
countryside, the conservation of wildlife and the cultural heritage and the need
to avoid adverse impacts on recreational opportunities.

3

Planning Policy Statement 9: Biodiversity and Geological Conservation (2005) available at www.communities.gov.uk/
index.asp?id=1143803

4

Joint ODPM/Defra Circular, ODPM 06/2005, Defra 01/2005: Government Circular; Biodiversity and Geological
Conservation – Statutory Obligations and their impact within the planning system
7
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l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

do not normally grant planning permission for a proposed mineral development on
land within or outside a Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI), if it is likely to have
an adverse effect on a SSSI (either individually or in combination with other
developments);
ensure that the statutory protection given to many individual wildlife species under
a range of legislative provision5, and the special protection afforded to European
protected species, is fully taken into account6 when considering mineral proposals
which might affect them;
consider carefully mineral proposals within or likely to affect regional and local
sites of biodiversity, geodiversity, landscape, historical and cultural heritage7;
note that while there is a general presumption against inappropriate development
in the Green Belt, which should not be approved except in very special
circumstances, mineral extraction need not be inappropriate development, nor
conflict with the purposes of designating Green Belts. However, in permitting
mineral developments in Green Belts, authorities should ensure that high
environmental standards are maintained during operation, and that sites are well
restored to after-uses consistent with Green Belt objectives. All mineral-related
developments in the Green Belt should be assessed against the policies in PPG28;
adopt a presumption in favour of the preservation of listed buildings, nationally
important archaeological remains (including scheduled ancient monuments) in situ,
and their settings, if mineral proposals would cause damage or have a significant
impact on them, unless there are overriding reasons of national importance for the
development to proceed;
do not permit mineral proposals that would result in the loss or deterioration of
ancient woodland, not otherwise statutorily protected, unless the need for, and
benefits of, the development in that location outweigh the loss of the woodland
habitat;
take account of the value that existing woodland offers in terms of amenity and
habitat, when considering mineral proposals;
where significant development of agricultural land is unavoidable, seek to use
areas of poorer quality land in preference to that of a higher quality, except where
this would be inconsistent with other sustainability considerations. In order to
achieve the intended after-use, a high standard of restoration would be required;
take account of the value of the wider countryside and landscape, including
opportunities for recreation, including quiet recreation, and as far as practicable
maintain access to land. Minimise the impact of minerals operations on its quality
and character and consider the cumulative effects of local developments;

5

See paragraphs 15 and 16 of PPS9: Biodiversity and Geological Conservation (2005)

6

See Part IV of joint ODPM/Defra Circular, ODPM 06/2005, Defra 01/2005 – Government Circular: Biodiversity and
Geological Conservation – Statutory Obligations and their impact within the planning system

7

See paragraph 9 of PPS9: Biodiversity and Geological Conservation (2005)

8

Planning Policy Guidance Note 2: Green Belts (1995) available at www.communities.gov.uk/
index.asp?id=1143926

8
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l

15

have regard to the positive or negative effects that minerals operations may have
on rural communities and the extent to which adverse impacts of such operations
could be moderated, but recognise that such developments can often also offer
opportunities for these communities especially at the restoration stage.

Supply:
l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

identify at the regional level, those minerals which are of national and regional
significance and include policies for them in RSS;
aim to source mineral supplies indigenously, to avoid exporting potential
environmental damage, whilst recognising the primary role that market conditions
play;
before considering the extraction of primary materials, take account of the
contribution that substitute or recycled materials, mineral products and marinedredged aggregates would make to the supply of materials;
ensure the best integration of social, environmental and economic costs and
benefits is achieved, through applying the principles of sustainable development,
by carefully considering how best to maintain an adequate and steady supply of
minerals for the economy and society, commensurate with protecting the
environment and securing the prudent use of natural resources, and set out
policies to achieve this in RSSs and LDDs;
identify sites, preferred areas and/or areas of search, having taken account of
environmental considerations, to provide greater certainty of where future
sustainable mineral working will take place;
consider the benefits, in terms of reduced environmental disturbance and more
efficient use of mineral resources including full recovery of minerals, of extensions
to existing mineral workings rather than new sites;
take account of the benefit, including the reduction in carbon emissions, which
local supplies of minerals would make in reducing the impact of transporting them
over long distances by road;
recognise the important role that small quarries can play in providing historically
authentic building materials in the conservation and repair of historic and cultural
buildings and structures;
where extraction of more than one mineral from a site is proposed, consideration
should be given to any relevant planning guidance specific to each mineral;
provide for the maintenance of landbanks, i.e. appropriate levels of permitted
reserves, for non-energy minerals as far as is practicable from outside National
Parks, the Broads, Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty and World Heritage sites;
enable the minerals industry, so far as is practicable, to secure productivity growth
and high and stable levels of employment, which are central to long-term
economic performance and rising living standards.
9
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Bulk transportation:
l

l

l

17

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

10

promote facilities at ports and rail links that have good communications inland, so
that bulk minerals can be landed by sea and distributed from ports, as far as is
practicable, by rail or water;
safeguard and promote rail links to quarries where there is potential to move
minerals by rail.

Environmental protection:
l

9

seek to promote and enable the bulk movement of minerals by rail, sea or inland
waterways to reduce the environmental impact of their transportation;

seek to protect and enhance the character of surrounding rural and urban areas by
careful planning and design of any proposals for minerals development;
encourage mineral operators to adopt sound working practices to prevent, where
feasible, or if not to minimise, environmental impacts to acceptable levels during
the preparation, working and restoration stages, including the provision of
improved transportation within and from sites;
encourage mineral operators to incorporate and maintain good environmental
management practices into their company procedures and apply them during the
operation of their sites;
require mineral operators to seek and maintain effective consultation and liaison
with the local community before submitting planning applications and during
operation, restoration and aftercare of sites;
state the criteria to be used in assessing mineral proposals and in formulating
planning conditions, to ensure that permitted operations do not have unacceptable
adverse impacts on the environment or human health. MPAs should avoid
unnecessary conditions or obligations that duplicate the effects of other more
specific controls, in line with general guidance in PPS19;
ensure that any unavoidable noise, dust and particle emissions and any blasting
vibrations caused by mineral extraction are in conformity with national guidance
and are controlled, mitigated or removed at source, so as to reduce to an
acceptable level any potential adverse impacts on neighbouring land and property;
encourage the establishment of mineral site transport plans in consultation with the
local community, dealing with matters including routing, off-site parking,
considerate driving and complaints procedures;
consider in association with the Environment Agency, the potential for mineral
developments, individually or cumulatively, to affect the flow, quality and quantity
of surface and groundwater supplies and the water table, taking account of best
available options in preventing leachate generation and water pollution;

Planning Policy Statement 1: Delivering Sustainable Development (2005) available at www.communities.gov.uk/
index.asp?id=1143804
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l

l

l
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ensure that proposals for mineral extraction and the storage and tipping of mineral
wastes are designed, and appropriate monitoring procedures set up, to ensure that
the operation and restoration of the site does not create land instability and help
prevent pollution of soil, air, surface water and groundwater;
ensure that proposals for mineral extraction from coastal cliffs, beaches and dune
systems do not adversely affect the stability of the coastal environment, increase
the rate of coastal erosion or vulnerability to flooding, or affect sensitive habitats,
landscapes or Heritage Coasts.

Efficient use:
l

l

l

l

l

19

ensure, in association with the Environment Agency, that in areas at risk of
flooding, mineral extraction proposals do not have a significant adverse impact on
flood flows or flood storage capacity. Operators should demonstrate that mineral
working should not materially increase the risk of flooding at other properties or
locations and, where practicable, should increase flood storage capacity;

encourage the efficient use of all minerals and alternatives to them;
encourage high quality materials to be used for appropriate purposes, but taking
account of the need to avoid undue delays to site reclamation;
minimise the amount of minerals waste produced in extraction, handling,
processing and stockpiling;
maximise the potential for minerals waste to be used for recycling or in-site
restoration, but if not required for these purposes and where practicable, identify a
market for its potential use;
ensure, so far as practicable, the use of acceptable substitute or recycled materials
in place of primary minerals.

Restoration:
l

l

l

l

take account of the opportunities for enhancing the overall quality of the
environment and the wider benefits that sites may offer, including nature and
geological conservation and increased public accessibility, which may be achieved
by sensitive design and appropriate and timely restoration;
consider the opportunities that sites may offer for the development of new
woodland areas and for providing networks of habitats;
in order to avoid the possibility of mineral working resulting in dereliction, ensure
land is reclaimed at the earliest opportunity and that high quality restoration and
aftercare of mineral sites takes place through the provision of guidance on suitable
or preferred after-uses and reclamation standards, and the use of conditions and
legal agreements, as appropriate;
ensure proposals for restoration and aftercare of sites include details of appropriate
phasing of progressive restoration, final landform and landscape and monitoring
procedures;
11
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l

l

l

l

l

develop a strategy for inactive sites with planning permission for future working,
which are considered unlikely to be reactivated in the foreseeable future;
maintain or improve the Public Right of Way network around restored mineral sites
as far as practicable;
do not seek or require bonds or other financial guarantees to underpin planning
conditions, except as set out in MPG710;
where restoration of mineral workings is through landfill or to a wetland habitat,
consult the owner or operator of civil and military aerodromes within 13km, in
order to assess the likelihood of increasing the bird strike hazard;
examine the merits of recycling mineral wastes for productive uses or using them
for site restoration, in order to minimise the adverse impact that they could
otherwise have on the landscape.
Table
MPG Number and Title

Status

MPG1: General Considerations and the Development
Plan System.

Replaced by MPS1.

MPG2: Applications, Permissions and Conditions.
The rest remains in force.

Part replaced by Annexes 1 and 2 of MPS2.

MPG3: Coal Mining and Colliery Spoil Disposal.

Paragraphs C10 to C15 in Annex C replaced
by Annex 2 of MPS2. Paragraphs C20 to C24
in Annex C replaced by Annex 1 of MPS2. The
rest remains in force.

MPG4: Revocation, Modification, Discontinuance,
Prohibition, and Suspension Orders – Town and Country
Planning (Compensation for Restrictions on Mineral
Working and Mineral Waste Depositing) Regulations 1997.

Remains in force.

MPG5: Stability in Surface Mineral Workings and Tips.

Remains in force.

MPG6: Guidelines for Aggregates Provision in England.

Replaced by MPS1, the MPS1 Annex on the
supply of aggregates, and the current
National and Regional Guidelines for
Aggregates Provision in England 2001-2016.

MPG7: The Reclamation of Mineral Workings.

Remains in force.

MPG8: Planning and Compensation Act 1991: Interim
Development Order Permissions (IDOs) – Statutory
Provisions and Procedures.

Remains in force.

MPG9: Planning and Compensation Act 1991: Interim
Development Order Permissions (IDOs) – Conditions.

Remains in force.

MPG10: Provision of Raw Material for the Cement Industry. Remains in force.
MPG11: The Control of Noise at Surface Mineral Workings. Replaced by Annex 2 of MPS2.
MPG12: Treatment of Disused Mine Openings and
Availability of Information on Mined Ground.

Replaced by Annex 2 of PPG14.

MPG13: Guidelines for Peat Provision in England, including
the place of alternative materials

Remains in force.

MPG14: Environment Act 1995: Review of Mineral
Planning Permissions.

Remains in force.

MPG15: Provision of Silica Sand in England.

Remains in force.

10 Minerals Planning Guidance Note 7: The Reclamation of Mineral Workings (1996) available at
www.communities.gov.uk/index.asp?id=1144192
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Annex 1: Aggregates
1.

Introduction

1.1

This annex sets out Government planning policy on the provision of construction
aggregates in England. Aggregates here include land-won sand and gravel and
crushed rock, marine-dredged sand and gravel and alternative, including recycled,
materials supplied or used as aggregate.

2.

Ancillary policy objectives for aggregates

2.1

The main text of Minerals Policy Statement 1 (MPS1) sets out the Government’s
national objectives and planning policies for all minerals. Ancillary policy objectives
for aggregates are:
l

l

l

to encourage the use, where practicable, of alternative aggregates in preference to
primary aggregate;
to encourage the supply of marine-dredged sand and gravel to the extent that
environmentally acceptable sources can be identified and exploited, within the
principles of sustainable development;
to make provision for the remainder of supply to be met from land-won sand and
gravel and crushed rock.

3.

Provision for land-won aggregates

3.1

The Department publishes at intervals National and Regional Guidelines for
Aggregates Provision in England. These are intended to assist regional planning
bodies (RPBs) and the Mayor of London in the timely preparation and revision of
Regional Spatial Strategies (RSSs) or the Spatial Development Strategy in London, and
mineral planning authorities (MPAs) in the preparation of local development
documents (LDDs) in a way that addresses effectively the geographical imbalances
between supply of, and demand for, aggregates at national level. These imbalances
lead to the need to maintain a mixture of sites that variously contribute to meeting
local, regional or national demands. The Guidelines are monitored and reviewed
annually by the Department, with the assistance of Regional Aggregates Working
Parties (RAWPs), and will be updated when necessary.

a)

Regional planning

3.2

RPBs should apportion the Regional Guidelines to the local authority level in
collaboration with their constituent MPAs, taking account of technical advice from the
RAWPs. The apportionment should be subject to sustainability appraisal, incorporating
strategic environmental assessment.
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3.3

RAWPs will undertake annual monitoring of aggregates reserves and supply and will
prepare commentaries on results, especially supply and demand, for the Department
and the RPBs. Where necessary, RAWPs should liaise with the Regional Technical
Advisory Bodies on planning for the management of wastes.

3.4

RPBs must have regard to the current National and Regional Guidelines for
Aggregates Provision in England, in preparing RSS. They should use the process of
reviewing and revising RSS to update sub-regional apportionments. If a MPA notifies
the RPB that it is unable to identify sufficient resources to meet the apportioned
supply over the plan period at acceptable environmental cost, the RPB should
consider the consequences for supply and demand within the region taking advice
from the RAWP, and consulting the Department if there are likely to be national
implications. A shortfall in one part of a region should, where practicable, be made
up for elsewhere in the same region.

3.5

The Secretary of State will, where appropriate, intervene in a RSS that does not take
full account of the regional aggregates guidelines and of agreed sub-regional
apportionments.

b)

Local planning

3.6

In preparing their LDDs, MPAs should make provision for the sub-regional
apportionment of the current National and Regional Guidelines for land-won
aggregate in the approved RSS or, if there is not an approved RSS, as agreed by the
RPB and endorsed by the Secretary of State.

3.7

Provision should take the form of specific sites, preferred areas and/or areas of search
identified in LDDs. An approach to this work is set out in the MPS1 Practice Guide.
Specific provision may need to be made for aggregates that meet particular or
demanding specifications, such as those for high polished stone value, building or
asphalting sand.

3.8

Sub-regional apportionments should not be regarded as inflexible. The preparation by
MPAs of their LDDs provides an important opportunity to test the practicality and
environmental acceptability of policy proposals at the local level. The provision to be
made in each area will need to be justified in relation to other relevant considerations
affecting planning for the area.

3.9

It is important that, once identified, the main options considered for making the
agreed provision are subject to sustainability appraisal before leading to a preferred
option in LDDs.

3.10 If it is not possible for a MPA to identify sufficient resources in its area to meet the
apportioned supply over the plan period at acceptable environmental cost, this should
be reported to the RPB as soon as possible.
3.11 The Secretary of State will, where appropriate, intervene in the preparation of LDDs
where MPAs do not pay due regard to the agreed apportionment.
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4.

Landbanks

4.1

MPAs should use the length of the landbank in its area as an indicator of when new
permissions for aggregates extraction are likely to be needed. The landbank indicators
are at least 7 years for sand and gravel and at least 10 years for crushed rock. A
longer period may be appropriate to take account of the need to supply a range of
types of aggregates, locations of permitted reserves relative to markets, and
productive capacity of permitted sites. A landbank below these levels indicates that
additional reserves will need to be permitted if acceptable planning applications are
submitted. Because individual sites, when permitted, need sufficient reserves to be
economically viable, consideration of the landbank needs to be flexible enough to
allow for this. A large existing landbank bound up in very few sites should not be
allowed to stifle competition.

4.2

MPAs should consider and report on the need to review policies in their LDDs as part
of their annual monitoring report to the Secretary of State. This should be done in
time to allow for action before the remaining provision falls below the agreed
apportioned level. If review and updating take place regularly then maintaining a
landbank beyond the end of the plan period is not an issue.

4.3

If, taking all of these matters into account, existing landbanks are judged by a MPA to
be excessive:
l

l

new planning permissions should only be given where it can be shown that
demand could not be met from the existing permitted reserves, for example, for
reasons of type and quality of the aggregate and/or distance to the market;
the industry should consider voluntarily agreeing to revocation, or prohibition
orders, in respect of planning permissions at sites that are unlikely to be worked
again.

4.4

MPAs should carry out, in consultation with the RAWPs and other relevant bodies, and
publish the results of, regular reviews of sites that have not been worked for 10 years
or more, to assess whether production is likely to begin again. Sites that individual
operators agree are unlikely to be worked again should be excluded from the
landbank calculation, and they should be made subject to prohibition orders to
remove the possibility that subsequent changes in ownership could unexpectedly
revive development proposals.

4.5

Where there is a distinct and separate market for a specific type or quality of
aggregate, for example high specification aggregate, asphalting sand, building sand or
concreting sand, separate landbank calculations and provisions for these may be
appropriate.
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5.

Alternatives to primary aggregates

5.1

It is Government policy to encourage the greatest possible use of alternatives to
primary aggregates. The National and Regional Guidelines for Aggregates Provision in
England set a target that will be reviewed annually and revised when necessary.
Guidance on planning for waste management is contained in Planning Policy
Statement 101.

5.2

Where mineral or other wastes suitable for use as aggregates have been deposited in
tips, without the benefit of planning permission for future use, and these have revegetated and blended into the landscape, any applications for working of these
materials should be dealt with in the same way and, if permitted, worked to the same
standards as a successful new application for primary mineral extraction.

6.

Marine sand and gravel

6.1

It is Government policy to encourage the supply of marine-dredged sand and gravel
to the extent that environmentally acceptable sources can be identified and exploited,
within the principles of sustainable development. ‘Environmentally acceptable’ in this
context is in terms of both the natural and historic environments. Subject to this
overriding consideration, it is assumed that marine dredging of sand and gravel is
likely to continue to contribute to meeting part of the national and regional demand
for aggregates at a proportion no lower than that of the recent past, currently about
8% of total demand for primary aggregates. The contribution made by marine-dredged
sand and gravel will be monitored by the Department as part of the review of the
aggregates guidelines.

7.

Borrow pits

7.1

Borrow pits can be a suitable way of providing material from local sources for
individual major construction projects without the need to transport it over long
distances. Identifying, assessing, operating and restoring borrow pits should be
undertaken to the same standards as those for long-term mineral workings and should
be subject to similar levels of consideration of environmental impacts.

1
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Planning Policy Statement 10: Planning for Sustainable Waste Management (July 2005)
available at www.communities.gov.uk/Index.asp?id=1143834

Annex 2: Brick clay
1.

Introduction

1.1

This annex sets out Government policy for the supply of brick clay in England. ‘Brick
clay’ refers to clay, shale and mudstone used in the manufacture of structural clayware, including bricks and associated products (such as clay roof tiles and pipes), and
including materials known and recorded in official statistics as ‘common clay’, ‘shale’
and ‘fireclay’. It also applies to brickearth and to clays used for environmental and
engineering purposes such as lining, daily cover and capping at landfill sites, and the
lining of canals, lakes and ponds. This annex does not apply to ball clay, china clay,
or fuller’s earth, or to the manufacture of ceramic tiles produced primarily from china
and ball clay. For the purpose of this annex, brickworks include factories
manufacturing clay roof tiles and pipes as well as bricks. It should be read within the
context of policies in Minerals Policy Statement 1 (MPS1). Further information on
‘brick clays’ and associated industries is contained in the MPS1 practice guide.

2.

Ancillary policy objectives for brick clay

2.1

The main text of MPS1 sets out the Government’s national objectives and planning
policies for all minerals. Ancillary policy objectives for brick clay are:
l

l

l

to maintain and enhance the diversity of brick clay produced by making
appropriate provision for supply in mineral planning authorities’ (MPAs) local
development documents;
to provide and make available brick clays at a level that reflects the high initial
investment in, and high levels of capital expenditure required to maintain and
improve, new and existing brick-making plant and equipment; and
to safeguard and where necessary, stockpile supplies of clays, especially specific
“premium” brick clays such as those from the Etruria Formation and fireclay.

3.

Policies for brick clay provision

a)

Safeguarding of brick clay resources

3.1

MPAs should ensure that brick clay resources are safeguarded in accordance with
MPS1. Some types or qualities of brickclay that have desirable properties, especially
Etruria Marl and fireclay, are nationally, regionally or locally scarce. Relevant MPAs
should safeguard acceptable sources of Etruria Formation clays and fireclays from
other types of development and should, where practicable, encourage prior extraction
of clay where built development is planned.
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b)

Supply of brick clay

3.2

It is generally desirable that brick clay should be extracted as close as practicable to
the brickworks that it is supplied to. MPAs should initially consider the potential for
extraction of brick clay close to the works and the potential for extensions to existing
planning permissions to maintain supplies. Where supply is needed from more distant
sources these may exist in a MPA’s area other than that where the brickworks is
located. The relevant local planning authorities (LPAs) should therefore liaise in
planning for appropriate sources of provision. Where a works is likely to require
supplies from more than one region, the relevant Regional Planning Bodies should
assist in the necessary discussions.

3.3

MPAs should have regard to the need for clay supply for local use and repair of
heritage buildings to meet the objectives of PPS1, and should assess the potential for
environmentally acceptable extensions to, and replacements for, such sites. Policies
should be proportionate to the levels of potential impacts.

c)

Planning considerations

3.4

When developing planning policies and considering planning applications, MPAs and
LPAs should take account, as appropriate, of:
l

l

l

l

l

18

the need for provision of brick clay from a number of different sources to enable
appropriate blends to be made. Where materials for blending need to be supplied
from various sources, or for some types of clay that are used in small quantities for
blending, it may be necessary to hold stocks of such clay at the brickworks or
elsewhere;
the need to provide a stock of permitted reserves to support the levels of actual
and proposed investment required for each new or existing manufacturing plant
and the maintenance and improvement of existing plant and equipment. This will
normally be sufficient to provide for 25 years of production. Separate provision
may be needed for particularly scarce clays, such as Etruria Marl and fireclay, that
will serve a number of works, sometimes over long distances;
the need to meet the likely level of demand for clay at each manufacturing plant,
part or all of which may sometimes have to be fulfilled from another MPA area, to
avoid having to meet unforeseen demands in environmentally damaging ways;
in some cases, the scope to use negotiated planning agreements to restrict, if
necessary, the use of the clay extracted for brick making to the associated
brickworks in order to reduce environmental impacts; and
the need to recognise the potential for sales of clay for other uses, particularly
engineering purposes, such as lining, daily cover and capping material for landfill
sites, the lining of canals, lakes and ponds, as construction fill or as bulk fill
suitable for roadway construction or for the manufacture of lightweight aggregate
or cement. In some cases, clay pits may be operated mainly or wholly for these
other purposes rather than for brick clay extraction.
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3.5

Where scarce reserves of Etruria Formation clays or fireclays cannot be used when
extracted, consideration should be given to the potential for stockpiling the material
on an environmentally acceptable site, either on or in the ground, until it is needed.
Proper account should be taken of the environmental impacts that are associated with
stockpiling sites when considering whether these should be provided.

3.6

MPAs should encourage coal producers to make the best possible use of fireclay
reserves including, where practicable, finding a market for any fireclay associated with
the coal that is being extracted, so that it remains available for use rather than being
replaced in the void during site restoration.

3.7

Where a brickworks is supplied from a number of clay pits some distance from the
works, impacts of road traffic between these and the works should, as far as possible,
be minimised through off-road transport, such as field conveyor systems, dedicated
haulage routes, and careful consideration of distribution networks and vehicle routes.

3.8

MPAs should liaise with the Environment Agency and LPAs to ensure that where
planning conditions for manufacturing plant are necessary they should complement,
not duplicate, conditions contained in IPPC permits.

d)

Efficiency of use

3.9

The brick, clay pipe and clay tile manufacturing industry is encouraged to ensure that:
l

e)

when clays are to be blended, the resulting blend should not contain a proportion
of premium clays in excess of that needed for the specified use.

Liaison

3.10 The brick clay extraction and brick manufacturing industries are encouraged to:
l

consult stakeholders, including MPAs and LPAs, the local community and, in
respect of fireclay, coal producers, when developing medium and longer-term
supply strategies for specific brickworks and to assist the planning process by
providing the planning authorities with appropriate information, (if necessary on a
commercially confidential basis) on reserves of clay, quality of clay, volume and
type of products being produced, plans for developing the capacity of brickworks,
and known areas of potential reserves that should be safeguarded. The industry is
encouraged to supply sufficient data to MPAs, to support planning for provision of
sufficient permitted reserves.
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Annex 3: Natural building and roofing stone
1.

Introduction

1.1

This annex sets out Government planning policy on the provision of natural building
and roofing stone in England. ‘Building and roofing stone’ refers to natural stone
products including: architectural masonry (‘dimension’ stone) and cladding, and stone
required for the repair and maintenance of historic buildings and monuments. It also
applies to slate roofing and stone roofing and to other uses of natural stone as
detailed in the associated Minerals Policy Statement 1 (MPS1) practice guide, which
also gives information on the nature of this industry. This annex should be read in
conjunction with MPS1 and other relevant planning policy statements and guidance.

1.2

The annex is relevant to applications for planning permission for mineral workings:
l

l

l

solely producing natural building and/or roofing stone;
producing natural building and/or roofing stone and other minerals as a byproduct; or
primarily producing other minerals but which also produce building and roofing
stone.

2.

Ancillary policy objectives for building and roofing stone

2.1

The main text of MPS1 sets out the Government’s national objectives and planning
policies for all minerals. Ancillary policy objectives for building and roofing stone are:
l

l

l

2.2
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to encourage the reuse of building and roofing stone, where technically feasible,
on the building undergoing repair (see this annex, the Aggregates Annex to MPS1,
PPS10 and PPG15);
to assess the need for small-scale extraction of quantities of stone for the
conservation and preservation of historic monuments, buildings and areas within
the context of the requirement to protect areas of designated landscape, nature
conservation and historical interest (see MPS1, PPS7, PPS9 and PPG15);
to enhance the overall quality of the environment once extraction has ceased,
taking into account any benefits the site may have in terms of wildlife and
geological conservation and safety, associated with public accessibility where
possible and appropriate, and requirements for small quantities of stone that may
have to be extracted for future restoration and conservation purposes (see MPG7
and PPS9).

Guidance on these objectives is provided in the documents indicated above. Social,
economic and environmental benefits include the maintenance of traditional sources
of building and roofing stone to encourage sustainable repair, maintenance and
adaptation to new uses of the built environment, and the provision of often skilled
employment in areas where other job opportunities may be limited.
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3.

Policies for building and roofing stone provision

a)

Safeguarding of building and roofing stone resources

3.1

Regional planning bodies (RPBs) and the Mayor of London should set out policies in
their Regional Spatial Strategies (RSSs) or the Spatial Development Strategy in London,
for safeguarding nationally, regionally and locally significant building stone resources.

3.2

English Heritage and the industry are encouraged to make mineral planning
authorities (MPAs) aware of important sources of building and roofing stone that they
consider should be safeguarded from other forms of development through policies in
their local development documents (LDDs). Safeguarding will be most appropriate
where stone is believed to be of suitable quality, and is:
l

l

3.3

scarce in terms of its technical properties and/or aesthetic characteristics; or
has been identified as having characteristics which match those required for repair
and preservation purposes, including those related to individual, or groups of,
culturally important buildings.

Many important sources of building stone have been long disused, and would need a
new planning application to be worked again. Important historic quarries should be
safeguarded, as far as practicable, where it can be shown:
l

l

l

that the quarry was the original source of stone used in the construction of a
historic building or monument; or
that the stone is technically compatible with material in the structure to be
repaired; and
that stone from the quarry is, or will be, required for restoration or conservation
purposes in the absence of viable alternatives.

3.4

MPAs should consider whether small-scale extraction of building stone might be
sustainable at, or close to, relic quarries, some of which have been designated in
respect of industrial archaeology, wildlife and geological conservation, where smallscale extraction would contribute to repair of historic buildings without compromising
the requirement to protect designated sites. To that end, Natural England and English
Heritage are encouraged to discuss the prospects for future working at specific
important sites and to advise the relevant MPAs of their conclusions. Any extraction
and restoration proposals should have proper regard to the purposes of the
designation both during and after extraction.

3.5

Local planning authorities (LPAs) should notify Natural England and English Heritage
when a development proposal is made which affects an old building stone source to
provide an opportunity for its significance to be assessed.
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b)

Supply of building and roofing stone for conservation and restoration purposes

3.6

MPAs and LPAs should have regard to the local, regional and national need for certain
building and roofing stones for the conservation and restoration of England’s historic
built environment where their use is specified:
l

l

because of aesthetic or technical properties, particularly where English Heritage
advises that stone used for restoration or conservation purposes must be a
compatible match, usually from a similar lithological horizon as the stone that was
originally used;
to help meet the objectives of PPG15.

c)

Supply of building and roofing stone for new building

3.7

MPAs and LPAs should liaise on and have regard to the local, regional and national
need for certain building stones for new construction, within the context of the RSS,
where their use is specified because of:
l

l

l

proven durability;
aesthetic or technical properties, particularly where new construction is to take
place in the midst of older buildings constructed of a certain stone; and
any design requirements set out in local design guides, planning policies and
supplementary planning documents.

3.8

Where an exact match of stone is not possible, potential alternative sources of supply,
if any, should be considered.

3.9

MPAs should, as far as is practicable, identify in their LDDs, quarries of importance to
the built heritage, whether disused or active, and describe the approach to be taken
to these in terms of minerals and other planning applications.

d) Planning considerations
3.10 MPAs and LPAs should take account, as appropriate, of:
l
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the fact that many, but by no means all, building and roofing stone quarries are
significantly smaller than aggregate quarries in terms of scale of operation, and
their levels of potential impacts such as noise, vehicle movements and dust, rate of
working and scale of impact on people and the environment. Policies and planning
conditions should be appropriate and proportionate to the scale of proposed
operations;
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l

l

l

l

l

l

the need for a flexible approach to the potentially long duration of planning
permissions reflecting the intermittent or low rate of working at many sites.
Account should be taken of the long-term viability of any processing works, likely
need for the stone, the long periods that can be taken for identifying sources of
stone adequate for use in repair projects, and the factors relevant to investment in
and life of processing works. In those instances where an identified type of stone
or stone from a single source is required on a very small scale, the MPA might
consider the use of very short-term permissions linked by agreement with the
operator to a specific project or projects;
the scope for using, where appropriate, planning agreements to limit extraction to
building or roofing stone purposes, rather than for other purposes such as
aggregate production. This is particularly relevant where scarce types of stone, or
stone used in the construction of a major historic building or monument, is
available only from a single quarry or locality. To ensure sustainable use of
resources, avoid in-quarry sterilisation of resources caused by the stockpiling of
waste, and economic viability of the operation, it might be appropriate, in some
cases, for modest aggregate production and processing of waste or overburden
material to take place. The overriding purpose should nevertheless be to facilitate
long-term availability of the building or roofing stone resource. If, however,
aggregates production is a major part of the proposal then reference should be
made to Annex 1 to MPS1;
the suitability of stone extracted from a building stone quarry for use as a roofing
material, stone extracted from a roofing stone quarry for use as blockstone, or
where building and/or roofing stone resources are available from an aggregate
quarry. In such cases the operator should be encouraged to identify and, where
practicable, set aside such material until an appropriate use can be identified. If no
immediate use can be identified, consideration should be given to the potential for
stockpiling the material on an environmentally acceptable site, either on or in the
ground, until needed;
the fact that in some circumstances it may be economic to undertake underground
mining of building stone. This can reduce environmental impacts on the ground
surface provided adequate precautions are taken to maintain ground stability after
extraction has ceased;
the fact that it may take several years, or longer, for the stone for a specific repair
project to be identified. Pre-application discussions may therefore need to be
undertaken a relatively long time before any planning application is lodged; and
the fact that in some cases the viability of a small quarry as a source of building or
roofing stone may depend on the sale of by-products arising from the extraction
and processing of building and roofing stone.
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3.11 Each proposal needs to be considered on the basis of its specific characteristics and
potential environmental and landscape impacts, and:
l

l

whether formal environmental assessment under the Town and Country Planning
(Environmental Impact Assessment) (England and Wales) Regulations 1999 (“the
1999 EIA Regs”) is justified for proposals to develop and operate small stone
quarries; and
where proposals to re-activate dormant quarries are submitted, MPAs/LPAs will,
under the Reviews of Interim Development Order permissions and Old Mineral
Permissions (under the Planning and Compensation Act 1991 and Environment Act
1995 respectively), have to consider updated operating and restoration conditions
for the working of the quarries. Similarly, updated conditions for all active quarries
will need to be considered as part of the periodic review process under the 1995
Act. In either of the above situations, MPAs/LPAs should ensure that any operating
and restoration conditions attached to an application comply with the policy
guidance in this annex and consider whether there is a need for environmental
impact assessment under the 1999 EIA Regs (as amended).

3.12 Where in-quarry stone processing sites are supplied from nearby groups of small pits,
account should be taken of the fact that such sites are often worked intermittently, for
small quantities of stone at any one time, when framing planning conditions or
negotiating planning agreements.

e)

Efficiency of use

3.13 While there are sustainability arguments for making good use of waste rock as, for
example, aggregate, caution is needed that this should not substantially change the
nature of the operation into an aggregates quarry. High quality stone suitable for
building and/or roofing, particularly that which is scarce and may be required for
future conservation work, should not be used for the production of aggregates where
lower quality rock suitable for crushing would suffice.

f)

Restoration and after use of quarries

3.14 MPAs, LPAs and minerals operators should consider carefully, in liaison with Natural
England and English Heritage, the potential for partial restoration of building stone
quarries before the expiry of planning permission for extraction. This should be
linked, where practicable, to new opportunities for archaeological, geological, wildlife
and industrial heritage conservation and education, but retaining, where practicable,
the potential for future access to supplies of small quantities of stone that may be
needed at intervals in the future for repair of the historic built environment for which
the site in question is an appropriate source.
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g)

Liaison

3.15 The building and roofing stone extraction and stone processing industry is
encouraged to:
l

consult with stakeholders, including MPAs, English Heritage, the local community,
managers of relevant major historic buildings, architects, building surveyors and
conservation officers, and conservation and amenity groups, when developing
medium and longer-term supply strategies for specific stone extraction and
processing plants and to assist the planning process by providing MPAs with
appropriate information, (if necessary on a commercially confidential basis), on
reserves of building and/or roofing stone.
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Annex 4: On-shore oil and gas and underground storage
of natural gas
1.

Introduction

1.1

This annex sets out Government planning policy on planning control of land-based
exploration, appraisal, development and extraction of oil and gas (including gas from
coal) resources in England. It also refers to underground storage of natural gas.

1.2

Where underground gas storage is proposed at sites not involved in mineral
extraction, the development may well be of a general industrial character and not
mineral development.

1.3

In this annex, “oil and gas” includes any hydrocarbon, which in its natural state is not
a solid, and methane or any combustible natural gas1. The underground storage of
hydrogen is excluded.

1.4

The guidance deals with four methods of oil and/or gas development:
(i)

conventional on-shore oil and gas (COG) development – extraction of petroleum
or hydrocarbon oils and gases by drilling and, if necessary, pumping from landbased sites; and gas extracted from coal in a number of other ways;

(ii)

coalbed methane – extraction by drilling into un-mined coal seams to release
methane;

(iii) capture of methane from coal mines that has accumulated in, and may be freely
venting from mine voids; and
(iv) underground coal gasification – drilling into and subsequent controlled
underground gasification of pressurised coal seams and the recovery and use of
the resulting gases.
It also deals with the underground storage of natural gas.
1.5

1
26

In addition to the need to obtain planning permission, oil and gas exploration and
extraction operations, are regulated by a separate licensing system operated by the
Secretary of State for Trade and Industry (SSTI), although the status of underground
coal gasification under the Petroleum Act 1998 is not yet clear. Once a licence has
been granted, planning permission must be obtained before the SSTI will give
consent either to drill a well, or to develop an oil or gas field or a coalbed methane
or coalmine methane project.

“Natural gas” means any gas derived from natural strata (including gas originating outside the United Kingdom).
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2.

Energy policy

2.1

The Government’s energy policy, stated in its White Paper Our energy future:
creating a low carbon economy – Cmnd 5761, of 25 February 2003, is:

2.2

l

to cut carbon dioxide emissions by 60% by 2050, with real progress by 2020;

l

to maintain the reliability of energy supplies;

l

to promote competitive markets in the UK and beyond; and

l

to ensure that every home is adequately and affordably heated.

The Government does not propose to set targets for the share of total energy or
electricity supply to be met from different fuels: it believes this is a matter for the
markets, reinforced by long term policy measures. Forecasts vary but it is commonly
agreed that UK conventional oil and gas production off-shore will decline significantly
over coming years and that by 2020 the UK is likely to be importing around three
quarters of its primary energy needs. In the short to medium-term, the aim is to:
l

maximise the potential of the UK’s conventional oil and gas reserves in an
environmentally acceptable manner;

l

encourage the development of clean coal technologies; and

l

encourage the capture of methane from coal mines where environmentally acceptable.

2.3

The Government reviewed its progress against the above medium and long-term
goals and published its results in the 2006 Command Paper The Energy Challenge
(Cmnd 6887). The paper outlines a package of measures for action on both supply
and demand if we are to put the UK in a position to tackle the major challenges of
climate change and secure clean affordable energy supplies. The paper confirms the
importance of gas supply infrastructure, such as underground storage, to maintaining
the reliability of our energy supplies. This need was also set out by the SSTI in May
2006 in the statement of need for additional gas supply infrastructure2.

3.

Ancillary policies for on-shore oil and gas development

3.1

The industry should make available to mineral planning authorities (MPAs)
information on the extent of known reserves of oil and gas, its forward plans and any
potential sites for exploration, appraisal or production that it is considering and for
which it holds exploration or production licences. However, MPAs should note that
much of this information may be commercially sensitive.

2

Available at http://www.dti.gov.uk/files/file28954.pdf
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a)

Conventional oil and gas development (COG)

3.2

COG development broadly consists of three phases – exploration, appraisal and
production. (These are described in the practice guide which accompanies Minerals
Policy Statement 1). Each phase requires a separate planning permission. Regional
Planning Bodies (RPBs) should set clear guidance and criteria for location of COG
development sites within the areas that are licensed for oil and gas exploration or
production. There should be no presumption in favour of consent for subsequent
stages if an earlier stage be permitted, nor do possible effects of a later stage not yet
applied for, constitute grounds for refusal of an earlier stage. MPAs should include
policies in their local development documents (LDDs) that distinguish clearly between
the three phases and should also identify any environmental and other constraints on
production and processing sites, within areas that are licensed for oil and gas
exploration or production, in those documents.

Exploration
3.3

Exploration encompasses a range of activities, including geological mapping,
geophysical (seismic) investigations, and the drilling and investigation of wells and
boreholes to assess prospects in more detail.
Seismic investigations

3.4

Seismic investigations generally have very limited environmental effects. Vibroseis
techniques are often regarded as de minimis, since the investigations are transient.
Where seismic surveys constitute development within the terms of the Town and
Country Planning Act 1990 (“the 1990 Act”), permitted development rights (PDRs) are
available under the Town and Country Planning (General Permitted Development)
Order 1995 (GPDO), subject to certain conditions. PDRs should not be withdrawn
without very good reasons.

3.5

In all cases the industry should fully discuss its proposals with the local planning
authorities (LPAs) and statutory agencies. MPAs and highway authorities should be
informed of the intended route for the survey, and prior notification given to residents
on the immediate survey route. In two-tier planning areas, where county councils are
the MPAs, operators should also ensure that district councils are aware of the
intended investigations, and their commencement dates. In the case of vibroseis
surveys using the road network, operators should inform the police of the route and
anticipated timing of their operations. MPAs should alert operators to particularly
sensitive historic buildings and sites that may be affected. Routes and survey timings
should be designed to ensure the protection of habitats and wildlife. Statutory bodies
should be consulted as early as possible as part of this process.
Drilling

3.6
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Part 22 of Schedule 2 to the GPDO gives PDRs in respect of certain exploratory
operations undertaken with a view to the exploitation of a mineral, subject in certain
cases to the developer giving 28 days notice to the MPA. However, development
consisting of the drilling of wells for COG exploration is explicitly excluded, and
an application for planning permission must be made to the MPA.
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3.7

Policies should be drafted to ensure that each application to explore will be
considered on its own merits, in accordance with the present guidance, and in
relation to LDDs and any other relevant material considerations. These considerations
should not include any hypothetical future proposal for development of the oil or gas
resource.

3.8

In submitting an application for drilling, the developer should indicate what
knowledge has been gained from seismic investigations in selecting the well site, but
should not be expected to provide a firm development programme before full
appraisal has taken place. Policies should indicate that, subject to the effects on the
environment being appropriately addressed and mitigated, and a satisfactory
restoration and aftercare plan prepared, applications for exploration may be
favourably considered.

3.9

Where environmental or other conditions might preclude vertical drilling, MPAs
should discuss with the industry the option of employing directional drilling. LDD
policies should make clear that this approach will be adopted and that careful
consideration will be given to factors such as:
l

the need for night-time drilling for safety reasons;

l

locating sites to minimise visual intrusion;

l

controlling vehicular activity and vehicle routing;

l

controlling the disposal of mud and other drilling residue; and

l

controlling noise and light emissions from drilling rigs with particular reference to
night-time operations.

3.10 In most cases it will be appropriate to attach conditions to planning permissions to
ensure that any adverse impact of the operation on the environment and local
residents is kept to a minimum. Sometimes agreement on working practices may be
reached with the operator based on the conditions attached to the award of the
licence, or as part of an agreement made under section 106 of the 1990 Act (as
amended). Section 106 agreements should not duplicate planning conditions or
conditions attached to the award of a licence by DTI.
3.11 Because of the intrusive nature of drilling operations, policies should provide that
these will not be permitted close to houses and other noise-sensitive properties unless
noise levels from drilling and associated operations can be reduced to acceptable
levels.
3.12 Particular care should be taken about siting all types of oil and gas wells close to
water supply wells or boreholes. Early consultation with the appropriate regional
office of the Environment Agency is essential, so as to consider measures to avoid the
risk of pollution to ground water and aquifers. If aquifers are to be breached it will
be necessary to discuss well-casing details and the composition of drilling muds with
the Agency. Off-site disposal of drilling mud and cuttings are matters to be decided as
part of the appropriate IPPC permit.
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Appraisal
3.13 Should hydrocarbons be found as a result of drilling an exploration well, it may be
possible to appraise the find by longer-term testing of that well. In other cases it may
be necessary to attempt to define the extent of the find by drilling further wells at
other suitable sites in the area. Until the extent of a find has been delineated, it is
difficult to evaluate the various options available or to assess the viability and
potential environmental effects of commercial exploitation. By the time applications
for appraisal wells are submitted, operators may sometimes feel sufficiently confident
about the extent of the find, and the way in which they would wish to exploit it, to
consider supplying information on the likely planning proposals to the MPA at that
stage. This should be on the clear understanding that further appraisal might
necessarily lead to changes in plans. As with all other forms of development, an
application for an appraisal well must be considered on its merits. This consideration
should take into account the long-term suitability of the site since such wells may
subsequently be required for production purposes. The other factors listed above for
exploration wells are equally relevant to appraisal wells. LDD policies should reflect
this.
Production and Distribution
3.14 Although individual well sites can raise environmental issues, the gathering stations
required for sustained production which separate, purify and treat the raw material,
are likely to take up the most land. However there is some flexibility in the siting of
these facilities and it is usually possible to conceal them by careful screening,
landscaping and design, and by sinking facilities, including security fencing, below
the surrounding ground level. Gathering stations should not be sited where they
would have unacceptable adverse environmental impacts.
3.15 Pre-application discussions between the MPA and the industry on potential production
proposals are essential. For the larger finds, it will be particularly important to
establish how far the envisaged surface production facilities would be sufficient to
handle the expected output from the find, or related finds as a whole. These
considerations will also form part of the development programme, which operators
are required to submit for consent to DTI under the terms of their licence. In
exceptional cases, where discoveries of economic deposits extend across licence
boundaries, the SSTI has powers to direct that such a find or accumulation is worked
and developed as a unit.
3.16 It will usually be necessary for a MPA to attach certain conditions to any grant of
planning permission for a gathering station or an export terminal, or to seek an
agreement with the operator using section 106 of the 1990 Act for matters that fall
outside planning control. Policies should make clear that conditions are likely to be
imposed governing, amongst other matters:
l
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timing and method of gas flaring, (also controlled by DTI under the Energy Act
1976);

l

access;

l

the direction of vehicles leaving the site;

l

noise emissions;
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l

prevention of pollution associated, for example, with possible spillages;

l

the means of disposal of unwanted gas; and

l

the method by which the end product is to be transported from the well site or
gathering station.

3.17 Operators should address all of these points in their planning applications and, where
necessary and appropriate, in supporting environmental statements. Where possible,
export terminals should be sited where they can feed into a long distance pipeline, or
are connected to a railway or water transport, in preference to relying on road
transport.
3.18 Where pipelines are to be used for transporting extracted oil and gas it will be
necessary for operators to obtain consent from the appropriate authorities (the
relevant MPAs, the Environment Agency and the Health and Safety Executive) for
routes, vehicle access, the location of machinery storage areas, and of pipes, pipelaying equipment and other construction materials. In drawing up proposals,
operators should avoid environmentally sensitive locations and take account of any
potential impacts on nature conservation, for example the movement of animals.
Proposals should also take into account the possible implications for agricultural
activities, consulting where necessary with associations that represent agricultural
interests.
3.19 For pipelines less than 10 miles in length, planning permission is required from the
MPA. Longer pipelines require authorisation from the SSTI under the Pipelines Act
1962, although the usual planning and environmental considerations would be taken
into account. The views of the LPAs, the Environment Agency, Natural England, the
Health and Safety Executive, landowners and tenants should be sought. Also, a full
environmental impact assessment statement would normally be required. On granting
authorisation, the SSTI would then direct that planning permission for the pipeline
shall be deemed to have been granted. In all cases, it is essential that land affected by
pipeline development should be properly restored.

b)

Gas from coal seams and workings

3.20 Access to coal seams is controlled by the Coal Authority. This includes drilling into
seams for the purpose of methane extraction and for use of the coal in underground
coal gasification.
Coalbed methane (CBM)
3.21 MPAs should identify in their LDDs the extent of the coalfield with reserves at depths
below the surface of between 200-1500m and of areas which are licensed for CBM by
the Coal Authority. The LDDs should also list the principal constraints likely to affect
any proposed production and processing sites within those areas.
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3.22 CBM developments do not have the same discrete phases of exploration, appraisal
and production as COG developments. Exploration and appraisal is a single process.
The same wells that have been used for exploration/appraisal will be used, as soon
as possible, for production, though there may be a necessary delay because of the
need for dewatering. Policies, applications and permissions should reflect this.
Nevertheless, LDDs should make it clear that planning permission for exploration and
appraisal does not carry with it any presumption that long-term production from
those wells, or that the development of further wells, will be permitted.
3.23 The main environmental impacts associated with CBM development are similar to
those for COG. However, particular attention should also be given to the abstraction
of any groundwater and its impacts, as well as the disposal of water produced during
well stimulation and production of gas. The Environment Agency must be consulted
and the relevant permission(s) obtained before any disposal or abstraction takes
place.
3.24 Development of a coalbed methane production area usually involves an incremental
approach where groups of new wells will be added to a “hub” of wells already in
production. This allows the knowledge gained in the drilling and completion of wells
to be used to the maximum effect in the drilling of adjacent wells. Therefore the
design solution for the development of the field as a whole may not have been
resolved, or the engineering details finalised, at the time planning permission is
sought for the first hub of production wells. Accordingly, LDD policies should
indicate that:
l

l

l

l

l
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where initial proposals are environmentally acceptable and accord with the
principles of sustainable development, planning permission might be granted for
the initial hub of exploration wells, subject to their removal and restoration, if gas
is not found in commercially viable quantities (or they are not needed to keep
pumping water to protect production from an adjoining gas area);
this does not extend to the later approval of detailed schemes for production from
those wells should the occasion arise;
options for the further development of the area should be presented for
consideration in principle at the same time, to ensure that the immediate and
potential longer-term environmental impacts of the development are understood by
the MPA and that the applicant is aware of the risk of a subsequent refusal of
planning permission;
further hubs of wells for the exploration, appraisal or later production phases will
require separate applications and permissions on the same basis, supported where
necessary by an environmental statement (or supplementary statement) related to
the further development for which permission is sought; and
the industry should therefore discuss its proposals fully with the MPA well before a
formal planning application is made, so that all the options and longer-term issues
can be properly considered.
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Methane from coal mines (Coal Mine Methane (CMM) and Abandoned Mine
Methane (AMM))
3.25 Methane escapes from coal seams during the working of mines and can present
explosion and health hazards. Therefore working mines are ventilated, and methane
is sometimes extracted and used for energy production usually for the operation of
the mine itself. On abandonment or closure of the mine, if the workings do not
become flooded, methane may accumulate in residual voids from which it can
potentially be extracted. In some cases, methane escaping naturally from such voids
may cause a danger to property or health. In such cases it is necessary to vent the gas
in a controlled manner. In either circumstance, it may sometimes be economic to
recover and use the gas, for example for local electricity generation. Methane is also
a much more potent greenhouse gas than carbon dioxide and this is a further reason
to avoid or prevent uncontrolled escapes. Capture and use for electricity generation,
or conversion to carbon dioxide by simple flaring, reduces overall greenhouse gas
emissions though productive energy capture, where practicable, is preferable to
flaring. MPAs in coalfield areas should, therefore, encourage capture and use by
including appropriate policies in their development documents.
Underground coal gasification (UCG)
3.26 UCG is the in situ conversion of coal into the combustible gases hydrogen, carbon
monoxide and methane. It takes place by the interaction of the coal with oxygen and
water/steam after ignition under pressure. The technique has the potential to provide
a clean and convenient source of energy from coal seams where traditional mining
methods are impossible or uneconomic.
3.27 DTI has examined the opportunities for UCG and its potential contribution to the
future UK energy supply. If this source of energy is to be exploited then an
experimental UCG development would need to be undertaken. If any such
experiment were to be proposed in England, it would be subject to all the usual
planning procedures including the Secretary of State’s power to call-in applications
for her own determination.
3.28 Because of the absence, so far, of any UCG development in the UK, the technique
is not referred to in the Schedules to the 1999 EIA Regulations or the accompanying
Circular 02/99.3 However, if a MPA were to receive a pre-application enquiry
regarding a UCG proposal it should pay close attention to the potential environmental
impacts, both above and below ground, in considering whether an environmental
impact assessment is required. Among the other consultations that may be made
necessary by the characteristics of the site, the Environment Agency should always
be consulted in view of the potential impacts on aquifers and groundwater.

3

DETR Circular 2/99: Environmental Impact Assessment
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4.

Underground storage of natural gas

4.1

Demand for gas fluctuates on a daily and seasonal basis. Therefore storage facilities
are important for balancing peaks and troughs in supply and safeguarding against
disruptions to delivery of gas. This is particularly so as the UK reduces the share of its
direct consumption from reserves in its territorial waters and increasingly becomes
reliant on imports via pipelines or sea transport. Storage facilities must accommodate
large volumes of gas safely, and be capable of being recharged or drawn upon
quickly to meet demand. Properly designed large-scale underground storage is more
practical and safer than surface storage. Gas can be stored in porous rock, such as
depleted gas and oil reservoirs and aquifers, or in large underground cavities
produced by conventional mining or by dissolution of salt.

4.2

Proposals being made by licensed gas transporters developing storage in porous strata
are considered under the Gas Act 1965, administered by DTI. Other applications may
be made under Town and Country Planning Act provisions. This guidance is
principally concerned with the latter, although LPAs are also consulted within the
Gas Act procedures.

4.3

In two-tier planning areas, minerals planning policies and applications are matters
for the county councils as MPAs to deal with, but industrial development is the
responsibility of the district councils. In unitary areas and in National Parks, the single
planning authority exercises both groups of tasks. Thus, minerals developments are
dealt with as county matters. This has implications for planning policies and
applications for gas storage.

4.4

Where storage in aquifers or existing cavities is proposed, this is essentially industrial
development and is often a district authority matter, except to the extent that use of a
cavity may be an after-use of a mine. However, consideration of re-use of cavities in
mineral deposits may need to draw upon specialist expertise available in county
councils. In contrast, the excavation of new cavities by underground mining of rock
or brine pumping or the use of partly or wholly depleted oil and gas reservoirs, not
least because injected gas may be used as part of the extraction process, is likely to
be mineral development and, therefore, a county council matter. Much of the
infrastructure for previous on-shore oil or gas extraction could also be used or
adapted for gas storage. Therefore, county and district authorities in areas that have
underground gas storage potential should discuss this issue and agree coherent
policies for dealing with applications. When applications are submitted, these
authorities should agree which are county council matters and which are not,
depending on the circumstances of the application, including all the development that
is proposed. Unitary and National Park authorities should also, where appropriate,
develop planning policies for dealing with applications for underground gas storage.

4.5

MPAs should consider whether there is a need for policies on underground gas
storage in their LDDs on the basis of local geological circumstances. Where
appropriate, MPAs and LPAs should collaborate in developing these policies, and
areas where there might be potential for such storage should be indicated in their
LDDs.
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4.6

MPAs should take account of matters concerning surface and underground
development associated with gas storage that are material to the determination of the
planning application. The techniques for exploration and evaluation of the potential
for underground storage of gas, and surface development associated with
underground gas storage facilities, are similar to those used for oil and gas
exploitation, described earlier. Development of underground cavities by mining and
brine pumping is essentially similar to other mining operations. Therefore, the same
factors for determining other mining operation applications should be applied, as
appropriate to applications for underground gas storage.

4.7

General issues that should also be taken into account are:
l

l

l

l

l

that Government welcomes proposals to increase flexibility in the UK gas market,
but is not prescriptive about how this is to be achieved. Proposals are a
commercial matter for the market;
the national energy policy benefit of the proposal;
the likelihood that suitable onshore locations for gas storage will be very limited in
number, due to the lack of suitable geographical features for underground gas
storage, so that alternative possibilities may not be available;
the acceptability of proposals and measures to mitigate the potential environmental
impacts of exploration and development of the proposed facility, in terms of both
the surface and subsurface works; and
the integrity and safety of underground facilities especially in terms of maintenance
of the pressure regime, the prevention of leakage of gas and the avoidance of
pollution.

4.8

It is likely that most applications for significant gas storage facilities will require
environmental impact assessment. Applications and any accompanying environmental
statements should include adequate information on the suitability of proposed sites
for secure and safe containment of gas or the means of making them so, and the
avoidance and control of pollution. Among the other consultations that may be made
necessary by the characteristics of the site, the Environment Agency should always be
consulted in view of the potential impacts on aquifers and groundwater.

4.9

Applicants should confirm with the MPA whether hazardous substances consent under
the Planning (Hazardous Substances) Act 1990 is required. The Health and Safety
Executive are statutory consultees in the process and would be consulted on whether
there are safety grounds for refusal of applications.
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A Introduction
Background
1 This Mineral Planning Guidance Note (MPG1) sets out the principles and the key planning policy
objectives against which plans for minerals and decisions on individual applications should be
made. Since MPG1 was first published in January 1988 there have been a significant number of
changes to planning legislation. There has also been an increasing awareness of the importance of
environmental matters and the benefits of sustainable development.
2 Minerals are important natural resources which make an essential contribution to the nation's
prosperity and quality of life. Construction minerals are the pre-requisite for all the buildings and
infrastructure that society needs. Many UK industries are wholly dependent on minerals as basic
raw materials. The direct contribution of minerals to the Gross National Product is substantial and
this is increased several-fold by manufacturing based on minerals.
3 In addition minerals and mineral-based products contribute to the balance of payments through
exports and import substitution. The minerals industry also provides a market for other goods and
services thereby stimulating competitiveness elsewhere in the economy and providing opportunities
for employment, sometimes in remote rural areas, where there are few alternatives. It is essential, in
order to contribute to the improvement in the long run performance of the economy, that there is an
adequate and steady supply of minerals.
4 The Government White Paper "This Common Inheritance"(Cm 1200) stresses the importance of
combining economic growth with care for the environment in order to attain sustainable
development. The Government's strategy for sustainable development "Sustainable Development:
The UK Strategy"(Cm 2426) sets out an agenda for Government, businesses, organisations and
individuals. Government intends the goal of sustainable development to guide future policy.
The minerals planning system
5 The winning and working of minerals has a number of special characteristics:
i.

minerals can only be worked where they naturally occur - extraction sites are limited;

ii.

although working often takes place over a long period of time, it should not be regarded as a
permanent land use;

iii.

working often has adverse effects, eg, local disruption to the community. all costs and
benefits need to be considered and adverse environmental impacts mitigated or controlled
during the process of extraction; and,

iv.

when work stops at a site, the land requires treatment to make it suitable for beneficial afteruse and to avoid dereliction.

6 Because of the long term nature of most minerals developments, Mineral Planning authorities
(MPas) have a duty to undertake periodic reviews of planning permissions to ensure that they are
kept up to date. Operating conditions are imposed to control the environmental impacts of working
and restoration and aftercare conditions are imposed to ensure that land worked for minerals is
suitable for a beneficial after-use.

Statutory basis
7 The Town and Country Planning act 1990 ("the 1990 act") consolidates town and country
planning legislation. It has since been amended by the Planning and Compensation act 1991 ("the
1991 act") and by the minerals provisions of the Environment act 1995 ("the 1995 act"). Minerals
are defined in section 336 of the 1990 act as including "all minerals and substances in or under land
of a kind ordinarily worked for removal by underground or surface working, except that it does not
include peat cut for purposes other than sale".
8 The 1990, 1991 and 1995 acts provide the basis for control of mineral development. MPas are
required to prepare development plans for minerals which set out the policies and proposals against
which planning applications are determined. Development plans, which have to take into account
Government guidance as set out in Planning Policy Guidance Notes (PPGs) and Minerals Planning
Guidance Notes (MPGs), provide the basis for rational and consistent planning decisions.
9 The key elements of planning control for minerals are:
i.

the grant or refusal of planning permission for the working of minerals, for the erection of
any associated plant or building, for the disposal of mineral waste or for other ancillary
purposes and the imposition, when planning permission is granted, of conditions;

ii.

the enforcement of planning control to prevent unauthorised development and to ensure
compliance with planning conditions; and,

iii.

planning obligations, which may be entered into by agreement between a developer and a
MPa, or by means of a unilateral undertaking by a developer.

10 The 1991 act introduced general changes to the planning system and specific changes in relation
to minerals development. In particular the 1991 act:
i.

introduced requirements for the registration and updating of permissions originally granted
under Interim Development Order Permissions;

ii.

placed a time limit on planning permissions for development involving the depositing of
mineral waste, extended the duty on MPas to review mineral workings to development
involving the depositing of minerals waste; and similarly extended the power to impose
aftercare conditions;

iii.

introduced new powers for the Secretary of State to alter the compensation arrangements
following orders updating minerals permissions; and,

iv.

introduced new requirements for the review and updating of mineral permissions.

11 The 1995 act took forward the process of review for old mineral permissions. Guidance on the
1995 act reforms is published in Minerals Planning Guidance Note 14,"Environment act 1995:
Review of Mineral Planning Permissions".

B The Development Plan and Minerals
12 The term "mineral planning authority" is that given to any of the authorities with responsibility
for planning control over mineral working.
13 Outside Greater London and the metropolitan areas, MPAs comprise county councils and
National Park authorities. Following local government reorganisation in the shire areas a number of
new unitary authorities have been created which will also be MPAs.
14 In Greater London and the metropolitan areas, MPAs are respectively, the London borough
councils and the metropolitan district councils.
15 Development plans for minerals should provide a clear guide to mineral operators and the public
where mineral extraction is likely in principle to be acceptable and where not acceptable.
Acceptability in principle will be subject to meeting development control criteria, as well as
safeguarding sensitive environmental features and providing environmental and resource protection
policies. Advice on areas for future working is in paragraphs 45-46 and Annex A.
16 The documents which may comprise the development plan for minerals are:
a. In most non-metropolitan areas:
i. the structure plan;
ii. the minerals local plan (MLP) or the minerals and waste local plan (MWLP).
b. In other areas (including metropolitan areas and London):
iii. the unitary development plan (UDP).
17 The procedures for bringing these plans into operation and guidance on their form and content
are given in the Town and Country Planning (Development Plan) Regulations 1991 ("the 1991
Regulations") and in Planning Policy Guidance Note 12: "Development Plans and Regional
Planning Guidance", (PPG12). Further advice is to be found in the Department's report
"Development Plans: A Good Practice Guide".
18 The 1991 Act made the following changes to the development plans provisions of the 1990 Act:
i.

structure plans are to be prepared and adopted by county councils without reference to the
Secretary of State for approval. There are, however, powers for the Secretary of State to
intervene where necessary. These are set out in paragraphs 4.16 - 4.17 of PPG 12 ;

ii.

MLPs or MWLPs are required to be prepared by county councils and some unitary
authorities;

iii.

district-wide local plans are to be prepared by most non-metropolitan district councils.
Unitary authorities preparing a district-wide local plan may be authorised by the Secretary
of State to include minerals policies in it, other districts should exclude minerals policies
from their local plan. National Park authorities are required either to include minerals and
waste policies in their park-wide local plans or prepare a MLP or MWLP;

iv.

streamlined procedures for the preparation and adoption of plans while continuing to
provide for appropriate consultation; and,

v.

development plans are to include policies in respect of the conservation of the natural
beauty and amenity of the land.

19 These procedures will help to ensure that the development plan system takes all relevant
considerations comprehensively and consistently into account. These arrangements run alongside
the UDP system already in place for London and the metropolitan areas.
20 The 1991 Regulations set out the form and content of structure plans, local plans, MLPs,
MWLPs and UDPs and the provisions for making, altering and replacing such plans. They also set
out rules for resolving conflict between and within such plans.
Plan preparation and review
21 It is important that plans are as up to date as possible and that they continue to address current
issues. The extent to which a plan is up to date is a material consideration in the determination of
planning applications. Further advice is contained in paragraph 27 of Planning Policy Guidance
Note 1, "General Policy and Principles", (PPG1 ).
22 New information gained as a result of monitoring or through experience of implementing
minerals policies in the development plan may suggest that a plan needs alteration or replacement.
Where a structure plan is altered or replaced, MPAs should ensure that MLPs are kept up to date. A
balance has to be struck between keeping plans up to date and reviewing plans too frequently.
MLPs should cover a period of at least 10 years and in general a review should be completed every
5 years.
23 Regulation 32 of the 1991 Regulations provides a further reason for MPAs to ensure that MLPs
are kept up to date. This provides that where there is a conflict between provisions in a local plan
and provisions in a MLP (or MWLP), the more recently adopted or approved provisions prevail.
24 PPG 12 outlines the importance of surveys for reviewing matters in a MPA's area (paragraphs
4.1-4.3) and gives guidance on monitoring the effectiveness of policies in development plans and
the extent to which they have achieved the stated objectives (paragraphs 4.21-4.24). MPAs should
undertake regular assessments of existing resources in their areas and of the reserves for which
planning permission have been granted. They should also assess with regard to local, regional and
national considerations, the significance of all types of mineral working and resources in their area
taking into account the need, distribution and production of each type of mineral and having regard
to the confidentiality of the individual operator's interests.
25 Information which may assist MPAs to plan surveys for minerals includes reports of the British
Geological Survey, which are set out in Annex F and reports of studies undertaken in the
Department's Geological and Minerals Planning Research Programme, about which an annual
report is produced.
Appraisal of policies and proposals
26 In drawing up policies and proposals for their development plans, MPAs should appraise the
policy options in terms of the social, environmental and economic effects. They should be able to
demonstrate that all the options have been assessed and that those selected represent the best
balance of social, environmental and economic costs and benefits, through full consideration of all
resources and the principles of sustainable development and the need to maintain an adequate and
steady supply of minerals. The process of preparing and reviewing development plans provides an
opportunity for local policies to be tested in the light of Government guidance. Further advice is

contained in section 5.52 of PPG 12 and in the "Environmental Appraisal of Development Plans: A
Good Practice Guide" published by HMSO in November 1993.
Structure plans and Part I of UDPs
27 The policies in structure plans should express in general terms the MPA's strategy for mineral
working and related development, taking into account national and regional policies.
28 The strategic nature of structure plans is emphasised by the requirement for them to contain a
key diagram rather than an Ordnance Survey based map. The structure plan should be accompanied
by an explanatory memorandum which, although not forming part of the plan, should justify its
minerals policies and proposals and should indicate how these relate to Government policy
guidance, to the minerals policies of neighbouring areas, to other policies in the structure plan and
to the provisions of any relevant local plan.
29 MPAs should seek to include within one self-contained section of the structure plan all the
policies relating to minerals. If for any reason this is impracticable, cross-referencing to other parts
of the plan may be helpful. The overall aim of the structure plan should be to set the broad
framework for planning and development control locally.
30 The same policy considerations apply to Part I of a UDP. It may be that for some areas covered
by UDPs, their urban nature may give little if any scope for mining or quarrying of minerals. In
these circumstances, plans should indicate that the matter has been addressed and state why policies
have not been brought forward.
31 In some metropolitan districts however, there will be the opportunity for minerals development
and the MPAs for these areas should, together with their adjoining district authorities, if
appropriate, make adequate provision in their plans.
Local plans and Part II of UDPs
32 Policies in a MLP and in Part II of a UDP should give detailed expression to the strategic
minerals policies in the structure plan or in Part I of the UDP. Unless preparing a UDP, MPAs are
required to prepare a MLP for their area. Where they think it appropriate, they may combine their
MLP policies in a single plan with their waste local plan policies. Unitary authorities not preparing
UDPs may be authorised by the Secretary of State to include their minerals local plan policies in
their district-wide local plan. National Park authorities may include their minerals policies in their
park-wide local plan. Where this MPG refers to MLPs it should therefore be taken to apply to:
i.

MLPs or MWLPs prepared by county councils, unitary authorities or National Park
authorities;

ii.

district-wide local plans prepared by unitary authorities (where they are authorised by the
Secretary of State to include minerals policies in their local plan);

iii.

National Park local plans incorporating minerals policies; and, (iv) UDP Part IIs.

33 Some MPAs will already have adopted mineral subject plans, covering perhaps one mineral, or
one or more particular areas. Whilst these plans can continue to be used as a basis for development
control, it is essential that they be replaced as soon as possible with a MLP.
34 The MLP should be comprehensive, covering the whole of the MPA's area and including
policies for any relevant deposit in the plan area. It may be that a number of policies will be

applicable to all minerals, eg, control of development and environmental protection. But there will
be cases where there should be separate policies, eg, dealing with the supply of aggregates, raw
materials for cement, oil and gas, coal or peat and the disposal of minerals waste, particularly
colliery spoil. MLP proposals and those in Part II of the UDP should relate to areas of land readily
identifiable on the Ordnance Survey based proposals map. The interactions between the mineral
policies and other uses of land should be considered in the reasoned justification for the policies.

C Policy considerations for Minerals Planning
Sustainable development
35 In decision making, all the costs and benefits of a development including the environmental
costs and benefits, need to be taken into account. In particular the objectives for sustainable
development for minerals planning are:
i.

to conserve minerals as far as possible, whilst ensuring an adequate supply to meet needs;

ii.

to ensure that the environmental impacts caused by mineral operations and the transport of
minerals are kept, as far as possible, to an acceptable minimum;

iii.

to minimise production of waste and to encourage efficient use of materials, including
appropriate use of high quality materials, and recycling of wastes;

iv.

to encourage sensitive working, restoration and aftercare practices so as to preserve or
enhance the overall quality of the environment;

v.

to protect areas of designated landscape or nature conservation value from development,
other than in exceptional circumstances and where it has been demonstrated that
development is in the public interest,(see paragraphs 47-49 below); and,

vi.

to prevent the unnecessary sterilisation of mineral resources.

Safeguarding
36 The planning system has an important role to play in safeguarding deposits which are, or may
become, of economic importance from unnecessary sterilisation by surface development. One
mechanism by which non-energy mineral resources can be safeguarded is by MPAs defining
mineral consultation areas (McAs) in their plans. These enable county and district councils to liaise
where surface development would be likely to affect or be affected by the winning and working of
minerals.
37 District planning authorities are obliged to consult the county council on planning applications
they receive within McAs. Where strategic planning functions rest with the district council as the
unitary authority or are operated jointly with other districts, McAs should not be necessary.
38 MPAs are advised to include existing McAs in their plans to help protect mineral resources
identified for safeguarding. In addition, policies which encourage the extraction of minerals before
other more permanent forms of development takes place, should be incorporated in plans - for
example mineral resources which would be sterilised by road construction.
39 MPAs should aim to safeguard existing sites, and where appropriate, identify future sites, for
wharves and depots which may be needed for the importation of minerals. Such allocations should
also be reflected in district-wide local plans. MPAs should aim to safeguard rail-served sites for
concrete batching, coated materials and other concrete products and where appropriate identify
future sites for these uses. This will be particularly important for London and other metropolitan
areas. Further advice on safeguarding is set out in Annex A.

Ensuring supply
40 Plans should make appropriate provision for the supply of minerals and provide an effective
framework within which the industry may make applications. Minerals can be worked only where
they occur and MPAs should make an appropriate contribution to meeting local, regional and
national needs which reflects the nature and extent of minerals in its area and other relevant
planning considerations. This may result in a MPA providing more than is required to meet its
area's need for a mineral. Policies which rule out all forms of mineral working within an entire plan
area will not be appropriate, unless agreed in the regional context. MPAs should not include
development control policies in their plans which require developers to provide evidence on the
need for the mineral in support of their planning applications. Applicants do not usually have to
prove the need for a proposed development or discuss the merits of alternative sites, except where
an Environmental Statement is required, although need may be a consideration where material
planning objections are not outweighed by other planning benefits.
Landbanks and continuity of production
41 The demands made on the extractive industries are often cyclical and the commissioning of
extraction sites can take a number of years. It is therefore desirable to ensure continuity of
production for mineral extraction, having regard to the provisions of the development plan. A
landbank is a stock of planning permissions which relates to non-energy minerals and which
provides for continuity of production. Policies providing for the maintenance of landbanks are an
important feature of minerals planning because they enable the industry to respond speedily to
increases in demand. However when planning consents expire at extraction sites and fresh
applications for extraction are made, MPAs will still need to consider the environmental
implications of granting planning permission and all other material considerations including the
need to maintain a landbank.
42 MPAs should include policies in their development plans for continuity of production and for
the maintenance of landbanks for non-energy minerals. Guidance on the length of landbanks for
particular minerals is set out in the appropriate MPGs (see Annex E).
43 In general, county boundaries constitute a suitable area on which to base a landbank policy, but
MPAs may choose to adopt a different base, eg a sub-regional or a sub-county approach depending
on the minerals concerned. The Government's policy with regard to landbanks for aggregates is set
out in Minerals Planning Guidance Note 6,"Guidance for Aggregates Provision in
England",(MPG6 ).
44 For energy minerals eg, coal, oil or gas, there is no system of landbanks. Guidance on continuity
of supply is given, for coal in Minerals Planning Guidance Note 3,"coal Mining and colliery Spoil
Disposal",(MPG 3 ) and for oil and gas in DOE circular 2/85.
Areas for future working
45 MLPs should indicate areas for possible future working. MLP policies and the areas indicated
on a proposals map should show how a MPA proposes to provide its supply of minerals and where
mineral extraction could or is most likely to take place. This may take the form of Specific Sites,
Preferred Areas or Areas of Search.
46 Each MPA will be responsible for making sufficient provision in its plan to meet the anticipated
need over the period of the plan and to maintain continuity of supply. This may be achieved by
delineating specific sites, preferred areas, areas of search or a combination thereof. Some MPAs

may be able to meet all of the additional demand by identifying only specific sites or preferred
areas at the beginning of the plan period. Others may be able to do this only for the first part of the
plan period. In such cases it would be appropriate to identify areas of search to cover the latter part
of the plan period. It would not generally be appropriate however to identify only areas of search in
a plan. If MPAs choose to do this they would need to be able to justify fully why they were
proposing to adopt such an approach. Where it is proposed that provision should come largely from
areas of search, some specific sites or preferred areas would still need to be identified to cover the
initial years of the plan. Because of the extent of shallow coalfield areas and variable knowledge
about the resource, some MPAs may be constrained to indicating only the extent of the shallow
coalfield area and the constraints within that area. Specific advice is given in MPG 3.
National Parks, the Broads, the New Forest Heritage Area and Areas of Outstanding Natural
Beauty (AONBs)
47 Planning Policy Guidance Note 7,"The countryside and the Rural Economy",(PPG 7 ), sets out
Government planning policies for all forms of development in National Parks, the Broads and
AONBs. Planning policies for minerals developments are set out in MPG 6.
Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSIs), National Nature Reserves (NNRs), Special
Protection Areas, Special Areas of conservation and Ramsar sites
48 The Government's policy for these areas is as set out in Planning Policy Guidance Note 9
"Nature conservation".
Other environmentally important areas
49 Where MPAs have designated in their development plans other environmentally significant
areas such as special landscape areas or areas of nature conservation value and have policies for
protecting these areas, proposals which fall within them will need to be given careful consideration.
The degree of protection given to locally designated areas however should not be as high as that
given to nationally and internationally designated areas referred to above. It is important that MPAs
should set out clear and distinct policies for nationally/internationally designated areas and for
locally designated areas. The policies should generally be shown separately in the development
plan. MPAs should continue to apply local designations only where normal planning policies
cannot provide the necessary protection.
Agricultural land
50 The Government's policy is set out in PPG 7. The best and most versatile agricultural land
(Grades 1, 2 and 3a of the MAFF Agricultural Land classification) is a national resource for the
future and considerable weight should be attached to protecting such land because of its special
importance. However, unlike most other forms of development, land from which minerals have
been extracted can be restored either to its former use, or to a beneficial new use. Therefore when
considering the allocation of land for minerals development and in deciding any application for
planning permission affecting agricultural land, the agricultural implications must be considered
together with the environmental and economic aspects of the proposal and the feasibility of a high
standard of reclamation to an appropriate after-use. Further advice on this is contained in Minerals
Planning Guidance Note 7,"The Reclamation of Mineral Workings",(MPG 7).

Forestry
51 There is an increasing emphasis in forestry policy on encouraging multi-purpose use. The
National Forest in the Midlands and a number of the community forest initiative areas have
landscapes which have been shaped by mineral extraction. The creation of new woodlands for
landscape improvement, recreation, nature conservation and timber production provides
opportunities for restoration of mineral sites within these areas and elsewhere. Guidance on the
restoration of minerals land is contained in MPG 7 . In preparing MLPs, MPAs should take account
of the need to protect existing woodland, and consider the creation of new woodlands. Guidance on
the preparation of indicative forestry strategies is contained in DOE circular 29/92.
Water environment
52 There is a substantial body of legislation in relation to water supply, pollution and land drainage.
The legislation includes national legislation to implement the 1980 Ec Groundwater Directive
(80/68/EEc); and in particular the provisions of the Water Resources Act 1991 which includes the
powers and duties of the National Rivers Authority. MPAs and the industry should take into
account the need to protect the flow and quality of surface and groundwater supplies in accordance
with the legislation and ensure that changes in the water table as a result of mineral extraction do
not cause unacceptable changes to the water environment, particularly water resources.
53 The potential of certain mineral developments to affect aquifers and groundwater, individually
or cumulatively, may therefore need to be considered in defining areas for mineral development in
MLPs, as well as being material considerations in determining planning applications for individual
sites.
Archaeology, listed buildings and the historic environment
54 The Government's policy on these matters is set out in Planning Policy Guidance Notes 15 and
16,"Planning and the Historic Environment" and "Archaeology and Planning".
Green Belt
55 The Government's policy for Green Belts is set out in Planning Policy Guidance Note 2,"Green
Belts". Paragraphs 3.11-3.13 specifically refer to minerals.
coastal planning
56 The Government's policy for coastal planning is set out in Planning Policy Guidance Note
20,"coastal Planning".
Land instability
57 General advice on land instability is set out in Planning Policy Guidance Note 14,"Development
on Unstable Land",(PPG14 ) and in Annex 1 to PPG14 (Landslides and Planning). Specific advice
on treatment of disused mine openings is in Minerals Planning Guidance Note 12,"Treatment of
Disused Mine Openings and Availability of Information on Mined Ground".
Development control policies in plans
58 MLPs should set out the criteria against which applications for mineral development or the
framing of conditions to be attached to planning permissions will be assessed. Development control
policies should be expressed precisely and unambiguously. In the absence of MLPs, many MPAs

have set out such policies in their structure plans. MPAs should take the earliest opportunity to
include all detailed development control policies in their MLPs. Further advice is contained in
paragraph 5.56 of PPG1.
Environmental impacts
59 MPAs should provide guidance in their development plans on the criteria that will be applied to
minerals proposals to ensure that they do not have an unacceptably adverse impact on the
environment. In formulating guidance MPAs should have regard to the Town and country Planning
(Assessment of Environmental Effects) Regulations 1988.
60 The Government has issued advice on noise in Mineral Planning Guidance Note 11,"The control
of Noise at Surface Mineral Workings". Advice on dust suppression, waste disposal, blasting
controls, the prevention of pollution of water supplies and site security is included in Minerals
Planning Guidance Note 2,"Applications, Permissions and conditions" ,(MPG 2). For coal and
colliery spoil disposal further advice is given in Annex D to MPG 3. Advice on minimising the
impact of site working on agriculture and on reclamation requirements is given in MPG 7 . The
Department has published a report,"Environmental Effects of Surface Mineral Workings", and has
commissioned further research into the specific environmental effects of dust and blasting at
surface mineral workings.
Extensions
61 It may be generally preferable to adopt a policy of allowing extensions to existing minerals
workings rather than allowing mineral workings at new greenfield sites, as a means of minimising
environmental disturbance. However this may not be appropriate for all existing mineral workings
and it may do less environmental harm in some cases to open a new mineral working than to grant
planning permission for an extension to existing workings. A general preference for extensions to
existing workings should not be construed as a policy for protecting existing suppliers or
constraining competition. It will be for MPAs to decide each case on its merits.
Applications outside identified areas
62 MPAs should continue to consider carefully planning applications outside areas identified in the
plan. It is possible that on the basis of new information becoming available about mineral resources
outside areas identified in the plan, an operator could bring forward an application for a site which
might be significantly more acceptable overall than a site identified in the plan. Although in
practice these should be rare, any such applications should be determined in the light of the
development control policies of the plan. Where new information about mineral resources
significantly changes the overall context of the plan, it may justify a review of the plan being
initiated.
Working programmes
63 Plans should include criteria for programmes of working to achieve high operating standards
and working practices and further guidance is contained in MPG 2 , paragraphs 80-84. Where
MPAs propose to adopt criteria of a restrictive nature, particularly if they affect the economics of
production, they should be fully justified in the plan.

Transport
64 Mineral extraction sites may generate significant amounts of road traffic and this may cause
environmental disturbance and other external costs, such as disruption to the local community and
congestion etc. Although it is generally accepted to be less environmentally intrusive to move
minerals by rail, the scope for transferring these to railways may be limited. Nevertheless the
Government would like to see as much freight as possible carried by rail or waterway rather than
by road wherever possible. Paragraphs A8 and A9 of Annex A contain advice on Freight Facilities
Grants and the Traffic Access Grant. MPAs should include policies and proposals in their plans
which encourage the carriage of minerals by such means where justified by the balance of all likely
costs and benefits.
65 Advice on good practice on transport matters is set out in the report,"Environmental Effects of
Surface Mineral Workings". General advice on transport and planning is given in Planning Policy
Guidance Note 13,"Transport".
66 The transport of minerals, particularly aggregates, secondary aggregates and coal often requires
storage facilities. MPAs should include policies in their plans to safeguard existing rail head and
wharfage facilities and to identify and safeguard suitable locations to accommodate such facilities.
Ancillary development
67 Part 19 (Part 20 in the case of the coal Authority) of Schedule 2 to the Town and country
Planning (General Permitted Development) Order 1995, gives minerals operators permitted
development rights to erect or alter ancillary buildings and plant, subject to certain restrictions. It
also provides for the removal of ancillary development after mineral operations have permanently
stopped. In general the Government takes the view that permitted development rights should not be
withdrawn. Advice on the General Development Order is given in Minerals Planning Guidance
Note 5,"Minerals Planning and the General Development Order", and further follow up advice on
coal. Where exceptionally a MPA wishes to withdraw these rights, it should make its intention
clear in the MLP and fully justify its reasoning in the plan's explanatory text.
Recycling plants
68 MPG 6 gives details of the Government's strategy for increasing the proportion of recycling of
construction and demolition wastes in England. The DOE research report,"Managing Demolition
and construction Wastes", published in 1994, provided further information on the recycling of
demolition and construction wastes and identified key factors which tended to constrain this
activity. One of these was the need for suitable sites to be identified in development plans, and for
criteria to be drawn up to assess planning applications for permanent and temporary recycling sites.
69 For permanent recycling sites using static equipment, many of the environmental problems
associated with mineral working, such as noise, dust, visual intrusion and transport impacts, also
apply. For this reason MPAs will need to carefully consider where such facilities might be
accommodated. It may be appropriate to look at existing or proposed industrial areas, derelict or
despoiled areas or other locations on the urban fringe. These sites would be close to the largest
sources of arisings of demolition and construction wastes and also to some extent to their likely
markets. Alternatively there may be opportunities for locating within or adjacent to working or
worked out quarries or landfill sites, provided adequate measures can be taken to ameliorate any
unacceptable environmental impacts and there is no conflict with restoration proposals.

70 Temporary recycling sites have mobile equipment for the processing of material during the life
of a demolition or construction project. MPAs should encourage the practice of "on site" recycling
including the segregation of materials, taking proper account of all likely costs and benefits. MPAs
should therefore include policies in their MLPs to encourage the recycling of demolition and
construction wastes as well as mineral wastes and should identify suitable locations for recycling
plants or provide clear criteria against which planning applications for these uses can be
considered.
Restoration, aftercare and after-use
71 Land taken for mineral extraction or the depositing of mineral wastes should not become
derelict and should be reclaimed to a standard suitable for beneficial after-use as soon as possible.
After-uses may include agriculture, forestry, nature conservation, public open space, recreation or
other development.
72 MLPs should set out policies and proposals for the restoration and aftercare of mineral sites and
where appropriate, they should also provide guidance on suitable or preferred after-uses and
reclamation standards. Guidance on these aspects is contained in MPG 7.
73 It is recognised that there are many cases where mineral workings have provided the opportunity
to create new wildlife habitats and sites of geological interest. MPAs and the industry should seek
to achieve this even in cases where nature conservation may not be the primary end use of a site.
Mineral waste and other forms of waste disposal
74 Some types of mineral extraction, particularly coal mining, china clay and slate workings,
produce large amounts of waste. In general since these wastes are not backfilled into related surface
or underground extraction sites, space above ground for tipping fairly close to the extraction areas
is normally sought. However MPAs should encourage the use of such mineral wastes wherever
practicable and justified by a consideration of all the related costs and benefits. Not only will this
help to conserve other mineral resources for the future but it will also minimise the extent to which
new tips for mineral wastes, which are often visually prominent in the landscape, would need to be
created. In some cases it may be possible to rework old mines to recover minerals such as fluorspar
and barytes which were previously considered to be waste products from mining.
75 MPAs should also pay particular attention to the need for and importance of the mineral, the
potential for the reclamation of the deposits after reworking and the proposed arrangements
(including transport to the processing plant and waste disposal), when formulating policies for these
minerals. MLPs should include policies for encouraging recycling of waste material and
construction waste, including use as aggregate material wherever possible. Plans should provide the
future framework for identifying acceptable areas for future mineral waste disposal. They should
also set out criteria which would be used in development control decisions on individual sites.
76 MPAs should take account of suitable opportunities for the landfill disposal of controlled
wastes, as well as of mine and quarry wastes, which may be created by voids from mineral
extraction. This topic may be addressed both in development plans and in respect of decisions on
particular planning applications. Proposals for the use of mine and quarry wastes (overburden,
waste rock etc) as fill materials will be controlled by planning conditions. Whilst the planning
permission and conditions will initially determine whether controlled wastes may be filled in a
particular mineral void, the detailed requirements for the land filling of such wastes will be covered
by the waste management licence. The planning decisions in all such cases will need to consider
the suitability of the site, impact on adjoining land-uses, and whether the proposals would enhance

or constrain proposals for restoration of the land and its intended after-use. Further guidance on
landfilling and subsequent reclamation of mineral workings is contained in MPG 7. General
guidance on the relevance of pollution control to the exercise of planning functions is given in
Planning Policy Guidance Note 23,"Planning and Pollution control" which contains a specific
section and annexes on waste disposal.
Environmental management
77 A study, commissioned by the Government in 1990,"The Minerals Industry Environmental
Performance Study", recommended that a system of environmental management be set up as an
integral part of each company's organisation. The report "Environmental Management in the
Minerals Industry: The Greensite Report" revealed that much of the industry recognised the
importance of investing in environmental improvements and that this could be achieved through
self-regulation.
78 The cBI and several trade associations, including BAcMI, SAGA, Bcc and SAMSA have
developed codes of Practice which give guidance to their member companies on incorporating
environmental policies into their company procedures. Although these separate approaches have
made positive contributions, the opportunity should be taken to work towards industry-wide
objectives and the introduction of systematic approaches to the reporting of environmental
performance.
79 The Government welcomes the industry's codes of Practice and encourages those mineral
companies which do not at present have an environmental management system in operation to
establish one.
Sponsorship by central Government Departments
1. Department of Trade and Industry
80 The Department of Trade and Industry sponsors industries winning energy and non-construction
minerals and has a responsibility for ensuring that there is a continuing supply for the needs of UK
industries consuming these materials. These include metallic ores and industrial minerals such as
china clay, ball clay, fuller's earth, barytes, fluorspar, industrial limestone, silica sand, potash and
salt. The Department's Engineering, Automotives and Metals Division should be consulted by
MPAs on national policy aspects of the minerals for which it is the sponsoring Department in
relation to development plans.
2. Department of the Environment
81 The Department of the Environment is the sponsor for industries winning minerals used in the
construction industry including aggregates (sand, gravel and crushed rock), gypsum for plaster,
cement and its raw materials, bricks and brick clay and dimension stone. The Department's
construction Sponsorship Directorate can provide advice to both the mineral producers and MPAs
on national policy aspects of these minerals either in relation to preparing development plans or
more generally.

Annex A: General information on Mineral Planning Issues
Safeguarding
A1 Mineral Consultation Areas (MCAs) may not be needed in Greater London, the areas of the
former Metropolitan County Councils or in unitary authorities, as there is only one tier of local
government in these areas. The issue of safeguarding mineral resources is nonetheless as important
in the metropolitan areas as it is in the shire areas. Safeguarding may be particularly important
where there is residential or other development pressure on mineral-bearing land at the edge of
built-up areas.
A2 The existence of an MCA does not generally indicate that a planning application for mineral
development within its boundary is likely to be more or less acceptable than one elsewhere.
However MCAs will be likely to include some areas which the Mineral Planning Authority (MPA)
may wish to identify in its minerals local plan (MLP) or minerals and waste local plan (MWLP) as
areas for future working or for safeguarding. For this reason MCAs may be included in a MLP or
MWLP. District planning authorities may also indicate in their local plans the boundary of any
MCA. This would help to make non-mineral developers aware that mineral issues will be a factor
when their planning applications are determined.
Areas for future working
1. Specific Sites
A3 Where a MPA is aware that certain sites have viable mineral resources, that the landowners are
willing to allow mineral development and that any planning applications which come forward for
those sites are likely to be acceptable in planning terms, such sites should be identified on the
proposals map and in the plan as specific sites for mineral development. These sites provide a good
degree of certainty to applicants, landowners and the general public that mineral development will
take place.
2. Preferred Areas
A4 These will generally also be areas of known resources where planning permission might
reasonably be anticipated by industry. In some cases there may not be a great deal of distinction
between specific sites and preferred areas, although specific sites often tend to be smaller and may
be more closely defined. It will be for MPAs to decide whether they wish to maintain a distinction
between these two types of area or whether it would be more appropriate for them to encompass
specific sites within preferred areas. The ability of a MPA to define preferred areas in their plan
will depend on:
a. the knowledge of mineral resources. The degree of certainty on the location and quality of
viable mineral deposits in an area is of critical importance in identifying preferred areas of
working;
b. any difficulties with land ownership which might prevent allocated land from being worked;
c. pressure from other competing land uses. The greater this type of pressure, the more
important it is to tightly define such areas to avoid as far as possible adversely affecting
nearby residents or blighting neighbouring areas; and,

d. the nature of the mineral. Where the mineral is found in only a limited number of locations,
it may be possible to identify areas of future working because there is either a limited choice
of location and/or because the future working will be an extension of existing sites.
3. Areas of Search
A5 Areas of search offer a prudent approach to balancing the needs of the industry and local
concerns about possible blight in respect of at least a proportion of the provision to be provided.
Not all proposals within areas of search will necessarily be appropriate for mineral extraction either
for economic and/or environmental reasons, but it is likely that these areas will contain some sites
which are.
A6 Within an area of search planning permissions could be granted to meet any shortfall in supply
should specific sites, preferred areas or extensions to existing sites identified in the plan not come
forward. Planning permissions may also be granted in areas of search to meet any additional need
that could not be met through the plan's specific sites or preferred areas.
Identification of areas for future working
A7 Areas for minerals development should be identified in the text of a MLP and on its proposals
map. The scale of the map and the symbols used to identify the different areas is areas is a matter
for each MPA to determine, but it would be helpful to users of the plan if consistent terminology
were used. The essential factor is that they be clearly identified and in a form which is likely to be
readily understood by users of the plan. In order to assist in the delineation of these areas, the
minerals industry should co-operate with MPAs wherever possible by providing information about
the location of mineral resources in their areas.
Transport
A8 Freight Facilities Grants continue to be available from the Department for Transport to assist
with the capital cost of constructing rail and inland waterway freight facilities. The rail grant is
provided under section 139 of the 1993 Railways Act and the inland waterway grant by section 140
of the same Act. The criteria for the payment of grant has been significantly widened, for example,
environmental assessments can now take account of wider benefits gained from moving minerals
by means other than in lorries on motorways and dual carriageways.
A9A further measure to encourage rail freight was the introduction of the Traffic Access Grant in
section 137 of the 1993 Act. This assists rail freight operators with the payment of railtrack charges
for access to the railway network and for rail freight flows which would otherwise be
uncompetitive with road. Where justified by wider benefits, the grant may cover up to 100% of
track charges, making access to the rail network free at the point of use.

Annex B: General Advice for Individual Minerals
B1 The following paragraphs provide advice and general information on the main minerals which
mineral planning authorities (MPAs) may have to consider.
Energy Minerals
Coal
B2 Guidance on coal extraction and colliery spoil disposal is contained in Minerals Planning
Guidance Note 3 "Coal Mining and Colliery Spoil Disposal".
Oil and Gas
B3 National policy considerations are explained in DOE Circular 2/85,"Planning Controls over Oil
and Gas Operations".
Non-Energy Minerals
Aggregate Minerals
B4 The Government's policy is set out in Minerals Planning Guidance Note 6 "Guidelines for
Aggregates Provision in England". The main sources of construction aggregate minerals are sand
and gravel (both land won and marine dredged) and crushed rock. In addition a number of
secondary materials are used for construction purposes. These include mineral wastes such as china
clay sand, colliery minestone, slate wastes, industrial process wastes and recycled materials such as
demolition arisings and asphalt road planings. In addition, the manufacture of concrete roof tiles
will require sands that may have required processing to meet a high technical specification.
Aggregates for road surfacing materials
B5 Aggregates suitable for road surfacing construction and maintenance are of national importance.
The fundamental characteristics of these materials, which distinguish them from other more
general-purpose construction aggregates, are their ability to provide high levels of road surface
skidding resistance and durability (primary aggregates with high PSV). Whilst not scarce, these
particular aggregates do not occur widely and regional imbalances between supply and demand
may arise.
B6 MPAs should identify potential high specification aggregate resources and are encouraged to
include separate policies for these aggregates in their development plans, with the aim of protecting
these resources from sterilisation.
Non-agggregate Minerals
B7 In preparing their development plans MPAs will wish to recognise the importance of
maintaining a continuing supply of these materials (see below) and of the particular policy
considerations that may arise in each case.

(i) Construction minerals
Dimension Stone
B8 Dimension stone is used for new buildings and architectural cladding and plays an important
role in the restoration of historic buildings and the maintenance of local building character. Each
type has to fulfil specific physical characteristics. It is important to recognise that in some cases it is
quarried from geological formations which are very restricted in occurrence. In order for a source
of stone to be commercially workable a number of physical parameters have to be satisfied,
including colour, texture, hardness and homogeneity.
B9 There is often a large proportion of waste that may be utilised as a construction aggregate and
production can be intermittent. It should also be borne in mind that long-life intermittently worked
dimension stone quarries are often crucial to providing suitable stone for restoration of historic
buildings and ancient monuments, and for that reason, small operations may be needed in very
specific locations. Also that working and processing generally involve smaller areas and lower
production rates than other mineral operations.
Slate
B10 Slate is used for roofing, cladding and decorative materials and also for powders and granules
for specialised applications, eg fillers, reconstituted slate tiles. Slate is quarried from geological
formations which may be very restricted in occurrence.
B11 Modern activity is often intermixed with structures and remains of activities from previous
generations. The industry is concentrated in small areas and employment may be very significant
locally. Requirements for traditional slate types or colours are common and they play an important
role in the maintenance of local building character. Historically only roofing quality slate was
worth processing for sale, and vast tips of waste slate were deposited. Today, producers aim to
market as much slate and slate products as possible. Some producers sell slate wastes for use as
bulkfill and in some cases construction aggregates, and in the production of slate powder and
granules. The use for construction aggregates however, constitutes only a small proportion of
annual arisings. Like dimension stone, working of slate may continue for very long periods.
Gypsum and Anhydrite
B12 Gypsum is a naturally occurring form of hydrated calcium sulphate. It is an important raw
material for the building industry, being used principally in the manufacture of plaster and
plasterboard.
B13 Anhydrite (the water-free form of calcium sulphate) occurs extensively in Britain, but there is
only a small demand for the pure mineral for specialised uses. However a natural mixture of
gypsum/anhydrite is used at the milling stage of cement manufacture to control the setting time,
and for other specialised uses. It is an important mineral where high strength cements are required.
Efforts should be made to safeguard mineral deposits which are, or may become, of economic
importance against other types of development which would be a serious hindrance to their
extraction.
Brick Clay
B14 Source materials for brick manufacture and for associated products, eg tiles and pipes, occur
so widely that, the choice of quarry sites has often been historical accident or convenience.
Consequently, there is a wide variation in the techniques employed and the end product. MPAs

should have regard to the need for bricks, tiles and pipes generally and engineering fill and the
continuing demand for products with particular physical and aesthetic qualities. Such qualities are
mostly the direct result of the physical characteristics of the raw material used which may be
available in only a few locations (eg facing and engineering bricks and floor and roof tiles). MPAs
should consider these special needs, bearing in mind that they will usually involve quite small scale
operations, in the light of the social and environmental implications of clay extraction in the area.
Cement Minerals
B15 The Government's policy on cement is set out in Minerals Planning Guidance Note 10
"Provision of Raw Material for the Cement Industry".
(ii) Non-construction minerals
16 Non-aggregate minerals, which are not used for construction purposes, include china clay, ball
clay, potash, silica sand, salt, barytes, fluorspar, celestite, anhydrite, fireclay, dolomite and fuller's
earth. These minerals are often in great demand but of limited occurrence and these factors have to
be recognised in drawing up specific policies for their working in development plans.
China and Ball Clay
B17 The UK is a leading world producer and exporter of china clay and ball clay and the industries
make an important contribution to the national balance of payments. Both minerals have a very
limited occurrence and it is important that adequate reserves are maintained for long term use. In
each case the national importance of the mineral has been recognised by the establishment of China
and Ball Clay Consultation Areas designed to ensure that clay bearing land is not unnecessarily
sterilized by other forms of development (see Minerals Planning Guidance Note 2 "Applications,
Permissions and Conditions"). Further advice on mineral consultation areas is at paragraphs 36-39
and paragraphs A1-A2 of Annex A.
B18 The extraction of china clay results in a significant amount of waste - some 9 tonnes are
produced for each tonne of clay - and most of the waste is deposited on land outside the confines of
the pits. Some of the waste (mainly sand) is suitable for certain constructional purposes and
Government policy is to encourage the maximum re-use of such waste. However major waste
arisings will continue to be tipped and there are existing large areas of unrestored tips in the main
china clay areas.
Silica Sand
B19 The Government's policy on silica sand is set out in DOE Circular 24/85 "Guidelines for the
Provision of Silica Sand".
Peat
B20 The Government's policy on peat is set out in Minerals Planning Guidance Note
13,"Guidelines for Peat Provision in England, including the place of Alternative Materials".
B21 Resources of peat which may be of commercial quality for mineral extraction in England are
generally found in lowland areas which, in their natural state, formed raised mires (domes of peat)
or fen (sedge) peats. They provide particularly distinctive and rare habitats; and peatlands are listed
as habitat types for protection at a favourable conservation status under the EC Habitats Directive

(92/43/EEC), some types having priority status. Large areas of the original peatlands have been
drained for agriculture, developed, or cut for peat for both commercial and domestic purposes.
Metallliferous Minerals
B22 Although the UK has to rely on imports of most of these minerals, either in unwrought metal
or as concentrates, indigenous resources of metalliferous and other ores are not insignificant and
the British Geological Survey (BGS) holds extensive information on areas with promising
potential. MPAs should consult BGS, where necessary, and make provision in their development
plan policies to safeguard such resources where they exist. As the extraction, processing and
beneficiation of metalliferous minerals can cause environmental hazards and localised heavy metal
pollution, MPAs should carefully balance the economic needs for these minerals against the
environmental implications.
High Purity Limestone
B23 Limestones can be categorised on their chemical purity in relation to the industrial uses to
which they may be put. However it is neither practical nor desirable to categorise limestone
resources for planning purposes on the basis of their chemistry to the degree of accuracy possible
for defining industrial uses of limestone.(See the report "Appraisal of high-purity limestones in
England and Wales: A Study of resources, needs, uses and demands." DOE, 1991).
B24 For planning purposes, limestone resources with potential for use in high purity applications, a
minimum calcium carbonate content of 97% is appropriate. However a single definition of high
purity limestone should be used with caution as there are many different qualities of limestone,
including physical properties and consistency, that need to be considered in determining what is fit
for particular purposes. What is high purity to one user may be considered as ordinary grade by
another user. In the excavation of high grade limestone, rock of all grades will necessarily be
produced.
Fireclay
B25 Fireclays are non-marine, sedimentary clays consisting essentially of kaolinite, mica and
quartz in varying proportions. Ironstone nodules and carbonaceous matter are common impurities.
They exhibit a wide range of properties and hence of end use. Fireclays are mainly confined to coal
bearing strata and the major output is from opencast extraction.
Fuller's Earth
B26 Fuller's earth is an important industrial mineral consisting essentially of the clay mineral
calcium smectite. Smectite clays possess a unique combination of physical-chemical properties
suiting them to a wide range of industrial applications. Fuller's earth has a very restricted geological
occurrence in Britain and it is extremely unlikely that economically workable fuller's earth deposits
exist outside areas of known resources.

Annex C: Figure 1 and Tables 1 and 2
Figure 1 shows the annual production of minerals in England in 1994.

Table 1 gives a summary of mineral production in England in 1994 and is available in Adobe
Acrobat format as a download.

Table 2 gives details of the production of minerals in the United Kingdom from 1989-1995 in
Adobe Acrobat format as a download.

Annex D: Legislation Relevant to Minerals Planning
Primary Legislation

Secondary legislation

National Parks and Access to the
Countryside Act 1949

Town and Country Planning (Minerals)
Regulations 1971

Mineral Workings Act 1951

Town and Country Planning (Prescription
of County Matters) Regulations 1980

Mineral Workings Act 1971

Town and Country Planning
(Compensation for Restrictions on
Mineral Workings) Regulations 1985

Local Government Act 1972

Town and Country Planning (Assessment
of Environmental Effects) Regulations
1988 as amended by SI 367 (1990), SI
1494 (1992) and SI 677 (1994)

Ancient Monuments and Archaeological
Areas Act 1979

Town and Country Planning
(Compensation for Restriction on Mineral
Workings)(Amendment) Regulations 1990

Local Government, Planning and Land
Act 1980

Town and Country Planning (General
Permitted Development) Order 1995

Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981

Town and Country Planning (General
Development Procedure) Order 1995

Mineral Workings Act 1985

Town and Country Planning (Minerals)
Regulations 1995

Housing and Planning Act 1986

Town and Country Planning
(Environmental Assessment and Permitted
Development) Regulations 1995

Planning (Listed Buildings and
Conservation Areas) Act 1990
Environmental Protection Act 1990
Planning (Hazardous Substances) Act
1990
Town and Country Planning Act 1990
Planning and Compensation Act 1991
Water Resources Act 1991
Railways Act 1993
Environment Act 1995
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No
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Date
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PPG 1

General Policy and Principles

Mar 1992

PPG 2

Green Belts

Jan 1995

PPG 3

Housing

Mar 1992

PPG 4

Industrial and Commercial Development and Small Firms

Nov 1992

PPG 5

Simplified Planning Zones

Nov 1992

PPG 6

Town Centres and Retail Development

July 1993

PPG 7

The Countryside and the Rural Economy

Jan 1992

PPG 8

Telecommunications

Dec 1992

PPG 9

Nature Conservation

Oct 1994

PPG 11

Strategic Guidance for Merseyside

Oct 1988

PPG 12

Development Plans and Regional Planning Guidance

Feb 1992

PPG 13

Transport

Mar 1994

PPG 14

Development on Unstable Land

Apr 1990

Annex 1 to PPG14 (Landslides and Planning)

Mar 1996

PPG 15

Planning and the Historic Environment

Sep 1994

PPG 16

Archaeology and Planning

Nov 1990

PPG 17

Sport and Recreation

Sep 1991

PPG 18

Enforcing Planning Control

Dec 1991

PPG 19

Outdoor Advertisement Control

Mar 1992

PPG 20

Coastal Planning

Sep 1992

PPG 21

Tourism

Nov 1992

PPG 22

Renewable Energy

Feb 1993

Annexes to PPG 22

Oct 1994

PPG 23

Planning and Pollution Control

July 1994

PPG 24

Planning and Noise

Sep 1994
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No
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issued

MPG 1

General Considerations and the Development Plan System

Jun 1996

MPG 2

Applications, Permissions and Conditions

Jan 1988

MPG 3

Coal Mining and Colliery Spoil Disposal
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MPG 4

The Review of Mineral Working Sites
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MPG 5

Minerals Planning and the General Development Order

Dec 1988

MPG 6

Guidelines for Aggregates Provision in England

Apr 1994

MPG 7

The Reclamation of Mineral Workings

Aug 1989

MPG 8

Planning and Compensation Act 1991 : Interim Development
Order Permissions (IDOs)-Statutory Provisions and
Procedures

Sep 1991

MPG 9

Planning and Compensation Act 1991 : Interim Development
Order Permissions (IDOs)-Conditions

Mar 1992

MPG 10

Provision of Raw Material for the Cement Industry
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The Control of Noise at Surface Mineral Workings

Apr 1993
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Treatment of Disused Mine Openings and Availability of
Information on Mined Ground
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Guidelines for Peat Provision in England, including the place
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July 1995

MPG 14

Environment Act 1995 : Review of Mineral Planning
Permissions

Sep 1995

Current Regional Planning Guidance Notes

RPG 1

Strategic Guidance for Tyne and Wear

Jun 1989

RPG 2

Strategic Guidance for West Yorkshire

Sep 1989

RPG 3

Strategic Guidance for London

May 1996

RPG 4

Strategic Guidance for Manchester

Dec 1989

RPG 5

Strategic Guidance for South Yorkshire
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RPG 6

Regional Planning Guidance for East Anglia
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RPG 7

Regional Planning Guidance for the Northern Region
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RPG 8

Regional Planning Guidance for the East Midlands

Mar 1994

RPG 9

Regional Planning Guidance for the South East
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RPG 10

Regional Planning Guidance for the South West

July 1994

RPG 11

Regional Planning Guidance for the West Midlands

Sep 1995

RPG 12

Regional Planning Guidance for Yorkshire and Humberside

Mar 1996
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Introduction
This Guidance Note provides advice to mineral planning authorities and the minerals industry on
how to ensure that the construction industry receives an adequate and steady supply of material at
the best balance, of social, environmental and economic cost, whilst ensuring that extraction and
development are consistent with the principles of sustainable development. Development Plans
provide the essential framework for planning decisions and it is important that mineral planning
authorities should work towards ensuring there is complete coverage of Development Plans as soon
as possible and by no later than the end of 1996. The Secretary of State attaches importance to the
effective and speedy implementation of the policies contained in this Guidance Note. MPG 6
published in 1989 is hereby cancelled in relation to England.
Background
1 Construction aggregate materials principally consist of primary aggregates - sand and gravel and
crushed rock. In addition a number of secondary and recycled materials are used for construction
purposes. These include mineral wastes such as china clay sand, colliery spoil and slate waste;
other industrial wastes including pulverised fuel ash (PFA) and blast furnace slag, and recycled
materials such as demolition arisings (eg. crushed concrete) and asphalt road planings.
2 Aggregates are used in a wide variety of projects required by the community to support economic
growth and maintain the standard of living. Roads, housing, schools and commercial and industrial
buildings all depend to varying degrees on the supply of these materials. Figure 1 below illustrates
the end uses of construction aggregates. It is important therefore that an adequate and steady supply
of aggregates is available for the construction industry. But the working of aggregates has
environmental implications for communities and landscapes and this must be carefully balanced
against the need for the material.
Figure 1: End Use of Primary Aggregates

*Source - Ecotec research project: Aggregates in Construction
3 During the 1980s demand for construction aggregates increased by over 50% and by 1989 total
annual consumption in England and Wales rose to about 300 million tonnes (mt). Since then
consumption has declined and in 1991 England and Wales consumed an estimated 240mt of
aggregates in construction (Figure 2 below). It is estimated however that demand will rise to
between 330mt and 365mt by 2006.
Figure 2: Primary Aggregates Consumption, England and Wales 1960 - 1991

4 Because mineral deposits suitable for use as aggregates are not evenly distributed there are often
imbalances between where the demand for aggregates arises and the location of the resources
which can meet those demands. This means that considerable amounts have to be transported from
where they are found to where they are used. The planning policies in one area may therefore need
to reflect the demands of neighbouring areas or of areas even further away. Even where suitable
resources are found in apparent abundance, their extraction may be constrained by consideration of
such matters as landscape, amenity, nature conservation, agriculture, cultural heritage and water
interests. Figure 3 and Figure 4 illustrate the movement of primary aggregates in England and
Wales in 1989.
5 Because of the geographical imbalances between supply and demand, an important feature of
aggregates planning since the early 1970s has been the work of the Regional Aggregates Working
Parties (RAWPs) in the preparation of guidelines for the provision of aggregates in England and
Wales. The RAWPs draw their membership from the Mineral Planning Authorities (MPAs), the
minerals industry and central Government. They provide valuable technical information and
advice. A National Coordinating Group (NCG) guides the work of the RAWPs. This is chaired by
the Department of the Environment (DoE), and includes senior representatives of industry and local
government (Annex D).

6 The preparation of this Guidance Note and the Regional Guidelines at Annex A has been
informed by the advice provided by the RAWPs in the form of their Regional Commentaries which
provided a technical analysis of how supply and demand might be met over the period of these
guidelines to 2006. The Commentaries were published in 1992.
7 The Guidelines have also been informed by long term projections of demand for primary
aggregates. These provide an indication of the long term trend in demand but they do not represent
Government targets for aggregates production. The Guidelines are not based on the projections
alone matters. Annex C explains the methodology used to prepare the projections.
8 The purpose of this Guidance Note and the Regional Guidelines is to provide advice to MPAs
and the minerals industry on the provision for aggregates that needs to be made in development
plans over the period to 2006. They supplement the general policy guidance in Mineral Planning
Guidance Note 1 -"General Considerations and the Development Plan System".
Policy and Objectives
9 The Government wishes to see indigenous mineral resources developed within its broad
objectives of encouraging competition, promoting economic growth, and assisting the creation and
maintenance of employment. The Government believes that for the economic well being of the
country it is essential that the construction industry continues to receive an adequate and steady
supply of aggregates so that it can meet the needs of the community and foster economic growth.
10 At the same time, the Government recognises that aggregates extraction can have a significant
environmental impact and often takes place in areas of attractive countryside. The Government
White Paper "This Common Inheritance"(Cmmd 1200 (see other publications 1))'stresses the
importance of combining economic growth with care for the environment in order to attain
sustainable development.
11 The objectives of sustainable development for minerals planning are:
i.

to conserve minerals as far as possible, whilst ensuring an adequate supply to meet the
needs of society for minerals;

ii.

to minimise production of waste and to encourage efficient use of materials, including
appropriate use of high quality materials, and recycling of wastes;

iii.

to encourage sensitive working practices during minerals extraction and to preserve or
enhance the overall quality of the environment once extraction has ceased; and

iv.

to protect areas of designated landscape or nature conservation from development, other
than in exceptional circumstances where it has been demonstrated that development is in the
public interest.

Aims
12 The aims of this Guidance Note are:
i. to provide guidance on how an adequate and steady supply of material to the
construction industry, at a national, regional and local level, may be maintained at
the best balance of social, environmental and economic cost, through full
consideration of all resources and the principles of sustainable development;

ii. to provide a clear framework within which MPAs can develop aggregates policies
in development plans and carry out development control;
iii. to serve as a national framework for the Secretary of State:
a. when formulating Regional and Strategic Planning Guidance in
England;
b. when exercising his functions under the Town and Country
Planning Act 1990, as amended by the Planning and Compensation
Act 1991 in respect of development plans; and
c. when considering individual planning applications on appeal and
any applications called in for determination;
iv. to help reduce the number of planning appeals; and
v. to provide the basis for informed consideration at national, regional and local
level of the implications for aggregates working of other policies.
National Overview
Consumption
13 To provide an understanding of the pattern of regional and national consumption of aggregates,
surveys are undertaken every 4 years in England and Wales. These are collated by the DoE and the
results of the 1989 survey are summarised in Table 1, Table 2 and Table 3. The results of the next
survey will be published in 1994.
14 Regional and national consumption of primary aggregates showed a consistent increase between
1985 and 1989 with an overall increase in England and Wales of 42%. Since 1989 aggregates sales
have fallen back to 1986 levels of around 200 million tonnes per annum (mtpa). In regional terms
the proportions of national primary aggregates consumption have remained consistent between
survey years. South East England continues to be the major aggregates user accounting for over
27% of primary aggregates consumption. Two other regions together account for more than 20% of
national consumption: East Midlands (12%) and South West (13%). Wales as a whole accounts for
8% of total primary aggregates consumption, the same proportion as in 1985.
15 The surveys show that over the 12 year period from 1977 there has been a consistent
proportional shift from sand and gravel to crushed rock. This is reflected in a change in the balance
of supply patterns between 1985 and 1989 in all regions except the East Midlands. Proportions of
the National primary aggregate consumption in 1989 were around 44% for sand and gravel and
56% for crushed rock, which is now the largest single source of primary aggregates used in
England and Wales.
16 In most regions land won sand and gravel and crushed rock are the dominant sources of
aggregates. They are of similar importance in East and West Midlands and in England as a whole.
In the South East and East Anglia, sand and gravel is the dominant source of aggregates supply,
over 70% of consumption. However land won sources of sand and gravel supply only 50% of the
South East consumption, 21% being marine dredged. Crushed rock dominates supply in the other
six regions of England and in Wales. South Wales has the highest proportion of crushed rock
consumption (82%) and the lowest proportion of land won sand and gravel consumption (3%) in
England and Wales.

17 Marine dredged sand and gravel was used in all regions except East and West Midlands in 1989.
However 73% of the material landed in England and Wales was used in the South East. It is also
important in South Wales, which used 10% of national landings to provide 14% of the region's
primary aggregates consumption.
18 Virtually all primary aggregates supply in England and Wales comes from internal sources.
However there are large supply/demand mismatches between regions. The North West relies on
imports from other regions to make up 55% of its consumption, and the South East and East Anglia
import 25% and 12% respectively of their primary aggregate requirements. North Wales, the East
Midlands and the South West are significant exporters, producing 74%, 56% and 32% respectively
more than they consume.
19 Recorded production of secondary aggregates (waste and recycled material) in 1989 was 4% of
total aggregates consumption in England and Wales. However this is known to be an incomplete
picture and research (see other publications 2) indicates that secondary aggregates account for
about 10% of national aggregates consumption.
Future demand for aggregates
20 It has been a long standing practice for the Government to commission long term projections of
primary aggregates demand. An understanding of the long term trend in demand for aggregates
assists with decisions needed about future levels of supply. There will be significant fluctuations
around the overall trend and it is necessary to subject the projections to regular reviews to ensure
the Regional Guidelines remain up to date. They cannot be used to provide precise figures for a
single year or small group of years.
21 The Government appointed independent consultants, ECOTEC and Cambridge Econometrics, to
produce projections of the long term demand for primary aggregates for the 20 year period to 2011.
These are for Great Britain (see Endnote). Three scenarios, based on different assumptions in
respect of construction activity, were prepared - high, base and low. In the consultants' view the
"base" scenario represented the most likely future trend in demand.
22 The consultants' findings were first published in 1991. They were revised during 1992 to take
account of the most recent economic information. These showed a reduction of about 10% from the
previous estimates and now indicate that primary aggregates demand in England and Wales could
be between 370 and 440 mtpa by 2011 (Figure 5 below). This indicates that the approximate total
demand for primary aggregates in England could be between 5,500 and 5,900mt for the 20 years to
2011. In addition, for the purpose of the long term projection of demand a further 10% has been
added for secondary aggregates which reflects recent levels of use on the basis of recent
proportions of consumption (see other publications 3), this implies an overall demand for
construction aggregates in England in the range of 6,000 and 6,500mt over the 20 year period and
4,200-4,500mt over the 15 year period to 2006. These ranges have been used as a starting point in
the preparation of the Guidelines.
Figure 5: Consumption and Projections, England and Wales Primary Aggregates

Future supply of aggregates
23 At present it is estimated that the traditional sources of supply in England and Wales (sand and
gravel pits, quarries producing crushed rock) have existing levels of consented reserves totalling
some 6,400mt, of which over 4,000mt could be worked in the next 15/20 years. However, whilst
the aggregate resource base is not finite in any geological sense the Government takes the view that
future sources of aggregates are likely to become increasingly constrained in terms of the areas of
the country where they can be acceptably worked.
24 The Government has therefore considered a number of alternative supply sources. These include
marine dredged aggregates, coastal superquarries and secondary and recycled aggregates. And it
has considered the views which have been expressed about the merits and availability of the
alternative sources of supply. Whilst these alternative sources of supply may offer some
environmental advantages, the Government recognises that they too have environmental
implications which need to be considered. Furthermore for technical and economic reasons the
availability of such materials may be restricted particularly in the early part of the period to which
this Guidance Note applies.
25 Nevertheless, in order to meet the aims of this Guidance Note in a way which is consistent with
the principles of sustainable development, the Government has concluded that a gradual change
from the present supply approach is called for, so that over time less reliance will be placed on the
traditional land won sources. The Government recognises that over the period of this Guidance
Note a substantial proportion of aggregates demand will need to be met from the traditional
sources. But alternatives are expected to make an increasing contribution to supply. So that options
for future supply from alternative sources are not foreclosed by long term land won provision, the

Government has concluded that provision should be made now for the period to 2006 only. In the
light of this assessment the Government has concluded that the provision to be made is as set out in
Table 4.
Table 4
Source

1992-2006

Guideline

Supply (Billion Tonnes)

Percentage of Total

Land won provision in
England

3.11

73

Marine dredged sand and
gravel

0.32

7

Imports from outside England
and Wales

0.16

4

Imports from Wales

0.16

4

Secondary and Recycled

0.53

12

Total

4.28

100

Assumption for Other
Sources

26 It is important to note that future levels of demand are inevitably uncertain and the balance
between land won provision and other sources of supply cannot be predicted with any certainty,
neither can the balance between the various other sources such as marine dredged sand and gravel,
secondary and recycled material imports from Wales, and imports from outside England and
Wales. It is also important to note that the planning system provides flexibility and scope for the
market to respond. Thus if circumstances change, requiring a change in assumptions, the provision
to be actually made can be adjusted. Consequently the figures contained in these Guidelines are not
targets but are indicative figures for the purposes of preparing development plans and the
administration of development control. Nevertheless a broad objective of this Guidance Note is to
reduce the proportion of supply from primary land won sources in England from 83% to 74% by
2001 and 68% by 2006.
27 The Regional Guidelines at Annex A reflect this approach and are an integral part of the mineral
planning guidance on aggregates.
Efficiency of use
28 In accordance with the Government's commitment to a sustainable approach to aggregates
supply it is necessary to use all construction aggregate materials efficiently. Unnecessary wastage
of mineral resources should be avoided as such wastage can increase the volume of extraction and
overall level of environmental impact. The aim should therefore be for the best use of the total
aggregates resource by minimising wastage and avoiding the use of higher quality materials where
lower grade materials would suffice. Ways in which the demand for primary materials can be
minimised also need to be considered.

29 Research carried out for the Government ("Efficient Use of Aggregates and Bulk Construction
Material: the `Role of Specifications") (see other publications 4) has identified that while
specifications need to accommodate an adequate margin of safety to ensure that unsuitable
materials are not used and that structures are fit for purpose, in some cases these margins appear to
be excessive. Examples of such over specification were found in most types of aggregates use but
the most prevalent were for fill, hardcore and capping layers in road construction where the
Department for Transport (DoT) specification was exceeded, or where better quality material was
supplied more cheaply where lesser quality would have been sufficient. There is also often
reluctance on the part of specifiers, clients and contractors' to use innovative design and materials,
including some lower grade and secondary ones, because of a lack of incentive to bear risks. The
research also found that the relatively low price of primary aggregates, including those of high
grade, discourages the most efficient use of all available resources. There is also wastage of bulk
material during construction. The Building Research Establishment also recommended the
establishment of an Aggregates Efficiency Office to promote the more efficient use of aggregates
resources and promote the use of secondary and recycled materials.
30 The Government believes that producers, specifiers and consumers of aggregates all have a role
to play in achieving a more efficient use of all aggregates resources. The Government intends to
encourage practical measures to promote greater efficiency of use. It also proposes to initiate an
action research project to set up an Advisory Service for a period of up to 3 years. The function of
this research will be to provide practical advice on specifications and advise on measures to achieve
the greater use of secondary and recycled materials. This will also address emerging European
Standards to ensure that these provide the optimum opportunity for the use of all available material.
The remit will also extend to examining how public sector projects can make more use of waste
and recycled materials in construction. The Government will seek to involve a wide range of
participants, including the aggregates producers, specifiers and the construction industry during the
course of this study.
31 The Government also looks to both the aggregates and construction industries to identify ways
of minimising waste and achieving greater efficiency. Local authorities should also examine how
they can contribute to greater efficiency of use in construction contracts for which they are
responsible.
Secondary aggregates and recycled materials
32 In 1989 it was estimated that only 10% of aggregates used in construction came from secondary
and recycled materials. But research has shown that these materials could contribute further to the
overall supply of aggregates. Annex E provides a brief summary of these materials and indicates
their broad locations. More information can be found in the report "Occurrence and Utilisation of
Mineral and Construction Wastes" (see other publications 2), and in a report shortly to be published
on demolition and construction wastes in the UK. These reports identify various obstacles which
currently reduce the ability of secondary and recycled materials to replace primary aggregates.
However, they suggest that it will not always be economically or technically feasible to use all the
stockpiles and arisings of these materials; and the working of these materials also has
environmental implications which need to be carefully addressed.
33 But in keeping with the Government's commitment to a sustainable approach to the supply of
aggregates it is in the national interest that aggregates, and products manufactured from aggregates,
should be recycled wherever possible. It is also important that where they are technically,
economically and environmentally acceptable as substitutes for primary materials, mineral and
construction wastes should be used. This can afford considerable savings of raw materials and can

reduce the areas worked for new materials as well as those used for the dumping of wastes.
Government policy therefore is to encourage the use of secondary and recycled materials in
construction and it is committed to increasing significantly the level of use.
34 At present the largest use of waste materials is for bulk fill. DoE Circular 20/87 sets out
Government policy on the use of alternative materials for road fill and asks planning authorities to
identify alternative potential sources of suitable fill for trunk road schemes. Highway contractors
should discuss with planning authorities at an early stage whether there are likely to be
environmental constraints in the use of locally excavated primary fill materials, and to consider the
use of waste materials where these are competitive. Local Highway Authorities also need to make
greater use of waste and recycled materials in their road construction projects to help reduce the
demand for primary aggregates. The Government intends to review the effectiveness of these
arrangements in a review of Circular 20/87.
35 The Government has supported extensive research into ways of making more use of these
materials and the DoT have been active in this. DoT Specifications (see other publications 5)
permit the use of certain waste materials in roads construction, providing that performance
requirements are met. Up to 10% recycled bituminous material can be used in any bituminous
layer. Crushed concrete from demolition, slags, PFA and other wastes can also be used instead of
natural aggregates in any pavement layer providing they meet the performance requirements.
36 Considerable research is in progress but the DoE and DoT intend to undertake a joint research
project on how to increase the use of these materials in roads which should lead to the widening of
opportunities in future. This further work will build on previous research for DoE and DoT on
waste materials arisings and the opportunities for re-use/recycling. It will ascertain current levels of
use of these materials in roads and the key factors which influence whether or not they are used in
practice, at both national and local authority level. Recommendations will be made to Government
on policy initiatives which could be adopted to increase use. The emphasis will be on practical
solutions for Government to implement.
37 The measures taken by the Government under the Environmental Protection Act 1990 will mean
that as landfill becomes more expensive it will become more economic to recycle and worthwhile
to develop improved technologies for recycling. Such changes will, over time, have an impact on
the volumes of new aggregates required.
38 To assist with this, the Government believes that planning authorities will need to take a more
positive approach. They should include policies in their development plans which aim to facilitate
the use of secondary and waste materials where this is environmentally and economically
acceptable. They should also include policies for the control of recycling operations and
identification of sources of raw waste materials on which the construction industry can draw.
MPAs should liaise with Waste Regulation Authorities with regard to their policies on recycling of
wastes for use as aggregates. Planning authorities should also recognise that provision for the siting
of long term or semi-permanent recycling plants may be needed. To accommodate such facilities,
sites are likely to be a minimum of 4-6 hectares (ha) in size, to allow feedstock and products to be
adequately separated.
39 Planning authorities should also encourage the recycling of demolition and construction wastes
arising from demolition and redevelopment schemes. Planning authorities should consider how
they might give advice and guidance to developers and others so that they are made aware of the
benefits which can accrue from recycling waste materials.

40 Some producers of primary aggregates are already involved in the production and use of
secondary and recycled materials. The Government welcomes this but considers that the primary
aggregates industry should seek further opportunities in this area. It should also continue its efforts
to ensure that quarry waste is used in the most effective way. The Secretary of State is therefore
inviting the appropriate trade associations to advise him on the steps that should be taken to
improve the use of these materials.
41 The Government considers that the steps outlined above will over time lead to an increase in the
use of secondary and recycled materials. It is important that progress is monitored and this
Guidance Note therefore sets the following targets for the use of secondary/recycled material in
England:
40mtpa by 2001;
55mtpa by 2006.
This is reflected in the Guidelines at Annex A. Progress towards this target will be reviewed as
described in paragraph 106. An improved statistical base will be required for monitoring and
arrangements will be put in place for this.
Coastal superquarries
42 Coastal superquarries can be broadly defined as those being capable of producing at least 5 mtpa
and with reserves of at least 150mt. One such quarry has already been established at Glensanda
(Loch Linnhe) Scotland. As the Verney Report said as long ago as 1976 coastal superquarries have
a number of potential advantages in relation to traditional land won sources.
43 Research (see other publications 6) undertaken for the Government indicates that sufficient rock
with suitable qualities exists in a number of remote coastal locations in North West Europe which
could contribute to the aggregates requirements of south-east England and possibly other regions.
Geological opportunities for the establishment of coastal superquarries exist in Norway and
Scotland and possibly in Northern Spain. The research also indicates that port facilities for the
importation of this material into the South East region could be achieved at various places along the
Thames Estuary. But substantial wharf and port development would be required to accommodate
significant volumes of material.
44 The Government believes that subject to tests of environmental acceptability an increasing level
of supply can be obtained from coastal superquarries during the period covered by this Guidance
Note. It recognises that the cost and long lead times needed before such quarries can be brought on
stream mean that it is difficult to quantify the extent of this contribution which, in any event, will
be determined by the market. It is unlikely, however, that the potential sources will contribute
greatly to the demand in the first 10 years of these Guidelines. Initially the region most likely to use
this source is South East England.
45 Within Great Britain only Scotland may offer potential suitable locations for the development of
coastal superquarries. Individual proposals for extraction will therefore need to be considered in
line with guidance to be issued by the Scottish Office.
46 The facilities needed for the unloading, processing and onward shipment of large volumes of
imported material will need to be the subject of a very thorough examination. To accommodate
such facilities, sites are likely to cover a minimum of 5ha but are more likely to cover 8ha or more;
they may need to handle an annual throughput of 3.5mt (see other publications 7). Such sites will
need to provide adequate suitable storage space and it is likely they will need to have, or be

adjacent to, water access which can accommodate ships of between 35,000-70,000 dead-weight
tonnage (dwt). Road access should be available, or capable of provision, which minimises the
effect on environmentally sensitive land areas and communities, and with the shortest feasible
distance to the primary road network. It will be important to ensure that facilities for onward
transport of aggregates by rail and barge are provided where feasible and that these are used to the
maximum economic extent.
47 Research has identified a number of potential landing areas in the Thames Estuary. Not all will
become available and other alternative sites may emerge. Local planning authorities should, jointly
or individually, make every effort to identify and safeguard in their development plans suitable
locations for these facilities. Proposals in the Thames Estuary will need to be consistent with the
East Thames Corridor Initiative.
Marine dredged aggregates
48 Marine dredged sand and gravel is an important source of aggregates for the construction
industry. In 1989 it made up 18%(20mt) of the total consumption of sand and gravel in England
and Wales. It is a particularly important source of supply for south-east England. This source
reduces the pressure to work land of agricultural or environmental value and it can often be landed
close to the point of demand. The Government is aware of the special need for marine aggregates in
soft coastal defence schemes, where it is often impossible to make use of material from non-marine
sources. Where appropriate sources of supply can be identified, marine aggregates will continue to
contribute to maintaining supplies of aggregates for the construction industry.
49 The present knowledge on the extent of the resource suggests that there is a finite supply of
coarse aggregate suitable for current concrete specifications. But it is recognised that improvements
in technology may mean that over the period of the Guidelines other areas of the sea bed, not
currently considered as reserves, may be capable of exploitation for aggregate materials. However
the Government acknowledges that dredging may cause disturbance to fisheries and damage to the
marine environment, particularly where there is a concentration of licences. In areas of special
sensitivity the industry will need to provide a very convincing case before a licence will be
permitted. Proposals to dredge must therefore have full regard to the impact on the marine
environment, sea fisheries and the potential effects on the coastline. There is a presumption against
extraction unless the environmental and coastal impact issues are satisfactorily resolved. The
dredging industry will find it helpful to produce a formal Environmental Statement to support most
applications for a production licence. The Ministry of Agriculture Fisheries and Food (MAFF) has
issued guidance (see other publications 8) on the content of environmental assessments for marine
dredging.
50 Licences to dredge marine aggregates are subject to the Government View procedure, operated
by the DoE. This process allows for a careful evaluation of the environmental impact of dredging.
Licences for extraction will not be granted by the Crown Estate, as owners of the resource, unless
there has been a favourable Government View. The Government is currently undertaking a review
of marine aggregate licensing arrangements and will be consulting on how regulatory controls
should be applied in future. All applications will continue to be considered on their merits and will
be subject to assessment against the following matters:
i.

the contribution to aggregates supplies enabled by the application;

ii.

the effect on coastal interests;

iii.

the effect on commercial fisheries;

iv.

the effect on marine ecosystems;

v.

the effect on navigation;

vi.

the effect on archaeological sites; and

vii.

the effects on other sea users.

51 To meet the policy of developing marine aggregates supplies local planning authorities where
appropriate should, jointly or individually, make every effort to identify and safeguard, in their
local plans, suitable locations for aggregates wharves. Efforts should also be made to retain or
improve existing facilities where these are environmentally acceptable and serve, or have potential
for, a useful function.
Development Plans
General considerations
52 The planning system provides a means of examining and reconciling the conflicting claims on
land of mineral working, agriculture, amenity, building and other forms of development. The
system also affords a means of preventing unnecessary sterilisation of mineral resources. As part of
the overall planning process, the policies for the provision of particular minerals such as those for
aggregates must be balanced with other Government policies for such matters as the protection and
conservation of the natural environment and the preservation of the national cultural heritage. The
policies which are likely to be of most importance are mentioned below. It is necessary to refer to
the source documents in each case for the full context within which these policies have been
developed.
53 Policies for the development and use of land, including the extraction of minerals, are set out in
statutory development plans drawn up under the Town and Country Planning Act 1990, as
amended by the Planning and Compensation Act 1991 . Section 54A introduces what is in effect a
presumption in favour of proposals that are in accord with the development plan. Plans are not
prescriptive. They are an important framework for sound effective development control, within
which the market can bring about appropriate development. Plans must make adequate provision
for development and at the same time take account of the need to protect the natural and built
environment. Planning Policy Guidance Note 1 -"General Policy and Principles"(PPG1) sets down
the principles that applications for development should be allowed, having regard to the
development plan and all material considerations, unless the proposed development would cause
demonstrable harm to interests of acknowledged importance.
54 MPAs in non-metropolitan areas are required to draw up a structure plan and a minerals local
plan. In London and metropolitan areas Unitary Development Plans (UDPs) should contain
minerals policies. These plans should cover the whole of the local planning authority's area.
55 PPG 1 gives guidance on how planning applications and appeals should be determined. Planning
Policy Guidance Note 12 -"Development Plans and Regional Planning Guidance"(PPG 12),
provide advice on the preparation of development plans. Mineral Planning Guidance Note 1 (MPG
1 )(currently under review) provides further advice on planning policy for both the MPAs and the
minerals industry.
56 The Government is committed to a development plan-led approach to the supply of minerals and
attaches considerable importance to up to date plans. The Government therefore looks to MPAs to
ensure that minerals local plans and UDPs are prepared as a matter of priority and kept up to date.

Plans should cover a minimum period of 10 years and should be reviewed every 5 years. The
Government has asked local authorities to aim for full coverage of all kinds of development plan as
soon as possible and no later than the end of 1996.
Aggregates provision policies in development plans
57 Structure Plans and Part 1 of UDPs set out the overall strategy for the development and use of
land and should include land use policies on mineral working (including disposal of waste) and
protection of mineral resources. In preparing structure plans MPAs are required to have regard to
regional guidance issued by the Secretary of State.
58 In preparing Mineral Local Plans and Part II of UDPs, local authorities should take into account
the policies contained in this MPG. They should also make provision in their development plans for
the appropriate local apportionment of the Regional Guidelines at Annex A for the local authority
area in question. This will provide an indication of the likely demand but the apportionment figure
should not be regarded as inflexible. The preparation of development plans provides an important
opportunity to test the practicality and environmental acceptability at the local level of the
Guidelines figure. The provision to be made in each plan will need to be justified not only in
relation to this Guidance, but also in relation to all other relevant considerations affecting planning
for the area. Taking all these factors into account the Secretary of State will, however, be prepared
to intervene in development plans that do not pay due regard to the Regional Guidelines at Annex
A.
59 The provision for aggregates to be included in development plans can be made in several ways by specific sites, preferred areas or areas of search. Areas of search offer a prudent approach to
balancing the needs of the industry and local concerns about possible blight in respect of at least a
proportion of the provision to be provided. Further advice is given in MPG1.
60 To ensure that the areas identified in the development plan can be translated into workable
reserves, MPAs should make reasonable efforts to satisfy themselves that the land is:
i.

underlain by economically workable deposits of mineral; and

ii.

likely to become available to the minerals industry within the plan period.

Where these points cannot be resolved satisfactorily, development plans should be sufficiently
flexible to make allowance for any uncertainty.
61 In order to assist in the delineation of these areas in development plans, the minerals industry are
asked to co-operate with MPAs wherever possible by providing information about the location of
mineral resources in their areas.
Landbanks
62 A landbank is a stock of planning permissions for the winning and working of minerals. Policies
providing for the maintenance of landbanks are an important feature of minerals planning and
should be included in development plans. Landbanks are necessary to enable the aggregates supply
industry to respond speedily to fluctuations in demand. The period of the landbank reflects the lead
times that may be involved in obtaining planning permission and bringing a site into full
production.
63 MPAs should therefore include policies in their development plans which provide for the
maintenance of a landbank. Landbanks should be maintained for all aggregate minerals. In the case

of sand and gravel MPAs should aim to maintain a landbank for an appropriate local area,
sufficient for at least 7 years extraction, unless exceptional circumstances prevail. A longer period
may be appropriate for crushed rock. Paragraphs 81 and 82 provide advice on the calculation of
landbanks. It is recognised that landbanks can only be maintained in practice if the industry come
forward with planning applications in the right place at the right time.
64 In preparing development plans MPAs should be able to demonstrate that sufficient resources
have been identified or can be identified to ensure that the landbank can be maintained at the
requisite level throughout the plan period (see advice in paragraphs 58-61 above). There should
also be a commitment included in the plans to ensure that a landbank can be maintained at the end
of the development plan period in line with the policy at paragraph 63 above. However it is not the
intention of this Guidance Note that MPAs should, at the start of the plan period, make full
provision for the maintenance of a landbank for the period beyond the plan period. Consequently it
will not be necessary for resources to be identified at the time of plan preparation for this purpose.
But MPAs will need to be able to demonstrate that such resources can be brought forward should
this be necessary.
65 MPA boundaries constitute a suitable area basis on which to base a landbank policy, but MPAs
are given the flexibility to adopt either a sub-regional or a sub-county approach as appropriate. In
the London boroughs and the metropolitan districts the administrative areas or the number of
planning applications may be too small, and the presence of a workable reserve too limited, for the
successful application of individual landbank policies. In such circumstances authorities should
make every effort to agree a joint approach. Where mineral resources exist and continued or future
extraction is likely to be practicable, UDPs should include policies for making contributions
towards a landbank for the wider area. Where such an approach is not practicable UDPs should
explain why.
66 Whatever area is chosen for landbanks, it is essential that data on annual production; production
capacity; and reserves, disaggregated by material type where possible, for the area constituting the
landbank unit should be publicly available. The industry and MPAs are asked to work together to
facilitate this through the RAWPs. This will be especially important where the landbank is
comprised of a mixture of aggregate types which are not interchangeable eg building sand and
concreting sand and gravel. In such circumstances separate landbanks may be appropriate
providing that the reserves of the different aggregate types may be identified separately and
unambiguously.
Safeguarding
67 Planning authorities should make every effort to safeguard resources of all types of construction
aggregates which are, or may become, of economic importance, against other types of development
which would be a serious hindrance to their extraction. This also applies to sites for wharves and
depots which may be needed for the importation of materials.
68 It will usually be necessary to consider the need for aggregates over a longer period than for
most other land use planning issues. When considering the need to extract the mineral as opposed
to letting surface development proceed, it will be necessary to consider the timescales of the
proposed mineral working in order to prevent undue delay. Where it is possible to extract minerals
prior to some other more permanent forms of development this should be encouraged unless there
are good planning reasons for not doing so.

Extensions
69 It may be generally preferable, as a means of minimising environmental disturbance, to adopt a
policy of allowing extensions to existing mineral workings rather than allowing mineral workings
at new greenfield sites. However, this will not always be the case as some existing mineral
workings may be unsuitably located and it may do less environmental harm to open a new mineral
working than to grant a permission for an extension. A general preference for extensions to existing
workings should not be construed as a policy for protecting existing suppliers and a constraint on
competition. Each case will need to be considered on its own merits.
National Parks, the Broads, the New Forest and Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONBs)
70 Planning Policy Guidance Note 7 -"The Countryside and the Rural Economy"(PPG 7 ) provides
detailed Government planning policies for all forms of development in National Parks, the Broads
and AONBs. The Government considers that major developments should not take place in these
areas and the New Forest save in exceptional circumstances. Because of the serious impact that
mineral developments may have on the natural beauty of these areas the Government considers that
all minerals applications must be subject to the most rigorous examination, and all mineral
developments should be demonstrated to be in the public interest before being allowed to proceed.
71 Consideration of mineral applications in such areas should therefore normally include an
assessment of:
i.

the need for the development, in terms of national considerations of mineral supply; and the
impact of permitting the development, or refusing it, on the local economy;

ii.

whether alternative supplies can be made available at reasonable cost; and the scope for
meeting the need in some other way;

iii.

any detrimental effect of the proposals on the environment and landscape and the extent to
which that should be moderated; and

iv.

in the case of extensions to existing quarries, the extent to which the proposal would achieve an
enhancement to the local landscape.

Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSIs) and National Nature Reserves (NNRs)
72 Mineral proposals within or likely to affect SSSIs should be the subject of the most rigorous
examination. When considering such proposals, planning authorities are required to consult English
Nature (EN) and should take account of the advice in DoE Circular 1/92. Some SSSIs are of
particular importance and have additional designations conferred upon them. NNRs, established by
EN under the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981, are areas of national importance, where the
primary use is for nature conservation. Some SSSIs are of international importance and have been
designated Special Protection Areas (SPAs) under the European Community Directive on the
Conservation of Wild Birds (Directive 79/409/EEC). Others have been identified as potential SPAs.
In addition some SSSIs are likely to be considered of international importance as Special Areas of
Conservation (SACs) under the European Community Directive on the Conservation of Natural
Habitats and of Wild Fauna and Flora (Directive 92/43/EEC). DoE Circular 1/92 advises that the
Secretary of State will normally call in planning applications which are likely to significantly affect
sites of international importance and recognised national importance. Further guidance will be
given in the forthcoming PPG on Nature Conservation.

73 The UK is a signatory to the Ramsar Convention on Wetlands of International Importance
especially as Waterfowl Habitat (Cmmd 6465) (see other publications 9). Contracting parties are
required, inter alia, to designate sites which satisfy certain criteria. The total area of listed wetlands
should be maintained wherever possible, if necessary by compensatory measures to offset any loss.
There is also a general obligation for the contracting parties to include wetlands conservation
considerations within their national land-use planning system.
74 It is recognised that there are many cases where mineral workings have been beneficial in the
establishment of new wildlife habitats and in the exposure of important geological features. MPAs
and the industry should bear in mind opportunities for habitat creation and enhancement even
where nature conservation may not be the primary end use of a site.
Other environmentally important areas
75 Planning authorities may designate in their development plans other environmentally significant
areas, such as special landscape areas, or areas of great landscape or nature conservation value.
These areas may be important locally and mineral extraction proposals which fall within them will
need to be given careful consideration, although the degree of protection given to such areas should
not be as high as that given to the nationally designated areas referred to above. When considering
the extent of such areas MPAs will wish to bear in mind that minerals can only be worked where
they are found and their responsibility for making adequate provision for minerals in accordance
with this Guidance Note.
Ancient monuments and archaeological and other cultural interests
76 Mineral exploration and working may damage or destroy irreplaceable sites, structures and
remains of historic archaeological interest that are of importance to the national heritage. The
industry should, wherever practical, ensure the physical preservation of important archaeological
and historic remains or features, and MPAs, when determining applications for extraction, should
have regard to the desirability of preserving historic buildings and landscapes, conservation areas,
ancient monuments and their settings. Planning Policy Guidance Note 16 -"Archaeology and
Planning"(PPG 16), and the revised CBI Minerals Environment Charter10 underline the importance
of identifying as early as possible the likely presence and importance of any archaeological sites
liable to be affected by proposed development. This should involve early consultation with the
County Archaeological Officer or equivalent (listed in PPG 16 ). Where remains are scheduled
under the provisions of the Ancient Monuments and Archaeological Areas Act 1979, the consent of
the Secretary of State for National Heritage is needed before works may proceed. As such activity
may cause irrevocable damage, this consent should be sought before mineral exploration is started
and may well require a separate planning permission or Scheduled Monument consent. Where
buildings are listed, listed building consent is required before they may be altered or demolished.
Agricultural land
77 The Government's policy, as set out in PPG 7, is that the best and most versatile agricultural
land (Grades 1,2 and 3a of the MAFF Agricultural Land Classification) is a national resource for
the future and considerable weight should be attached to protection of such land because of its
special importance. However, unlike most other forms of development, land from which minerals
have been extracted can be restored either to its former use, or to an acceptable new use. Therefore,
when considering the allocation of land for minerals development, and deciding any application for
planning permission affecting agricultural land, the agricultural implications must be considered
together with the environmental and economic aspects. Such considerations will include whether

the land should be restored to an agricultural after-use and the standard of reclamation likely to be
achieved. Restoration and aftercare conditions are intended to achieve land fit for the intended use.
Where restoration to agriculture is proposed, the objective will normally be to restore the land to its
previous agricultural quality or better if reasonably practicable. Amenity or forestry afteruse may
be an appropriate alternative to agricultural use, but where the best and most versatile agricultural
land is involved the restoration and aftercare steps should enable the retention of its longer term
potential as a high quality agricultural resource.
Green Belt
78 Proposals for mineral working also arise within Green Belts. The Government's policy is set out
in Planning Policy Guidance Note 2 -"Green Belts"(PPG 2). Minerals can only be worked where
they are found and extraction need not be incompatible with Green Belt objectives. As with all
mineral development high environmental standards should be applied and similarly sites must be
well restored.
Considering Individual Planning Applications
General
79 MPAs should have regard to all material considerations when determining applications,
including this Guidance Note and relevant policies in development plans. MPAs will need to
consider in detail matters such as the economic, environmental, nature conservation, agricultural,
landscape, traffic, site restoration and other effects of the proposal that are relevant to the planning
decision. For its part, the industry will need to demonstrate that it has considered these potential
effects when preparing planning applications and has sought to mitigate them as appropriate.
Assessment of need and supply
80 Authorities should have regard to the balance of real need and real supply. But landbank
calculations and estimates of real supply can seldom be exact and decisions on individual
applications should not be determined on an over precise calculation of whether supply matches the
requirement.
81 The landbank requirement, for the appropriate time period, will be determined in the following
way.
i.

Where a mineral local plan (or UDP) has been adopted which reflects the local
apportionment of the Regional Guidelines (Annex A and Annex B) the landbank
requirement should be calculated using the provision included in the development plan
expressed on an annual basis. Unless otherwise expressly provided for, the assumption
should be that the provision will be spread evenly across the plan period.

ii.

Alternatively in those circumstances where the plan does not reflect these Guidelines the
landbank requirement should be calculated using the average of the last 3 years production
for which figures are available (in the South East this would continue to be the
apportionment set out in the appropriate guidance from SERPLAN [currently SERPLAN
RPC 1446]11).

iii.

The landbank requirement is calculated by multiplying the base requirement (the annual provision
included in the development plan in (i) or the average of the last 3 years production or SERPLAN
guidance in (ii)) by the appropriate number of years. For sand and gravel this will be 7 years
(paragraph 63).

82 The actual landbank at any point in time is the sum of all permitted reserves with valid planning
permission at that time, with the following provisos:
i.

it includes the estimated quantities of reserves with valid planning permission at dormant or
currently non-working sites;

ii.

it includes all reserves with valid planning permission irrespective of the size of the reserves
and production capacity of particular sites;

iii.

it does not include estimated quantities of material allocated in development plans but not
having the benefit of valid planning permission; and

iv.

it does not include any estimate for the contribution that could be made by marine dredged,
imported or secondary materials. This is because the contribution these materials make will
be assessed and taken into account in the consideration of the regional supply pattern and
should not be confused with the calculation of landbank which is concerned solely with
local land won primary aggregates.

83 In considering the extent to which the landbank requirement and the actual landbank represent
real need and real supply the MPA should consider:
i.

the actual levels of production in recent years as compared with the local apportionment of
the Regional Guidelines or the provision included in the development plan;

ii.

the local apportionment of the Regional Guidelines where this has not yet been included in
the development plan;

iii.

whether the particular nature and qualities of the aggregate concerned, such as suitability for
particular end use not met by other available sources in the area or region, justifies granting
permission; and

iv.

whether there are any known constraints on the availability of the consented reserves that
would significantly limit output for the period of the landbank. Although a detailed
examination of the productive capacity of individual sites in the landbank area would not
generally be appropriate major factors having a bearing on supply should be considered.
These would include matters such as:
a.

restrictions imposed in planning conditions, such as output limits or the number of
lorries leaving the site;

b.

where physical characteristics limit the amount of material which can be extracted;
and

c.

whether production of materials is limited by major infrastructure constraints.

84 Market conditions or minor elements of plant infrastructure should not be regarded as having a
bearing on supply, though if production is dominated by one outlet this would be a factor to be
considered.
85 It is important to draw a distinction between the reasons for a landbank as discussed in
paragraph 62 above and the need for the size of a particular permission to reflect the levels of
capital investment required at specific sites. Some quarrying operations involve simple methods of
working and processing which do not involve major capital expenditure. On the other hand, some
quarries necessitate a lengthy period of planning and development work, plus a high investment in

plant and equipment, which requires a long operating life to provide a return on investment. It is
important to recognise that development proposals may come forward which involve extraction
over a long period because of this or perhaps related to phased schemes for reclamation and
restoration.
86 It should be noted that the general commitment to maintain a landbank does not remove the
discretion of a mineral planning authority, or the Secretary of State, to refuse planning permission
should there be overriding objections.
Environmental effects
87 Mineral development can have a considerable impact upon the environment. For example,
visual intrusion of a site, any permanent changes to the landscape, noise, vibration and dust, both
from the workings and any associated heavy lorry traffic, can give rise to objections by local
communities.
88 The industry should demonstrate that it is taking all practicable steps to satisfy the
environmental concerns on site operation and restoration. The objective must be to ensure that any
environmental damage or loss of amenity caused by mineral working is kept to a minimum. It
should also be noted that ancillary operations, such as crushing, grading and screening, may require
authorization under Part I of the Environmental Protection Act 1990.
Operators' proposals
89 In considering proposals for minerals development, authorities will wish to satisfy themselves
that the operator's proposal for managing the site in accordance with planning conditions, and the
restoration of the site and aftercare, are acceptable. Operators may therefore wish to call attention
to, and authorities will wish to consider, any evidence as to how their proposed methods of site
management, restoration and aftercare are likely to work out in practice. This might be done by
providing evidence about the way a similar site is currently being managed, or how restoration and
aftercare have been achieved on a similar site. MPAs should thus have regard to the practicality of
the proposal before them.
90 Environmental codes or Codes of Practice prepared by the aggregates industry trade associations
provide useful information about the standards member companies have agreed to follow. The
Government encourages the use of environmental codes and welcomes the steps taken by the trade
associations representing the aggregates industry in preparing these.
Environmental Assessment
91 Environmental assessment (EA) is an important technique for ensuring that the likely effects of
new development are fully understood and taken into account before development is allowed to go
ahead. Where proposals for mineral development are likely to have significant effects on the
environment, applications will need to be subject to EA under the Town and Country Planning
(Assessment of Environmental Effects) Regulations 1988. Whether or not a particular mineral
development proposal will warrant an EA will depend upon such factors as the sensitivity of
location, size, working methods, proposals for disposing of waste, the nature and extent of
processing and ancillary operations, the arrangements for transporting products away from the site
and proposals for restoration and aftercare. The duration of the proposed workings is also a factor
to be taken into account. DoE Circular 15/88 explains the provisions of the Regulations and gives
advice on their implementation. Further advice is given in "Environmental Assessment: A Guide to
the Procedures"(DoE 1989) (see other publications 12).

Transport
92 Aggregates are mainly transported from sites by road and rail. Most travel by road and are
delivered within a radius of 30-35 miles from the quarry or pit. Rail may be used for longer
distances and in 1991 about 13mt of aggregates were moved by this method.
93 The effect of the heavy goods vehicles used to move aggregates is often of major concern to the
local community. Where possible, consideration should be given to the movement of material by
rail as this can offer environmental advantages and for longer distances may be more economic.
However problems may arise in the local area surrounding rail distribution depots. Planning
authorities should, individually or collectively, have regard to these factors when drawing up
policies in their development plans on such matters as transport modes and routeing.
94 When preparing proposals for aggregates extraction sites the industry should aim to minimise
the impact of the traffic which will be generated through careful consideration of distribution
networks. Discussions should take place at an early stage with MPAs on how traffic generated by
the proposal will be managed to minimise environmental disturbance. Advice on access and road
safety considerations is given in paragraphs 76-79 of MPG 2 . The report "The Environmental
Effects of Surface Mineral Workings" (see other publications 13) also provides advice on traffic.
General advice on transport and planning is given in PPG13 . The DoE will commission research
during 1994 to assess the environmental effects resulting from on-site and off-site traffic (including
road, rail and water) associated with mineral workings. It will identify how transport practices can
be improved, and give advice on the formulation of planning conditions where these are
appropriate. The research will inform the preparation of minerals planning guidance on this subject.
95 The aggregates industry should keep in mind that grants continue to be available from the DoT
to assist towards the capital cost of constructing rail freight facilities. Grants under section 8 of the
Railways Act 1974 have, in the past, been used effectively to reduce the movement of aggregates
by road. From 1 April 1994 these grants will be enhanced under the powers in section 139 of the
Railways Act 1993. Similarly, the former Transport Act, section 36 grants (for movement of freight
by inland waterway) will be replaced by grants under section 140 of the 1993 Act. The main
change is the inclusion of wider and social benefits of lorry removal through the addition of
motorways and dual carriageway trunk roads in environmental assessments. Both types of grant can
be used for the movement of secondary aggregates. This may help to overcome one constraint on
the utilisation of waste materials as they are often located at considerable distance from centres of
demand. Additional assistance will also be available from 1 April 1994 with the introduction of a
new Track Access Grant to assist rail freight operators in meeting charges levied by Railtrack for
access to the track. This may help aggregates producers contracting for rail haulage where the cost
of rail would otherwise be unfavourable when compared with road transport. The grant will be
administered centrally by the DoT.
96 Planning authorities should make efforts to safeguard existing rail head facilities and may need
to identify further potential sites to accommodate increased levels of imports in the future. These
may also need to be safeguarded.
Water interests
97 There is a substantial body of legislation in relation to water supply, pollution control and land
drainage. MPAs and the industry should take into account the need to protect the flow, level and
quality of surface waters and groundwater to ensure that changes in the water table as a result of
minerals extraction do not cause environmental damage or adversely affect water resources. The
National Rivers Authority (NRA) should be consulted about all new mineral development

proposals and regard paid to NRA policies. Where working would take place below the natural
water table, applications will need to include proposals for a suitable after-use and reclamation
scheme. As advised in MPG 7 , there is a range of possible after-uses for water filled voids; the
NRA may consider it acceptable for a reclamation scheme to include landfilling with controlled
wastes. In some cases, an option may be to consider restoring land to agricultural use at a lower
level, with a requirement for the site to be adequately drained by continuous pumping DoE Circular
25/85 and MPG 7 refer.
Working Practices, Restoration, Aftercare and After-Use
98 It is established Government policy that restoration and aftercare will be required to make
mineral workings fit for beneficial after-use and environmentally acceptable. This may include
restoration to agriculture or forestry, management for nature conservation, provision of public open
space, recreation or other development. Standards of restoration have generally improved over
recent years. Continuation of this trend will enable a wider range of sites to be restored to
appropriate standards, leading to the release of land which has not so far been made available for
mineral working. Applications for extraction of minerals such as aggregates need to include
information which demonstrates that the site will be restored satisfactorily; and MPAs should
consider whether to grant permission if there is serious doubt whether a new extraction proposal
can meet this requirement. Wherever practicable, MPAs and mineral operators should agree
schemes of working and reclamation of sites which provide for progressive restoration, unless to do
so would be likely to affect adversely the standard of restoration achieved. Advice on restoration
and aftercare is given in Minerals Planning Guidance Note 7 -"The Reclamation of Mineral
Workings", including a general review of the essential technical requirements which need to be
considered when planning conditions are drawn up.
Speeding up the Planning System
99 The Government accepts that quarrying proposals are often complicated and can arouse local
controversy, and that it is important that all material considerations receive careful attention.
Nevertheless, the Government expects MPAs to determine applications expeditiously. The industry
itself can help to reduce possible delay by entering into pre-application discussions about its
development proposals with the authority, the local community, relevant local bodies such as
County Wildlife Trusts and the appropriate statutory bodies at an early stage before formal
submission of the application. Applicants should aim to provide authorities with as much
information as possible to help them determine the application. If the authority needs further
information, every effort should be made to ensure that such requests are comprehensive at the
outset. Mineral Planning Guidance Note 2 -"Applications, Permissions and Conditions"(MPG 2 )
provides further guidance on the drawing up and determining of planning applications.
Implementation
100 This Guidance Note will provide the basic framework for the planning for provision of
aggregates. It will be taken into account by the Secretary of State when considering development
plans and individual planning applications which come before him for decision.
101 The Secretary of State considers that the apportionment of the Regional Guidelines should be
completed within 6 months of the publication of this Guidance Note. Annex B provides detailed
guidance on how the exercise may be conducted. Where agreement cannot be reached the
Department will attempt to facilitate agreement.

102 MPAs should take this Guidance Note into account when preparing development plans.
Development plans should recognise the need to make provision for a continuing supply of
aggregates in a manner compatible with environmental objectives. The plans should also provide
guidance on these environmental objectives and the development control criteria which will be
applied. The development plans should also enable a landbank compatible with this Guidance Note
to be maintained.
103 The aggregates industry has an important role to play in co-operating with, and contributing to,
the development plan process. For example, the successful application of landbank policies
depends upon the ready availability of information on reserves and production. The industry should
endeavour to ensure that proposals for mineral development reflect this Guidance Note and that
they are brought forward at the right time. The industry is also responsible for achieving a high
standard of operation while the site is being worked and for restoring the site when working has
finished.
104 It would also be useful if the MPAs and industry produced, through the RAWPs, agreed
published reports on a regular basis to cover the landbank position.
Monitoring and Review
105 This Guidance Note has been based on the best information currently available. It will need to
be kept under review and updated regularly to reflect changes in demand, technology and
environmental standards, but the provision of up to date mineral local plans and landbanks will
provide flexibility and continuity of supply.
106 There is a need for regular detailed monitoring surveys at a national level of aggregates
production, sales, distribution and reserves. These should be comprehensive and reliable and will
be undertaken every 4 years. The Secretary of State regards the continuing co-operation of the
industry and MPAs as being of the greatest importance in monitoring and reviewing the supply and
demand for aggregates. The Department also proposes to publish biennial monitoring reports which
will cover the effects of these policies to inform the next review of the Regional Guidelines. At the
local level the RAWPs should monitor qualitative information on such matters as the nature and
success or otherwise of planning applications, changes and review of development plans, the
resource base, material requirements and standards and the level and type of construction industry
activity. The results of this monitoring should be published by the RAWPs in their Annual Reports.
Future Role of Rawps
107 The Secretary of State takes the view that the NCG/RAWP arrangements have been valuable
and helpful in the formulation of policies and their monitoring. However he believes it would be
desirable to review their future role, particularly in the context of Local Government
reorganisation. Consequently the work and membership of NCG and the RAWPs will be reviewed
after the publication of this Guidance Note.
Long Term Issues and Research
108 The implications of the demand projections for primary aggregates and the consultations on the
Regional Commentaries indicate that continued research into aggregates supply and demand and
environmental implications of mineral working is required. In addition to the research projects
which have been mentioned in this Guidance Note (see items 2, 4, 6, 7 and 13 in Annex F) the
Government will maintain its ongoing research programme. New projects which are expected to
start include an evaluation of the environmental costs of mineral extraction; consideration of the

interrelationship between quarrying and hydrogeology; the examination of the marine sand and
gravel resources in the Bristol Channel; and an appraisal of the sand and gravel resources of south
west Leicestershire and north west Northamptonshire. Resource assessments of the potential sand
and gravel supplies both on land and on the seabed will also be continued and further work on the
uses of aggregates is planned. The Government also notes that during the public consultation on
this Guidance Note concern has been expressed about the overall approach to aggregates planning.
It proposes to examine this by way of a research project.
Local Government Review
109 The Government also recognises that during the period covered by this Guidance Note the
reorganisation of Local Government will come into effect. The Government has already issued
guidance to the Local Government Commission about the role of the planning system and will
consider whether further advice is needed as changes take effect.
110 The possible changes which may come about from the reorganisation of local Government
should not delay the preparation of local plans. The Government will introduce transitional
arrangements which will ensure that any preparatory work on such plans will not be lost where
reorganisation takes place.
Endnote
The figure for England and Wales has been assumed to be 90% of the total GB demand. This is based on the historic
share of consumption over time.

Annex A: Regional Guidelines for Aggregates Provision in England
A1.1 The following sections set out Regional Guidelines which indicate how provision for the
supply of aggregates should be made to meet anticipated needs to 2006. The purpose of these
guidelines is set out in paragraphs 23-27 of the Guidance Note and their role in the preparation of
development plans is described in paragraph 58. The guidelines are presented for England as a
whole and for the eight Aggregates Planning Regions (Regional Aggregates Working Party areas)
in England.
A1.2 The guidelines acknowledge an increase in the demand for aggregates over the 15 year period
to 2006 and set out how the planning system should respond to this requirement. These guidelines
are consistent with the policies expressed in the Guidance Note. They reflect the Government's
view that land won sources of primary aggregates from within England will remain the principal
component of supply. However other sources such as secondary and recycled material and imports
from outside England and Wales will make increasingly important contributions.
A1.3 These guidelines supplement the policies contained in the main paragraphs of this Minerals
Planning Guidance Note and should be read in conjunction with those policies, which take
precedence should any apparent conflict arise between the interpretation of the policy and the
Guidelines.
A1.4 The regional guidelines make provision for aggregates end uses only. Some reserves are used
for both aggregates and non-aggregate purposes. Where applicable, it is important that allowance is
made for non-aggregate uses when considering landbanks.
England
Current patterns of supply and production
A2.1 In 1989, the last year for which Aggregate Minerals Survey information is available (see other
publications 3), England produced about 80% of its aggregates consumption from onshore sources
(about 45% from crushed rock sources, 35% from land sourced sand and gravel) and 10% from
secondary/recycled material. Of the remainder, marine dredged sand and gravel provided about 7%
and imports of crushed rock from Scotland and Wales a further 3%.
Future demand
A2.2 The Government takes the view that for the purposes of preparing planning guidelines over
the period from 1992 to 2006, demand for aggregates in England is likely to be in the order of 4.2
billion tonnes(bt). There is inevitably considerable uncertainty about projections over such a long
period of time and the figures should not be regarded as targets.
Future supply
A2.3 The future supply of aggregates is expected to come from a variety of sources. It is not
possible to be precise about this as supply responds to demands and the pattern of provision in any
particular region will be determined by the detailed operation of the planning system and market
forces. The Guidelines for land won provision therefore reflect a judgement about the scale of
provision that it is appropriate to make from land won sources, but the planning system operates in
a flexible way and in practice the guidelines represent neither a target nor a ceiling.

Guidelines for land won primary aggregates
A2.4 Over the period 1992 to 2006 planning authorities in England should make provision for some
3.1bt of primary aggregates comprising, 1.2bt of sand and gravel and 1.9 bt of crushed rock.
Assumptions about other sources of supply
A2.5 So that the context of the guidelines in paragraph A2.4 can be understood, the Department has
made a number of broad assumptions about supplies from other sources. These are that
approximately 1,165mt of aggregates supply will come from sources other than primary land based
production in England. Of this supply it is assumed that up to 315mt may be provided from marine
dredged sources, 160mt may be provided by imports from outside England and Wales, 160mt by
imports from Wales and 530mt may be provided from secondary and recycled material. However
the overall level of provision from these sources and the pattern of supply will be determined by
market forces.
South East
Current patterns of supply and production
A3.1 In 1989, the last year for which Aggregate Minerals Survey information is available (see other
publications 3), the South East produced almost 40% of its aggregates consumption, 4% of which is
from crushed rock sources, 24% from land sourced sand and gravel and an assumed 10% from
secondary/recycled material. The remaining 63% of consumption was met from: imported crushed
rock (42%); marine dredged sand and gravel (18%); and imports of sand and gravel from adjoining
regions (3%). 5% of sand and gravel production and 9% of crushed rock production was exported
to other regions.
Future demand
A3.2 Over the 15 year period to 2006 there is likely to be a demand from within the region for
approximately 1270mt of aggregate materials. Other regions are likely to make demands on the
region for an additional 30mt of primary aggregates.
Guidelines for land won primary aggregates
A3.3 On the basis of the anticipated demand in the region and demands from other regions the
South East will need to produce 450mt of aggregate material from primary won land sources within
the region. 420mt of this is anticipated to be sand and gravel and 30mt crushed rock. About 7% of
the sand and gravel production is anticipated to be exported, principally to the South West region.
MPAs in the region should make provision in their development plans for 420mt of sand and
gravel and 30mt of crushed rock over the period 1992 - 2006.
Assumptions about imports from other regions
A3.4 The Department has assumed that 300mt of the region's aggregates supply will be imported
from other regions of England, principally the South West and East Midlands. The majority of
these imports will be crushed rock.

Assumptions about other sources of supply
A3.5 So that the context of the guidelines can be understood, the Department has made a number of
broad assumptions about supplies from other sources. These are that 550mt of aggregates supply
will come from sources other than primary land based production in England. Of this supply it is
assumed that about 260mt may be provided from marine dredged sources, 145mt may be provided
by imports from outside England and Wales, 5mt by imports from Wales, and 140mt may be
provided from secondary and recycled material.
Landbanks
A3.6 Landbanks in the South East will be based on the provision in minerals local plans that reflect
the sub-regional apportionment of these guideline figures made by SERPLAN as described in
paragraph 81 of this Minerals Planning Guidance Note. Alternatively where plans do not reflect
these guidelines the landbank should be based on the apportionment set out in the appropriate
guidance from SERPLAN (see other publications 11).
East Anglia
Current patterns of supply and production
A4.1 In 1989, the last year for which Aggregate Minerals Survey information is available (see other
publications 3), East Anglia met about 70% of its aggregates consumption from land sources in the
region, 5% from crushed rock sources, over 60% from land sourced sand and gravel and an
estimated 2% from secondary/recycled material. The remaining 30% of consumption was met
from: imported crushed rock (17%); marine dredged sand and gravel (6%); and imports of sand and
gravel from adjoining regions (7%). About 7% of crushed rock production and 18% of sand and
gravel production was exported to other regions.
Future demand
A4.2 Over the 15 year period to 2006 there is likely to be a demand from within the region for
approximately 225mt of aggregate materials. There is inevitably considerable uncertainty about
projections over such a long period of time and the figures should not be regarded as targets.
Guidelines for land won primary aggregates
A4.3 On the basis of the anticipated demand in the region East Anglia will need to produce 145mt
of aggregate material from primary land sources within the region. 135mt of this is anticipated to
be sand and gravel and 10mt crushed rock. MPAs in the region should make provision in their
development plans for 135mt of sand and gravel and 10mt of crushed rock over the period 1992 - 2006.

Assumptions about imports from other regions
A4.4 The Department has assumed that 45mt of the region's aggregates supply will be imported
from other regions of England, principally the East Midlands. The majority of these imports will be
crushed rock.
Assumptions about other sources of supply
A4.5 So that the context of the guidelines can be understood, the Department has made a number of
broad assumptions about supplies from other sources. These are that 35mt of aggregates supply will
come from sources other than primary land based production in England. Of this supply it is

assumed that 10mt may be provided from marine dredged sources, 10mt may be provided by
imports from outside England and Wales, and 15mt may be provided from secondary and recycled
material.
Landbanks
A4.6 Landbanks in East Anglia will be based on the annual provision in minerals local plans that
reflect the sub-regional apportionment of these guideline figures made by the Regional Forum as
described in paragraph 81 of this Minerals Planning Guidance Note. Alternatively where plans do
not reflect these guidelines the landbank should be based on the average of the last three years'
production for which figures are available.
East Midlands
Current patterns of supply and production
A5.1 In 1989, the last year for which Aggregate Minerals Survey information is available (see other
publications 3), the East Midlands produced 54% more aggregates than it consumed. Over 80% of
the region's consumption was met from primary aggregates produced in the region: nearly 50%
from crushed rock; and over 30% from land sourced sand and gravel. Imports of primary
aggregates accounted for about 10% of consumption: 5% as land sand and gravel and 4% as
crushed rock. An assumed 10% of supply was from secondary/recycled material. 28% of sand and
gravel production and 49% of crushed rock production was exported to other regions.
Future demand
A5.2 Over the 15 year period to 2006 there is likely to be a demand from within the region for
approximately 540mt of aggregate materials. There is inevitably considerable uncertainty about
projections over such a long period of time and the figures should not be regarded as targets. Other
regions are likely to make demands on the region for an additional 265mt of primary aggregates.
Guidelines for land won primary aggregates
A5.3 On the basis of the anticipated demand in the region and demands from other regions the East
Midlands will need to produce 715mt of aggregate material from primary land sources within the
region. 210mt of this is anticipated to be sand and gravel and 505mt crushed rock. About 21% of
the sand and gravel production and about 44% of the crushed rock production is anticipated to be
exported. Exports of sand and gravel are anticipated to be principally to Yorkshire and Humberside.
Crushed rock exports are anticipated to be to the South East, East Anglia, West Midlands, North
West and Yorkshire and Humberside. MPAs in the region should make provision in their development
plans for 210mt of sand and gravel and 505mt of crushed rock over the period 1992 - 2006.

Assumptions about imports from other regions
A5.4 The Department has assumed that 20mt of the region's aggregates supply will be imported
from other regions of England, principally the Yorkshire and Humberside and the West Midlands.
These imports will be crushed rock and sand and gravel.
Assumptions about other sources of supply
A5.5 So that the context of the guidelines can be understood, the Department has made a number of
broad assumptions about supplies from other sources. Principal amongst these is that about 70mt of

aggregates supply will be provided from secondary and recycled material. It is assumed that marine
dredged sources and imports from outside England will not contribute directly to the region's
aggregates supply.
Landbanks
A5.6 Landbanks in the East Midlands will be based on the provision in minerals local plans that
reflect the sub-regional apportionment of these guideline figures made by the Regional Forum as
described in paragraph 81 of this Minerals Planning Guidance Note. Alternatively where plans do
not reflect these guidelines the landbank should be based on the average of the last three years'
production for which figures are available.
West Midlands
Current patterns of supply and production
A6.1 In 1989, the last year for which Aggregate Minerals Survey information is available (see other
publications 3), the West Midlands met about 80% of its aggregates consumption from land sources
in the region, just over 40% from crushed rock sources, almost 40% from land sourced sand and
gravel and an estimated 3% from secondary/recycled material. The remaining 20% of consumption
was met from imported crushed rock (17%) and imports of sand and gravel from adjoining regions
(about 3%). 13% of sand and gravel production and 8% of crushed rock production was exported to
other regions.
Future demand
A6.2 Over the 15 year period to 2006 there is likely to be a demand from within the region for
approximately 490mt of aggregate materials. There is inevitably considerable uncertainty about
projections over such a long period of time and the figures should not be regarded as targets. Other
regions are likely to make demands on the region for an additional 30mt of primary aggregates.
Guidelines for land won primary aggregates
A6.3 On the basis of the anticipated demand in the region and demands from other regions the
West Midlands will need to produce 330mt of aggregate material from primary land sources within
the region. 180mt of this is anticipated to be sand and gravel and 150mt crushed rock. About 8% of
the sand and gravel production and 10% of crushed rock production is anticipated to be exported,
principally to the North West and East Midlands regions. MPAs in the region should make provision in
their development plans for 180mt of sand and gravel and 150mt of crushed rock over the period 1992 2006.

Assumptions about imports from other regions
A6.4 The Department has assumed that 45mt of the region's aggregates supply will be imported
from other regions of England, principally the East Midlands and the South West. The majority of
these imports will be crushed rock.
Assumptions about other sources of supply
A6.5 So that the context of the guidelines can be understood, the Department has made a number of
broad assumptions about supplies from other sources. Principal amongst these is that some 90mt of
aggregates supply will be imported from Wales and about 55mt of aggregates supply will be

provided from secondary and recycled material. It is assumed that marine dredged sources and
imports from outside England and Wales will not contribute directly to the region's aggregates
supply.
Landbanks
A6.6 Landbanks in the West Midlands will be based on the provision in minerals local plans that
reflect the sub-regional apportionment of these guideline figures made by the Regional Forum as
described in paragraph 81 of this Minerals Planning Guidance Note. Alternatively where plans do
not reflect these guidelines the landbank should be based on the average of the last three years'
production for which figures are available.
South West
Current patterns of supply and production
A7.1 In 1989, the last year for which Aggregate Minerals Survey information is available (see other
publications 3), the South West produced 35% more aggregates than it consumed. Almost 90% of
the region's consumption was met from primary aggregates produced in the region: about 70%
from crushed rock; and almost 20% from land sourced sand and gravel. Imports of primary
aggregates accounted for 4% of consumption: 3% as land sand and gravel and 1% as crushed rock.
At least 5% of supply was from secondary/recycled material. The remaining 4% of consumption
was met from marine dredged sand and gravel. 3% of sand and gravel production and 33% of
crushed rock production was exported to other regions.
Future demand
A7.2 Over the 15 year period to 2006 there is likely to be a demand from within the region for
approximately 610mt of aggregate materials. There is inevitably considerable uncertainty about
projections over such a long period of time and the figures should not be regarded as targets. Other
regions are likely to make demands on the region for an additional 210mt of primary aggregates.
Guidelines for land won primary aggregates
A7.3 On the basis of the anticipated demand in the region and demands from other regions the
South West will need to produce 715mt of aggregate material from primary land sources within the
region. 105mt of this is anticipated to be sand and gravel and 610mt crushed rock. About 14% of
the sand and gravel production and about 32% of the crushed rock production is anticipated to be
exported, principally to the South East region. MPAs in the region should make provision in their
development plans for 105mt of sand and gravel and 610mt of crushed rock over the period 1992 - 2006.

Assumptions about imports from other regions
A7.4 The Department has assumed that 30mt of the region's aggregates supply will be imported
from other regions of England, principally the South East. The majority of these imports will be
sand and gravel.
Assumptions about other sources of supply
A7.5 So that the context of the guidelines can be understood, the Department has made a number of
broad assumptions about supplies from other sources. These are that 75mt of aggregates supply will
come from sources other than primary land based production in England. Of this supply it is

assumed that 15mt may be provided from marine dredged sources, and 60mt may be provided from
secondary and recycled material. It is assumed that imports from outside England will not
contribute directly to the region's aggregates supply.
Landbanks
A7.6 Landbanks in the South West will be based on the provision in minerals local plans that
reflect the sub-regional apportionment of these guideline figures made by the Regional Forum as
described in paragraph 81 of this Minerals Planning Guidance Note. Alternatively where plans do
not reflect these guidelines the landbank should be based on the average of the last three years'
production for which figures are available.
North West
Current patterns of supply and production
A8.1 In 1989, the last year for which Aggregate Minerals Survey information is available (see other
publications 3), the North West met about 50% of its aggregates consumption from land sources in
the region, just over 25% from crushed rock sources, almost 15% from land sourced sand and
gravel and an assumed 10% from secondary/recycled material. The remaining 50% of consumption
was met from imported crushed rock (over 45%) and imports of sand and gravel from adjoining
regions (about 4%). Marine dredged sand and gravel provided less than 1% of supply. Less than
1% of crushed rock production and about 4% of sand and gravel production was exported to other
regions.
Future demand
A8.2 Over the 15 year period to 2006 there is likely to be a demand from within the region for
approximately 440mt of aggregate materials. There is inevitably considerable uncertainty about
projections over such a long period of time and the figures should not be regarded as targets.
Guidelines for land won primary aggregates
A8.3 On the basis of the anticipated demand in the region the North West will need to produce
175mt of aggregate material from primary land sources within the region. 55mt of this is
anticipated to be sand and gravel and 120mt crushed rock. MPAs in the region should make provision
in their development plans for 55mt of sand and gravel and 120mt of crushed rock over the period 1992 2006.

Assumptions about imports from other regions
A8.4 The Department has assumed that 100mt of the region's aggregates supply will be imported
from other regions of England, principally Northern Region, Yorkshire and Humberside, the East
Midlands, and the West Midlands. The majority of these imports will be crushed rock.
Assumptions about other sources of supply
A8.5 So that the context of the guidelines can be understood, the Department has made a number of
broad assumptions about supplies from other sources. These are that some 165mt of aggregates
supply will come from sources other than primary land based production in England. Of this supply
it is assumed that 65mt may be provided by imports from Wales, 7mt may be provided from marine

dredged sources, 5mt may be provided by imports from outside England and Wales, and 90mt may
be provided from secondary and recycled material.
Landbanks
A8.6 Landbanks in the North West will be based on the provision in minerals local plans that
reflect the sub-regional apportionment of these guideline figures agreed by the Regional Forum as
described in paragraph 81 of this Minerals Planning Guidance Note. Alternatively where plans do
not reflect these guidelines the landbank should be based on the average of the last three years'
production for which figures are available.
Yorkshire and Humberside
Current patterns of supply and production
A9.1 In 1989, the last year for which Aggregate Minerals Survey information is available (see other
publications 3), Yorkshire and Humberside met over 80% of its aggregates consumption from land
sources in the region, just over 50% from crushed rock sources, almost 20% from land sourced
sand and gravel and an estimated 11% from secondary/recycled material. The remaining 17% of
consumption was met from imported crushed rock (7%) and imports of sand and gravel from
adjoining regions (about 9%). Marine dredged sand and gravel provided about 1% of consumption.
About 13% of crushed rock production and 12% of sand and gravel production was exported to
other regions.
Future demand
A9.2 Over the 15 year period to 2006 there is likely to be a demand from within the region for
approximately 430mt of aggregate materials. There is inevitably considerable uncertainty about
projections over such a long period of time and the figures should not be regarded as targets. Other
regions are likely to make demands on the region for an additional 50mt of primary aggregates.
Guidelines for land won primary aggregates
A9.3 On the basis of the anticipated demand in the region and demands from other regions
Yorkshire and Humberside will need to produce 340mt of aggregate material from primary land
sources within the region. 60mt of this is anticipated to be sand and gravel and 280mt crushed rock.
About 25% of the sand and gravel production and about 13% of the crushed rock production is
anticipated to be exported, principally to the North West, Northern and East Midlands regions.
MPAs in the region should make provision in their development plans for 60mt of sand and gravel and
280mt of crushed rock over the period 1992 - 2006.

Assumptions about imports from other regions
A9.4 The Department has assumed that 65mt of the region's aggregates supply will be imported
from other regions of England, principally the East Midlands. Over half of these imports will be
sand and gravel.
Assumptions about other sources of supply
A9.5 So that the context of the guidelines can be understood, the Department has made a number of
broad assumptions about supplies from other sources. These are that some 70mt of aggregates
supply will come from sources other than primary land based production in England. Of this supply

it is assumed that 7mt may be provided from marine dredged sources and 65mt may be provided
from secondary and recycled material. It is assumed that imports from outside England will not
contribute directly to the region's aggregates supply.
Landbanks
A9.6 Landbanks in Yorkshire and Humberside will be based on the provision in minerals local
plans that reflect the sub-regional apportionment of these guideline figures made by the Regional
Forum as described in paragraph 81 of this Minerals Planning Guidance Note. Alternatively where
plans do not reflect these guidelines the landbank should be based on the average of the last three
years' production for which figures are available.
Northern
Current patterns of supply and production
A10.1 In 1989, the last year for which Aggregate Minerals Survey information is available (see
other publications 3), Northern region met almost 90% of its aggregates consumption from land
sources in the region, about 60% from crushed rock sources, almost 20% from land sourced sand
and gravel and an assumed 10% from secondary/recycled material. The remaining 12% of
consumption was met from imported crushed rock (3%) and imports of sand and gravel from
adjoining regions (about 4%). Marine dredged sand and gravel provided about 5% of consumption.
About 18% of crushed rock production and 5% of sand and gravel production was exported to other
regions.
Future demand
A10.2 Over the 15 year period to 2006 there is likely to be a demand from within the region for
approximately 275mt of aggregate materials. There is inevitably considerable uncertainty about
projections over such a long period of time and the figures should not be regarded as targets. Other
regions are likely to make demands on the region for an additional 35mt of primary aggregates.
Guidelines for land won primary aggregates
A10.3 On the basis of the anticipated demand in the region and demands from other region the
Northern region will need to produce 245mt of aggregate material from primary land sources
within the region. 50mt of this is anticipated to be sand and gravel and 195mt crushed rock. About
8% of the sand and gravel production and about 15% of the crushed rock production is anticipated
to be exported, principally to the North West region and also to Yorkshire and Humberside. MPAs
in the region should make provision in their development plans for 50mt of sand and gravel and 195mt of
crushed rock over the period 1992 - 2006.

Assumptions about imports from other regions
A10.4 The Department has assumed that 15mt of the region's aggregates supply will be imported
from other regions of England, principally Yorkshire and Humberside. The majority of these
imports will be sand and gravel.
Assumptions about other sources of supply
A10.5 So that the context of the guidelines can be understood, the Department has made a number
of broad assumptions about supplies from other sources. These are that 50mt of aggregates supply

will come from sources other than primary land based production in England. Of this supply it is
assumed that 15mt may be provided from marine dredged sources and 35mt may be provided from
secondary and recycled material. It is assumed that imports from outside England will not
contribute directly to the region's aggregates supply.
Landbanks
A10.6 Landbanks in the Northern region will be based on the provision in minerals local plans that
reflect the sub-regional apportionment of these guideline figures made by MPAs as described in
paragraph 81 of this Minerals Planning Guidance Note. Alternatively where plans do not reflect
these guidelines the landbank should be based on the average of the last three years production for
which figures are available.

Annex B Sub-Regional Appointment of the Guidelines
Introduction
B.1 The revision of MPG 6 makes it necessary for the regional guidance given in Annex A to be
disaggregated within regions so that it may be used by MPAs in the preparation of development
plans as described in paragraphs 101 and 102 above.
Area for apportionment
B.2 It will generally be the case that the appropriate area to which the regional guidance should be
apportioned will be the mineral planning authority area in shire counties and in the London
Boroughs and metropolitan districts the former metropolitan county area. However, as with
landbanks, other sub-regional or sub-county areas may be used as appropriate so long as they
correspond to landbank areas and areas covered by development plans.
Responsibility for apportionment
B.3 MPAs will be responsible for facilitating the apportionment. This may best be achieved
thorough the region's Regional Forum/Conference. In regions where such a regional body is not in
existence MPAs will need to seek the advice of the RAWP on an appropriate apportionment. In any
case MPAs are expected to seek the guidance and technical advice of the RAWP on the basis of the
apportionment.
Methods for apportionment
B.4 It is for the Regional Forum/Conference or MPAs collectively, with the advice of the RAWP,
to decide how the regional guidelines are to be apportioned between MPAs and over time.
B.5 The method most commonly adopted for the sub regional apportionment of the 1989 guidelines
between MPAs was proportional split on the basis of recent production (dividing the regional
guidelines figure using the ratio of MPA area production to regional production). However there
may be local circumstances which require a different approach.
B.6 The MPA guideline figures from the sub-regional apportionment will be used in the
preparation of development plans. The Government recommends to MPAs that sand and gravel
provision should remain at similar levels throughout the period covered by these Guidelines.
Crushed rock provision may increase over the Guidelines period within the general trend of the
demand projections. However local circumstances such as availability of resources, planning
constraints and present levels and capacity of production should be taken into account when
apportioning the MPA guidelines over time. If authorities choose to extend plans beyond 2006
provision for the additional period may be determined from the MPA guideline figures on a prorata basis.
B.7 In areas where imports of aggregate materials and/or landings of marine dredged aggregates are
significant MPAs may wish to consider sub-regional apportionment of guideline figures for marine
landings and imports into the region in terms of provision of wharves and depots.
Timescale
B.8 The Secretary of State expects sub-regional apportionment of the MPG 6 Regional Guidelines
to be completed within six months of the publication of the revised MPG 6. RAWPs should

monitor progress and inform Minerals Division of DoE of the sub-regional apportionments when
apportionment is complete.

Annex C: Projections of Long Term Demand for Aggregates
C.1 To provide guidance on the long term trend in demand for aggregates, the Department
employed independent consultants, ECOTEC Research and Consulting Ltd, to prepare a
methodology to provide projections of demand for aggregates over the 20 year period to 2011.
C.2 As a first step, the Department asked ECOTEC to undertake a review of the methodology used
in preparing the projections for the previous MPG 6. This methodology consisted of two stages:
Stage 1 involved judgements about the relationship between economic activity, particularly Gross
Domestic Product (GDP) and Gross Domestic Fixed Capital Formation (GDFCF) and construction
investment; Stage 2 modelled the econometric relationship between construction investment and
the demand for primary aggregates.
C.3 ECOTEC reported in October 1989 that the earlier judgements taken in Stage 1 on the
economic indicators (GDP, GDFCF) had not proved entirely accurate; and, that the Stage 2
econometric modelling did not fully reflect the increase in the intensity of use (ie the amount of
aggregates used per £1000 of construction output) which occurred during 1984-1988.
C.4 To improve the projection ECOTEC proposed that the first stage of the methodology should
use a projection of construction activity obtained from an independent economic forecasting house;
and, that in the second stage there should be a revision to the modelling to reflect the increasing
intensity of use of aggregates.
C.5 Accordingly, long term projections of construction activity were commissioned from
Cambridge Econometrics. These projections were then incorporated into the ECOTEC forecasting
model which produced projections for future demand for aggregates. Initially, projections to 2011
were published in May 1991, and it was these projections which were used as a basis for
preparation of the RAWPs' Regional Commentaries. However, the Department asked the
consultants to produce revised projections in mid-1992 to take account of the most recent economic
situation. Both projections are summarised below.
C.6 The projections which have been produced by the consultants essentially represent trends in
possible demand over the period of the guidelines. They cannot be used to denote the level of
demand over the short term or in any one year or a small group of years. Nor do they represent
targets for production.
The role of Cambridge Econometrics
C.7 Cambridge Econometrics (CE) regularly produce long term projections for the British
economy based on the Cambridge Multi-sectoral Dynamic Model (MDM). Version 8 of MDM,
used in this work, is disaggregated into 43 sectors of British industry of which construction is one.
The projections are normally published for 10 years ahead (presently to the year 2005), but the
model has been extended to the year 2011, and projections to this horizon are produced for some
subscribers.
C.8 The projections of construction activity which CE produce are based upon a detailed
examination of long term trends in economic activity combined with analyses of specific major
factors influencing construction activity. This includes consideration of the national house building
and road building programmes. Their projections are the result of a major "bottom-up" exercise
combined with strategic judgements about the overall growth rate of the economy. This projection
of construction activity can be measured as construction output or construction investment. For the

purposes of the present exercise it was decided to use construction investment (referred to as
"investment in buildings and works").
C.9 CE were asked to produce 3 scenarios of construction activity. The base projection represents
their most likely estimate of growth. The two other CE scenarios involve different policy
assumptions which lead to alternative long term economic growth rates; these are the high and low
projections.(Note: base does not imply a mid-point between the high and low projections).
1991 demand projections for aggregates
C.10 The CE construction activity projections produced in 1991 included projections of average
annual growth rates (base forecast) for investment in buildings and works as follows:
Table C1
1980-85
Investment in
buildings and 1.3
works

1985-90

1990-95

1995-2000

2000-05

2005-11

5.5

1.3

2.6

3.3

2.8

C.11 CE also produced a high growth scenario based broadly on assumptions of higher world
growth, particularly as a response to European integration which leads to higher productivity in
GB, and a low growth scenario derived from assumptions of a continued deterioration in GB
economic performance with a longer recovery period.
C.12 ECOTEC's projections of long term demand for aggregates adopt a "top-down" approach,
based largely on the projected demand for end-products (construction).
C.13 The 1991 projections of primary aggregates demand up to 2011 used the 3 scenarios of long
term construction investment prepared by CE together with the revised input on the intensity of use.
These projections indicated that over the period to 2011 total demand for primary aggregates in GB
would be in the range 7300-7900mt. The base projection, which is derived from the scenario which
CE considered to be the most likely, showed total demand of some 7600mt to 2011.
C.14 NCG agreed that the 1991 base projection should be used by the RAWPs in the preparation of
new Regional Commentaries (see below). To facilitate this, the 1991 national demand projection
was broken down into regional figures. These were calculated from each region's proportional share
of the total consumption of primary aggregates in England and Wales in 1989 derived from AM89.
This is consistent with the practice adopted in developing the Regional Guidelines in the previous
MPG 6.
1992 demand projections for aggregates
C.15 In 1992, the Department asked ECOTEC and CE to update the projections to take into
account the continued downturn in the economy. CE was asked to produce a revised long term
projection of construction activity, and ECOTEC were asked to take this into account in producing
revised projections of aggregates demand.
C.16 Revised projections of construction activity were produced by CE in June 1992. They were
more pessimistic for short term prospects than those produced in 1991. However CE concluded that
over the long term period there will be little actual difference to the growth rates previously

projected. The average annual growth rates for the base projection for investment in buildings and
works are:
Table C2
1980-85
Investment in
buildings and 1.2
works

1985-90

1990-95

1995-2000

2000-05

2005-11

7.0

-1.0

3.1

2.9

3.3

C.17 The factors which CE considered would influence the recovery from the prevailing economic
situation included: further increases in exports; renewed growth in consumer spending; upturn in
house building; increase in manufacturers' stock building for the whole economy.
C.18 As before, uncertainties in the projection mean that it is important to have a view of the
possible range of the outcome, and so CE have produced alternative high and low scenarios. The
high growth scenario assumes increasing exports; the impacts of higher world growth and the
Single European Market; and increased innovation by industry. This indicated that construction
investment could be 7% above the base level by 2011. The low growth scenario is derived from a
continued deterioration in GB economic performance with a longer recovery period, and lower
growth in exports. This indicated construction investment at 8% below the base by 2011.
C.19 ECOTEC generated revised long term projections of demand for aggregates in June 1992
using the new CE projections of construction activity. The revised projections for aggregates
demand were lower than those produced in 1991, mainly because of the change in the historical
time series of construction investment published by the CSO, and, to a lesser extent, because of the
reduction in the construction projections produced in 1992. The effect of these changes was to
reduce average annual demand by 34mt in the base case over the period 1991 - 2011.
C.20 The revised projections indicated that the total demand for primary aggregates in GB to 2011
could be in the range 6600-7100mt, the base projection being 6900mt.
Monitoring and review
C.21 These projections are clearly dependent upon a number of assumptions. It is the intention that
these will be monitored and the projections kept under regular review.
C.22 Copies of the consultants' reports used in preparing the long term projection of demand for
aggregates can be seen at, and obtained from, the offices of the Department of the Environment
(C15/13, 2 Marsham Street, London, SW1P 3EB: tel 071-276-3948).

Annex D The Regional Aggregates Working Parties and National Coordinating
Group
D.1 The Regional Aggregates Working Parties (RAWPs) and National Coordinating Group (NCG)
provide advice to the Secretary of State for the Environment and the Secretary of State for Wales in
relation to the supply of, and demand for, aggregate minerals.
Regional Aggregates Working Parties
D.2 The RAWPs were established in the early 1970s to identify and consider likely problems in the
supply of aggregate minerals. The Advisory Committee on Aggregates, established in 1972, and led
by Sir Ralph Verney, was appointed by Government to consider the future supply of aggregates for
the construction industry. The Committee report, "Aggregates: The Way Ahead", was published in
1976 and many of its recommendations were subsequently accepted by the Government.
D.3 The terms of reference under which the RAWPs were established are listed at Annex D.(A).
The RAWPs operate under contracts between the Secretary of State for the Environment and the
Chairs of the RAWPs, and receive funding from the Department to prepare papers, reports, and
data collations as recommended by NCG.
D.4 Each RAWP is chaired by a County Planning Officer or the equivalent, and draws members
from the MPAs, the aggregates industry (by representation from the trade federations, namely
BACMI and SAGA), and the Department/Welsh Office, along with the Department's regional
offices, other Government bodies, e.g. MAFF, and other appropriate interested parties. There are
eight RAWPs in England, covering the following regions: South East, South West, East Anglia,
East Midlands, West Midlands, North West, Northern, and Yorkshire/Humberside. Two further
RAWPs cover North and South Wales.
National Coordinating Group
D.5 The National Coordinating Group (NCG) is chaired by the Department, and comprises the
Chairs of the RAWPs, representatives of the aggregates industry, the Welsh Office, and other
appropriate Government departments (a list of the current membership of NCG is at D.B). The
NCG provides a national forum for discussion of the work undertaken by the RAWPs, and gives
guidance to the RAWPs.
D.6 A Technical Sub-Group of the NCG provides detailed technical advice on specific issues. The
sub-group is chaired by the Department and draws representatives from the Chairs and Secretaries
of the RAWPs and from the aggregates industry.
Annex D.(A): Regional Aggregates Working Parties: Terms of Reference
In general, the RAWPs were established with terms of reference as follows:
1 to assess the reserves of sand, gravel and hard rock which are available in the region and which
are suitable for aggregate production;
2 to assess the demand for aggregates likely to arise within the region;
3 to indicate whether there is likely to be a regional surplus of aggregates production or a shortfall
in supply without further planning permissions being granted for mineral working;

4 to consider the potential contribution which synthetic and waste materials could make to meeting
the demand for aggregates;
5 to consider, where applicable, the contribution which the region could make to meeting demand
arising in other parts of the country, taking into account environmental and agricultural
considerations; and
6 to monitor the supply and demand for aggregates.
Annex D.(B): Current Membership of the National Coordinating Group (NCG)

Chair:

Mr J Ballard
Director,
Planning Directorate,
Department of the Environment

Aggregates Working Party Chairs
South East

Mr M Gwilliam,
County Planning Officer, Bedfordshire County Council

East Anglia

Mr M Shaw
Director of Planning and Transport, Norfolk County
Council

East Midlands

Mr P Clark
Chief Planning and Highways Officer, Derbyshire County
Council

West Midlands

Mr L Rendell
Director of Planning and Transport, Warwickshire
County Council

South West

Mr M Oakley
Deputy County Planning Officer, Avon County Council

North West

Mr I Gilfoyle
County Planning Officer, Cheshire County Council

Yorkshire &
Humberside

Mr J Rennilson
County Planning Officer, North Yorkshire County
Council

Northern

Mr C Offord
County Planning and Environment Manager,
Northumberland County Council

South Wales

Mr M Flynn
County Planning Officer, Mid-Glamorgan County
Council

North Wales

Mr P Eyton-Jones
Director of Architecture Planning and Estates, Clwyd

County Council

Representing Aggregates Working Party Secretaries
Secretary, East Midlands Working Party on Aggregates,
National Stone Centre

Mr I Thomas

Industry Representatives

British Aggregate Construction Materials Industries (BACMI)

Mr D Pollock
Mr I Reid
Mr P Rothwell
Mr A Shearer
Mr D Thomas

Sand and Gravel Association (SAGA)

Mr S Fidgett
Mr B Frost
Mr T Higgins
Mr T Macintyre

Department of the Environment

Minerals Division

Mr R Mabey
Mr S Bland
Mr P Bide
Dr M Scott
Miss L Barnett

Construction Industry Directorate

Ms J Bishop
Mr J Lithgow
Mr D Williams

Welsh Office
Planning Services Division

Mr B Courtier

Scottish Office Environment Department

Planning Services

Mr B Spiers

Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food
Land Use Planning Unit

Mr P Samuel

Land Use and Tenure

Mrs E Close

Annex E Secondary Materials
Colliery spoil
E.1 This is the waste material from the process of mining underground coal. The largest volumes
are found on tips in Yorkshire, Nottinghamshire and South Wales. Stockpiles comprise c 2000mt
on un-reclaimed tips and c 45mt per annum is generated for land disposal.
E.2 The main uses have been as fill material for road embankments and building sites, where it
may compete with local borrow pits, pfa, slag wastes and construction wastes. The main constraints
on its use are its variable quality reflected in a low price and geographical location which limits the
markets which can be reached.
E.3 There is some scope for increasing the amount used, but the biggest potential is probably in
lower grade end-uses, eg fill.
China clay waste
E.4 China clay wastes result from the production of china clay in Cornwall and Devon, with the
largest concentration being in the St Austell area. The stockpiles are estimated at more than 600mt.
Approximately 27mt arise each year, of which c 12mt is china clay sand.
E.5 The sand is the only fraction of the waste for which significant secondary uses have been found
and about 1.5mtpa are used in the local construction industry as aggregate for concrete block
making, building mortar, structural concrete, unbound road sub-base, and as a general fill material.
E.6 Increasing the use of china clay sand would require a widening of the geographical market
area, and therefore, considerable financial support to overcome the transport cost barriers involved.
And there are some limits imposed by the variable quality of the stockpiled material. There may be
potential for use as bulk fill.
Slate waste
E.7 Stockpiles of slate wastes amount to 400-500mt, located largely in North Wales, but with other
sources in mid Wales, Scotland, the Lake District, and Cornwall. Approximately 6mt are generated
each year.
E.8 Until recently, there was little use of this material, but it has been used as sub-base aggregate
for major roads in Wales (both Type 1 and Type 2 aggregate).
E.9 The main constraint on use is the cost of transportation to areas of substantial demand.
Power station ashes
E.10 Stockpiles of power station ashes amount to more than 13mt, mainly concentrated in North
Yorkshire, Nottinghamshire and Derbyshire. Virtually all the furnace bottom ash is sold as an
aggregate in blockmaking. Approximately 45% of the pulverised fuel ash (c 4mtpa) is sold as a
blockmaking aggregate, although other uses include lightweight fill and cement substitute.
Lightweight aggregates are also produced.

E.11 The major constraint on utilisation is the location of the main arisings away from centres of
demand. Other problems include variable rate of production. The high cost of lightweight
aggregates constrains competition with primary aggregates.
Blastfurnace and steel slags
E.12 Approximately 4mt of blastfurnace slag arises annually, and these are fully utilised in
asphalting and as roadstone. Some of the older stockpiles are also being utilised. The use of steel
slags (2mt arising each year) is constrained by technical and economic factors.
Demolition and construction wastes
E.13 Arup Economics and Planning (see other publications 2) estimated that approximately 24mt
of "hard" demolition and construction wastes arise each year, the method of disposal depending
largely on the costs to the demolition contractor.(This is the part of a total of 70mt inert arisings
including excavated soil, clay etc.) Arups reported that the material is often hauled to landfill sites,
but estimated that more than 11mt are re-used on building sites for levelling purposes.
Approximately 1mt were estimated to be recycled to produce graded aggregates.
E.14 The Department of the Environment has research in hand, due for completion in spring 1994,
on demolition and construction wastes. This will provide more up to date and detailed information
on arisings and re-use/recycling/disposal. It will include a review of current operations, the
planning and legislative tools which govern such operations, an analysis of the constraints on
recycling, and a draft Code of Practice for the demolition/recycling industry. It will include
recommendations for action by national Government, local authorities, and industry to encourage
recycling.
E.15 Preliminary results from this new study suggest that a high proportion, perhaps 60% or more,
of demolition and construction wastes are currently recycled. The research estimates that of the
total of 70mt inert arisings estimated by Arups3, some 21mt are deposited in landfill. A further
21mt is used for construction of access, hardstanding etc at landfill sites. Some 20mt are used in an
unprocessed form or coarsely crushed for use on demolition/construction sites and for sale/disposal
offsite. Some 2.8mt are crushed to produce a graded product, and possibly 5mt is disposed of for
agricultural purposes or illegally tipped. These estimates are based on limited data and further
detailed surveys will be required in the future to establish reliable data.
Asphalt road planings
E.16 Currently, 80% of asphalt road planings are used. Until recently, none was recycled back into
asphalt for use on road surfaces. However, the current Department for Transport specification will
allow up to 10% of recycled material in any bituminous layer, provided there is no loss of
performance.
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Appendix 18.1
Errata

Introduction
A number of typos have been noted in the original ES. Appendix 18.3 of the Reg 22 Response set out
some of them and advised that any further typos noted would be listed in a future Reg 22 Response.
To facilitate understanding all noted typos are listed below.
The highlighted ones were in the Reg 22 #1.

Errata
ES Para 2.3 Reference to DNP Boundary Review in 1994, should have been 1993.
(equivalent error in Planning Statement para 3.3)
ES Para 3.62 and ES Para 8.339. Reference to route of replacement electricity lines in
appendix 3C This should have been reference to App 3D (equivalent error in Planning
Statement Para 3.77).
ES para 5.106. Reference to figure showing planned development levels in Devon to 2031.
This should have been to 2036.
ES Para 6.110 Reference to Appendix 6.D. This should have been reference to Appendix 3F.
ES Para 8.35. Reference to Appendix 12.A4 for the viewpoint location plan. This should have
been reference to Appendix 8A.3
ES Para 8.49. Reference to the created ZTV maps. This should have been reference to
Appendix 8A.2
All Appendix references in Chapter 8, should be to appendix 8xx, (not Appendix 12xx).
Para 8.50 delete ‘Thus for those areas within which the ZTV diagram indicates that the
feature may be visible, (colour shaded areas).
Para 8.96 last sentence should read: ‘The higher central sections of the upgrade to Waye
Lane follow the line of an unsurfaced farm track passing through agricultural land
in a narrow but not deep valley behind the tip.’
Throughout chapter 8 ‘Whelstor’ should be ‘Welstor’.
ES Para 8.147 should cross reference table 3, not table 4.
ES Para 8.315 should read; The existing north to south hedgerow running along the western
eastern edge of the extension area, will be retained throughout to retain mature
aspects of existing landscape structure, both during the operation period as well
as following final restoration. This thick mature hedgerow will also act as an
important screen to the operations during the initial Stages until the Stage 1b and
2a/2b bunds are completed.
In ES Chapter 17, para 17.1 last sentence should have said ‘The Land Stability Risk
Assessment is presented in Appendix 17A’ (not Appendix 12A). Note: this appendix is now
largely superseded by the Revised Land Stability Risk Assessment presented as a new ES
Appendix 17.1 in the Reg 22 Response #3.
In ES Chapter 18, Figures 17-1 and 17-3 should have been Figures 18-1 and 18-3 respectively.
In the Reg 22 Response #1, paras 5.17, 5.18, and 5.19 should have said ‘DLCA’ instead of
‘DCLA’.
In the Reg 22 Response #1, para 5.31 should have cross referred to ‘…chapter 4 at para 4.49
above’, not ‘…chapter 4 at para 4.46 above’.

